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Questions for These Times:
An Interview with

The following is an interview which
was done recently with Bob
Avakian, Chairman of the Central
Committee of the Revolutionary
Communist Party, USA, and which
has been made available to this
magazine.

Q: I'd like to start off by focusing on the major
question which I believe confronts all of us right now,
everywhere in the world, and that is the question of the
likelihood of global nuclear war in the near future. Let
me begin, if I may, by expressing some of my own fmstration over this question. It's pretty clear by now - at
least to those who don't stubbornly refuse to confront
reality - that the world is dangerously close to world
nuclear war. Some people share the RCP's view that it
is the very social relations of imperialism whichare the
root problem, the source of impending world war, and
therefore feel that the forcible overthrow of imperialist
social systems is necessary. Others may not take it that
far, but for many it is becoming very clear that pleas to
governments to stop what they're doing are simply not
going to work.
So where does that leave us? What kind of chance
do we really have to stop these people, to overthrow
them, if that's what is called for? I mean, there are a lot
of hopeful signs I'm aware of: millions in motion
around the world around the threat of war, twenty revolutionary parties and organizations united in the Revolutionary Internationalist Movement (RIM), a genuine revolutionary war going on right now in Peru
(which isn't seeking alliances with any of the imperialists), a reawakening of political consciousness and
activism in imperialist countries, including the U.S.,
the boiling over of social contradictions in countless
hotspots in the Third World and becoming extremely
intense in South Africa. I see a lot of dislocation, a lot of
turmoil in the world as well as a lot of good developments for "our side" in the largest sense. I often think
that if we could only count on a bit more time, we'd he

i n pretty good shape a s f a r a s the advance of revolution
i n t h e world is concerned. But I don't eet the feeline
we've got m u c h time! So I feel a t one a n d t h e s a m e time
ontimistic a n d frustrated! What would vou sav to this?
got? How close d o you
What kind of chance have we think we are, not only to world war, but t o a revolutionary situation i n the U.S. o r any other imperialist stronghold?
A: I think I'd put it like this. We'renow inaperiod where
that world war could break out at any time and could erupt
out of any particular crisis in any part of the world where the
interests of the two contending blocs (led, the one by the
are insharp conflict.
U.S., and the other by the Soviet~nion)
And the fact is that in almost everv oart of the world, or fundamentally in every. .
part of the world, these interests are in
sharp and ever more acute conflict. So no one can predict exactiv when this war will break out. if it isn't orevented by
revolution. As a general framework we've spoken of the
period of the 1980s, in terms of it being a period both of the
possibility of world war breaking- out and also in terms of
heightened possibilities for revolution, including revolutionarv' strueele
"" which could advance far enough fast enough
in large and/or strategic enough parts of the world to prevent
that world war. But the discussion of the '80s is only to
establish a general framework for this; and the fact is, we are
already in a period now where, as I said, war could breakout
at any time and out of any particular so-called local conflict
where the interests of the two sides, the two imperialist
blocs, come directly and sharply into conflict.
For example, world war could arise from a crisis in Central America either around some event in Nicaragua
. or
something relatini; tu ~onu'otherplace in Central America El Salvador i ~ c!xamnlt!
r
i i r i/veniscruotine in Mexico which
aren't even foreseen right now but could arise out of a very
deep and certainly unsolved economic crisis. With such an
ongoing economic crisis as a backdrop, an all-around
political crisis could erupt in a place like Mexico very suddenly, without much forewarning. So it could be in Central
America that the two blocs come directly into conflict; one
side can make a move and the other side make a countercot them in each other's face
move and then ouicklv"
vou've "
and there's no turning back. The point I'm trying to make,
again, is that this couldhappenat any giventimeand without
much warning. We're alreadv into that kind of situation.
We're already in that kind of a context where world war
could breakout at any time. It could similarly happen in the
Middle East. World war could break out as a result of
something happening in the Persian Gulf, something hap.
pening in Lebanon, or one of the many conflicts involving
Israel, which is an outpost of Western imperialist interests in
the Middle East and which by itsvery natureandvery definition is continuallv forced to hurl itself, and deliberately and
consciously hurls itself, into conflict with other forces in the
Middle ~ a s on
t behalf of Western imperialist interests.
The ooint is. when I speak of a scenario where there'sa
move and then a countermove and then they're in each
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other's face, that serves to indicate that there isn't much
room for maneuver on the part of the one side or the other.
The rival blocs don't have much room to maneuver before
they are directly up against each other. Now sometimes it's
possible to be fooled by the appearance of things, ironically
exactly because there is so little maneuvering room. What I
mean by this is that because they don't have much
maneuvering room sometimes they deliberately hold back
from making a particular move because if they do make that
move it will start the process going which, with only one or
two more steps, will lead directly to such a conflict.
For example, our newspaper, the Revolutionary Worker,
has pointed out several times that world war could break out
in relation to the very acute situation around Nicaragua.
There are the growing, more and more open and openly
bellicose threats on the part of the U.S. against Nicaragua.
There is open discussion and speculation in the U.S. media
about a U.S. invasion of Nicaragua, and they are openly inventing the pretexts for this in advance - everybody should
take note that they're openly inventing these pretexts in advance and writing about them openly in the pagesof theNew
York Times, for example. This is very significant: they've
already talked openly about invading and they've already
talked openly about the pretexts they'll use. And everybody
knows that the U.S. has turned Honduras into an armed outpost of the U.S. and almost continuously -rries out military
maneuvers there, which are obviously for the purpose of intimidation throughout Central America in general but are
also very specifically aimed at keeping the pressure up on
Nicaragua and keeping constant the threat of a direct, largescale invasion, involving U.S. troops as well as troops from
Honduras. So that situation is very sharp, and of course
there's also the Contras, who are based there, who wage
everything from terroristic sabotage attacks to larger-scale
military incursions and assaults within Nicaragua itself.
Then there's Costa Rica, which is supposed to be an
"unarmed democracy" representing all the people and a
model for all of Latin America in contrast to the fact that
large parts of Latin America are ruled by openly repressive
regimes. In reality, of course, Costa Rica has all along been
ruled by a reactionary dictatorship in the service of U.S. imperialism, but this has been disguised to a certain degree and
Costa Rica has been held up as a democratic model. Yet now
Costa Rica too is being turned into an armed camp by the
US., mainly at this time in the form of the U.S.-sponsored,
backed, financed, trained, and directed Contras who are
operating out of Costa Rica, again across the border, into
Nicaragua. So the whole situation there is tense.
Now, should the U.S. decide to take the next step and get
more directly involved, should it commit U.S. ground troops,
should it much more heavily and directly involve U.S. air
power, what will be the response of the Soviet Union if a
serious threat to the existence of the regime in Nicaragua is
actually brought about through these means by the US.?
Will the Soviet Union be willing to see the Nicaraguan
government - which it backs and supports and which, unfortunately, looks to it for backing and support - will it be
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willing to see that regime face this kind of situation and
perhaps be overthrown, at least in the short run, by the
military efforts of the U S 7 Will the Soviet Union stop sendine military and other supcart to Nicaragua? Or will it feel
compelled,in response tiis own global interests and global
needs, to assert itself as a global power in this situation? Will
it feel compelled to extend, or certainly to continue, and
perhaps increase that aid to ~ i c a r a ~ u a ? ifk itd does - if the
U.S. hascornmitteditself to a maior military effort toactuallv
try to wipe out the eovernment
that exists now in Nicaragua
and the Soviets respond by sending at least as much or more
aid - will the U.S. then sit bv and allow this aid to continue
to come in even if it's resulting in significantly helping the
Nicaraguan government to thwart the U.S. efforts to overthrow it? Or will the U.S., if it's going to not back off and
show itself to be impotent, be forced then to take moves to
try to cut off this Soviet aid?
And if the U.S. does try to cut off this Soviet aid by. put.
ting up an cmbargo of Nicaragua of sea shipments to
Nicaraeua. for example what will then he the situation7This
is of course similar to what the U.S. did in 1962 around Cuba
and theCuban missile crisis. At that point the Soviets backed
down althoush thcv did get a few concessions from the US.
in terms of the U.S. pulling missilesout of Turkey, and so on.
Basically the Soviets backed down; when you add everything
un,that's what happened.
-. This time, if the U.S. attempts to
block any ships from getting into Nicaragua, can and will the
Soviet Union back down? In todav's world situation are thev
willing to show themselves to be so impotent? Can they
allow it to be shown by the U.S. that there are places in the
world where, when the U.S. asserts its Dower, the Soviet
Union is impotent and unable to help its allies and friends,
that those people who are involved in conflict with the U.S.
of one kind or another and look to the Soviet Union for sum
port cannot count on the Soviet Union for support? And even
if Central America is what the immediate focus is on - an
area which the U.S. refers to as its back yard and which the
Soviet Union recognizes, for now, as the U.S.'s direct sphere
of influence - Central America doesn't exist in a vacuum.
The Soviet Union takes into account in its tactical maneuvering and its overall plans the close geographical proximity of
Latin America, and in particular Central America, to the
United States, but still the implications extend far beyond
Central America. If the U.S. can make the Soviets back down
aeain like thev did at the time of the Cuban missile crisis,
what happens then if the U.S. on that basis asserts its interestsin the Middle East and forcesa confrontation with the
Soviet Union? Can the Soviet Union back down again? And
can they even allow it to get that far? Can they allow themselves to he put in a position where they're backed down in
that kind of a direct confrontation in any part of the world?
Or you can see the same thing happening in the reverse
way - the Soviet Union making a move and the U.S. setting
in a position where it can't back down. The essential point is
not who ismaking who back down, or who's refusing to back
down, because from the point of view of the proletariat and
from the point of view of the oppressed people of the world,
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it makes absolutely no difference who in fact is making the
"first move." There is no such thing really as the first move
because there are continual efforts by these two powers and
their two blocs to move asainst
each other: that's in their
"
nature as imperialists, that they have to continually
challenge each other. Particularly in this period of acute
crisis worldwide for the imperialist system, they have to
challenge and confront each other in various ways. So, my
point in making that whole example of move and countermove is not to try to focus on who's making the first move
and who's trying to counter it, but to look at the dynamics of
how a war between them could easily break out out of any
particular "local" conflict, or any particular eruption of
sharp conflict of interests in a specific part of the wo;ld. So in
that sense I would sav that. while no one can predict exactly
when war would break out, we're in a periodwhere it could
break out any time and out of any of these particular conflicts.
Now I'm not saying that there's absolutely no room for
maneuver between these two blocs. You can't say that the
war will definitely start the very next time there's any kind
of a local conflict which involves in any way the interests of
the two contendine imperialist blocs. For example, there
were the events around Lebanon in 1982 beginning with the
massive, vicious, and murderous Israeli invasion, both
through the air and with ground forces, which resulted immediately in the death of at least 15,000 Lebanese and
Palestinians and of course was followed by thp murders at
the Palestinian refugee camps of Sabra and Shatila, and other
atrocities under Israel's aegis and under Israel's control. Out
of that situation, the immediate gainer was the U.S., with
Israel acting as its pointman and attack dog. And it appeared
that the Soviet Union had lost very severely; in fact it did lose
in the short run. It was to a large degree cut out of the action
and pushed back in terms of its influence and power in the
immediate area. But over a period of the next several years,
what has happened? Who is now, or what force is now the
major power broker and influential force, if you will, right
immediately in the area? It's Syria, and at least for the time
being the Soviet Union has more influence, more hooks, and
more contacts with the rcpmc in Syria than the Western im~erialistbloc does ~althouvhthe Wfstt-'rn imnenalists have
not given up by any meanson swinging ~ y r i ~ i ntheir
t o fold
either with or without Assad).
So my point with thisexample is that it's not the case that
there's absolutely no maneuvering room, but on the other
hand there is not much maneuvering room between them,
and further what maneuvering room there is is continually
shrinking, and that's the growing and the main trend. It's
this we have to recognize very sharply in order to recognize
that, in fact, as I said, it is quite possible that world war between the two imperialist blocs could erupt out of any particular local crisis, any particular sharp conflict which involves in any significant way the interests of the two blocs.
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Q: Earlier you mentioned that the U.S. is already
inventing a n d publicly discussing pretexts for a
possible invasion of Nicaragua. Could you expand o n
that a hit?
A: In those articles in the New York Times a little while
ago, they as usual stood things on their head and portrayed
the aggressor as the aggressed against, portrayed the victim
as the victimizer, and vice versa. In other words, to be very
specific, they said, well Nicaragua's involved in conflict with
iis neighbors that is Costa h c a and Honduras in particular,
which is true hecause the U.S is using" Costa Rica and Honduras as armed camps and as base areas for the U.S. forcesin
attacking Nicaragua. This includes both its own forces - air
forces, U.S. advisors, and actual U.S. combat forces [right
now on a limited level) -and also, of course, the Contrasin
rather large numbers. So, the Times laid it out that the U.S.
might at some point decide that the Nicaraguans had committed an act of aggression against Costa Rica or Honduras
which couldn't go unpunished and that would be the basis,
or really the pretext, for the invasion. Or more recently,
Reagan made a speech which basically said that anything
that's done against U.S. interests anywhere in the world,
well there are certain forces that we know are behind this;
and he included Nicaragua among those, as well as Iran and
some other states. We will retaliate, Reagan insisted. This is
themselves, inadvance, acarte blanchefor attack.iust giving
ing anybody anywhere in the world in accordance with their
interests and how thev want to move and how thev feel the
necessity to move. They even went so far in the New York
Times articles to say, maybe the Nicaraguans will do
something stupid, almost forcing us to invade. So you see,
they're sort of already blaming them - both their evil nature
and their stupidity, sort of like they can't help themselves,
they're almost certainly going to force the U.S. to invade
through their own evil nature and their own stumbling
stupidity.
I think it's important to point out that this open creation
of pretexts for attacks against Nicaragua or in other parts of
the world against enemies of the United States. and the laving of the basis for military moves by the U.S. in any part of
the world where it sees the necessity todoso, isin fact avery
sharp expression and a very acute reflection of their growing
moves toward war, and it is of course paralleled by the
moves of the other side. We could enumerate similar moves
by the Soviet Union. We could take examples of its invasion
of Afghanistan and its rationalization that this was made
necessary because of aggression by Western imperialism
against Afghanistan and a threat to Soviet interests, and we
could go down the line in terms of the Soviet Union making
varallel moves and creating ~arallelpretexts and bases for its
military moves in any part of the world that it sees its interests threatened and sees its global power called into question.
Now the important point to understand is that this is not
simply a question of power-hungry states. There are real
dynamics of the imperialist system that are playing
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themselves out here and that have brought things, have
broueht the world and humanity, to the brink of an unprecedentedly destructive war, almost certainly involving
nuclear weapons, which does in fact hold a very real possibF
litv of even eliminating the human race and certainly holds
the basis for bringing about destruction on a scale never yet
seen and barely imaginable. It's extremely important to
understand that there are these underlying dynamics. I'm
not going to try to get into those here. hat has beendoneand
is being" done continuallv in various forms in the cress of our
party, both in our newspaper, the Revolutionay Mlrker, and
the magazine, Revolution, and in other places; and it has been
presented in concentrated form in the recently published
book America in Decline by Raymond Lotta with Frank Shannon, which gets into the underlying dynamics of the imaerialist svstem, both generally since its advent, more or less
at the turn of the century, and particularly in this period
since World War 2 and leading up to the coming together
very sharply of the contradictions of the imperialist system
that hold the very real prospect of this unprecedentedly
destructive World War 3 in the present time. So that's on the
first, and we could say the negative, part of your question:
"How close are we to world war?"
Now to take the other Dart. the other side of vour auestion, you say that you feel thatthere are many positiveand
favorable developments for our side in the largest sense and
that vou wouldn't feel sodiscouraeed if it weren't for the fact
that t h e danger of war is continually looming ever more
ominously onthe horizon, and that you feel optimistic on the
one hand, hut on the other hand feel that we're running out
of time and there isn't enough time. And I think it's important to say, in response to that, that anybody that thinks
about this, and especially froma revolutionary point of view,
can feel some of the frustration and can certainly sympathize
with the feeling" that time is verv pressing. But on the other
hand, it's also important to recognize that there is a very
close connection between these twoaspects: on the one hand
the erowine danger of world war, on the other hand the
favorable developments for our side, the outbreaks of mass
struggle against imperialism, even mass revolutionary struggles. These things can't be completely separated. There's
very close connection between them, and very close interrelationship between them. To explain this a bit more: if it
weren't for the fact that world war is looming so directly on
the horizon, there would not be. to be blunt, the same degree
of questioning, of restlessness, of protest, of rebellion, and
even of revolutionary struggle that there is now breaking out
in various parts of the world. Some of these favorable
develovments for our side would not be occurring in the wav
that they are, or be asadvanced or developed as they arenow
becoming. Now I say some because certainly world war and
the threat of world war is not the onlv towering crime of imperialism. It's not the only atrocity committed by imnerialism. It's not the onlv sufferine that imnerialism holds
for the masses of people on a daily basis and has since its inception. In fact, going back through history, all systems of
exploitation and oppression have in fact brought down
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tremendous suffering for the masses of people. Imperialism
daily condemns millions of people to starvation and death,
both a slow grinding death and also the death of the death
squad, the death of the executioners of imperialism. And
even leaving out of the picture for a moment the question of
world war, it condemns the masses of people to a horrible
future so long as that system continues to rule in the world
and to dominate the world and to dominate the lives of the
human beings who make up human society. And, along with
all that, it calls forth resistance -it impels and compels p e e
ple to rise up against it.
So on the one hand, imperialist war and the growing
danger of it is not the only outrage, the only crime of imperialism, or the only thing calling forth resistance,
rebellion, and revolutionary struggle. But on the other hand,
in a very real sense it is a concentration of all these things, of
all these outrages, all these crimes, all these atrocities, and it
certainly would be a magnification of them, certainly would
be the greatest crime committed by imperialism, and a crime
on a scale as yet unseen and we could say again almost
unimaginable.
So that fact and the recognition
by. -growing
numbers of people of the looming and ever more ominously
nresent daneer
" of world war and its destructive wtential is
drawing growing numbers of people to question, to rebel, to
protest, and to fight back against the imperialists and even,
in fact, is giving stimulus to revolutionary struggles in many
parts of the world. The point I'm trying to make in a general
sense is that the overall crisis of the imperialist system,
which holds within it the basis for this war to break out, and
Â¥thintensifi.:ation of that crisis is also bringing forward and
holds within it the basis for the intensification and the further development of revolutionary struggles in many different parts of the world.
So on the one hand, yes, we're racing against time, but
this very sharp conflict between these two trends - world
war on the one hand and revolutionary struggle on the other
- can be resolved one way or the other. It isn't yet determined which way it's going to be resolved. That is, it can
result in world war breaking out and then the necessity for
revnlution to be waged within that context. Even in the terribly d e s t r ~ c t i v e ~ r ~ c e seven
s o r theaftermath ofsuchawar,
there would itill be theguestionand the possibilitvof wawnerevolutionary struggle in different forms. But it's also possible that that revolutionary aspect within the present situation and its tremendous intensification in these times could
bring forward revolutionary struggle that would in fact
radicallv alter the whole structure of world relations, and in
such a way that it would prevent that world war which is
now shaping up and looming ever more ominously. These
things are interconnected and we can't just lookat it andsay,
on the one hand there are some good developments but I
wish all these bad things weren't there. Of course, in one
sense you can certainly agree with and sympathize with
anyone who wishesall those things weren't there. Nobody in
their right mind, and nobody who isn't a cold-blooded
henchman or executioner for imperialism, could even
possibly feel differently. But on the other hand, in another

sense, we can't just want to wish them away. They're part of
the objective situation, they're part of the intensifying crisis,
they're part of the drawing together and heightening of the
contradictions of the imperialist system worldwide, and
most importantly all this holds within it the heightening
possibilities and prospects for revolutionary struggle
throughout the world, and that's what we have to seize on.
And thisbrings us to thelast part of your question, where
you ask: How closeare we not only to the possibility of world
war breaking out but how close are we to a revolutionary
situation - and specifically how close are we to a revolutionary situation in the U.S. or any other imperialist
stronghold.
First of all, we have to say that, especially since World
War 2 and as a general rule, the prospects for revolution have
been more favorable in the Third World than they have been
in the imperialist countries. This is exactly because it is the
case that the imperialist countries are the strongholds of imperialist rule; this is where the imperialists both have the
ability and have the necessity to most strongly enforce their
rule. They are concerned to most strongly secure their home
base and as far as possible to keep the population there, and
even the oppressed classes, pacified. Now I'm not saying that
there's no contradiction, even sharp contradiction, in the imperialist countries. I'm not saying that there's no class conflict or class struggle, and certainly I'm not saying that
there's no revolutionary struggle or at least the potential for
revolutionary movements in these countries - there is all of
that. But nevertheless, it's been a general rule, and particularly it's been the case since World War 2, that the bases
and opportunity for revolutionary situations and even the
development of large-scale revolutionary mass movements
in the imperialist countries don't occur that frequently and
generally are associated with some major event or key turning point within the world imperialist system and the network of imperialistdominated world relations.
But, again, in the Third World the possibility for initiating revolutionary struggles and in an overall sense the existence of more favorable and fertile ground for revolutionary movements, revolutionary struggles against imperialism, is something on a more ongoing basis. This is not
to say there are not ups and downs in the situation, not to say
it's a straight-line process. But, in an overall sense, there is a
more favorable opportunity for the development of revolutionary struggle, tbere are more favorable conditions for that
development and for the initiation of revolutionary struggle,
including revolutionary armed struggle as its highest form.
So that's just a general point, but I understand why
you're raising the question right now of imperialist strongholds, because this is very important in terms of the possibility of preventing world war. That's not to say that it's only
by having revnlution in the U.S. or the Soviet Union or some
other imperialist country, or a number of powerful imperialist strongholds, that, as we put it, the whole structure, the
whole equation of world power relations could be changed in
such a way as to prevent world war. But certainly if tbere
were revolutions in the U.S. or the Soviet Union, or some
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other significant imoerialist Dower. that would have a verv
big effect, a very immediate and dramatic effect on this
whole eauation and structure of world relations. I think it's
necessary to say that at the present time, both for reasons of
the objective conditions (which I've somewhat touched on,
that is, that these are the home-base areas and the strongholds of imperialism) and in terms of the subiective factor,
that is, in terms of revolutionary forces themselves, in the
last decade or more there has not been the development of
revolutionary movements in the imperialist countries. There
has not been either the outbreak of mass revolutionary
movements or the development of significant revolutionary
communist parties in these imperialist countries, as a general
rule. Now in the U.S. there is, of course, our party which
plays a significant role. It is still a role of only influencing a
minority of the proletariat, a minority of the oppressed people, but this role is significant. Yet at the same time we have
to say bluntly that we are far from being in a position right
now to be able to lead a revolutionary movement aimed at
directly overthrowing the imperialist ruling class.
However, in the imperialist countries and, in particular,
some of those that are on the faultlines of some of the
sharpest contradictions of the imperialist system and in some
of the arenas where the developments toward war and
preparations toward war have taken their sharpest expreswith
sions, there are erowine- mass movements of opposition
-beginning revolutionary currents within them and certainly
with notential
for a revolutionary movement to develop. For
r
instance in Germany, particularly West Germany, this has
been very sharply expressed. At the same time, for reasons
that are beyond our discussion here, the Marxist-Leninist
movement in most of these countries has undergone a
debacle. This is not to say that there are no Marxist-Leninist
forces in any of these countries. It is specifically not the case
that there are no significant Marxist-Leninist forces in West
Germany. There are, hut one of the perhaps ironic, and certainly interesting, quirks of history and expressions of the
nature of the imperialist system, and specifically in the present period, is that these forces are largely represented by
people who are not Germans hut are in fact immigrant
imworkers, or immigrant revolutionaries, in
migrants from Turkev. Thev. represent a potentially. very
significant force for revolution and for conscious revolutionary leadership, not only in relation to their home country, such as Turkey, but also in relation to the development
of a revolutionary movement in Germany itself. This holds
very strategic implications and potentially strategic promise
for the revolutionaw movement internationally as well as in
those particular countries.
So the fact that German Marxist-Leninists have undergone a debacle is not the end of hope for proletarian revolution there. [Again,it's beyond the scope of thisdiscussion to
get into any thorough discussion of the reasons for that
debacle, hut I can't let it go without saying that in part it has
to do with not breaking with the whole frameworkof nationalism and attempting to be the best upholders of the national
interests and the national flag of the country - this has been
- 1
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a disease which has infected the revolutionary movement, as
well as the pseudorevolutionary movement, in all the imperialist countries. That's one thing we have to touch on, but
nevertheless an overall analysis of the reasons for this
debacle are beyond our discussion here I'm afraid.) Despite
thisdebacle there is the potential and the basis for a develop.
ment of not only a mass revolutionary movement, as the contradictions sh&n even further, but also the basis for the
emereence of a vaneuard
force callable of exertine" influence
"
and perhaps even gaining leadership of this movement and
directing it ina very consciously and powerful revolutionary
direction that could come into a position of being able to
directly challenge the ruling class and the imperialist interestifor state power in society. So this is important to note,
and it's important to note that this is again an expression of
the nature of the imperialist system, particularly in the present period and of how its own oppression, its own pillaging,
its own plunder, its own exuloitation worldwide, rebounds
back against it in very important ways. And this is a phenomenon not only in West Germany but generally throughout the
imperialist countries, whether you're talking about England,
which has seen important rebellionsof immigrants in the last
few years, or whether you're talking about other imperialist
countries, generally. And certainly this applies to the U.S.
So, by the very nature of these imperialis<countries, events
in some other Darts of the world - and in the Third World in
particular -that may not seem at first, in their early stages
of development, to be so directly related to developments in
the imperialist cnuntries may in fact have at least very great
potential for having tremendous repercussions and tremendous effects within those imperialist countries.
I remember, for example, the last time I was around in
the U.S.I wason a tour in 1979 and I was on a radio station, I
think it was in St. Louis, and I was being interviewed by one
of these reactionary talk show hosts. I started talking about
the struggle in ~urdistanat that time, which was animportant asoect of the situation in Iran and remains an imwrtant
aspect of the situation in Iran and other countries in the
region today. This guy kept interrupting me and saying,
"Whocares about Kurdistan, nobody cares about Kurdistan,
nobody wants to hear about Kurdistan," and of course he got
all of his backward listeners with visions as broad as a gnat's
tocall inand say, "Yeah. wedon't care about Kurdistan, who
cares about ~&distan,I don't even know where Kurdistan
is," as though that were something to be proud of. And then
inst a little while after that came the whole hostage crisis, so'called, in Iran, and events in Iran, including inKurdistan,
verv directly irnoineed on all these neonle's lives and thev
had to sit up and take notice - even if, given where they
were coming from, they did it from a reactionary standpoint,
at least to begin with. So my point is that, because imperialism is a worldwide system and because these imperialist powers (and this is certainly true in a very concentrated way of the U.S.)are worldwide exploiters and oppressors and their whole system's a worldwide system,
things happening in any part of the world which these
philistines may regard as remote and totally unconnected to
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them can have very direct and powerful repercussions and
send shockwaves back throueb the home country.
This is true not only of Iran, but it is certainly true of
events in South Africa. I've already read how some of these
preachers and others in the U.S. are very concerned that if
things get out of hand, as they look at it, if they get beyond
the bounds of a so-called civil rights movement in South
Africa and begin to reach revolutionary proportionsand then
the U.S. in pursuit of its interests is forcedto get more directIv involved on behalf of reinforcine reactionary interests and
imperialist rule in South Africa, then this will have tremendous repercussions in the U.S. and tremendous shockwaves
in the U.S.,
especially amone the Black oeoole but also more
generally. his could have tkible cons&juencesfor the U.S.
the way they look at it, and tremendous, tremendously
positive consequences from our point of view, from the
revolutionary point of view. The same is obviously true of
events in Latin America.. eenerallv.. and ~articularlvCentral
America. Today things may appear relatively calm in the
U.S.. but if the situation in Central America takes some leaps
and becomes even more acute, if conflicts there become
even sharper with or without a direct confrontation between
the two imperialist blocs, certainly if there are major e r u p
tions of political crisis in Mexico, the signs of which are
already present, this will have tremendousimpact upon the
U.S. in terms of shattering the relative calm and shaking
things up a great deal and adding fuel to the fire of already
developing protest movements and of embryonic revolutionary movements.
It's important to look at the prospects for revolution in
the imperialist countries, and in particular the U.S.,in this
light and not to look at it statically or look just within the
borders of the US., although there are important
developments taking place there too, which we'll talk about
more later. But I think it's important to look at it in its global
context and not just to get a
picture in the abstract but
to see the interconnectedness of thines and the wav in which
events in one part of the world can dramatically affect things
throughout the world and in particular in these imperialist
strongholds, the U.S. not least of all.
Similarly with the revolutionary struggle in Peru which again, in an overall sense, is the most important
revolutionary struggle going on right now in the whole
world. The U.S. has already not only expressed concern
about this but acted on that concern bv increasine its aid to
the reactionary regime in Peru. The 'US. imperialists are
very concerned not only about the struggle in Peru, which is
important in its own richt, but also the soread of this exampiiand bow it could further "destabilize" U.S. rule and the
clampdown of U.S. dictates throughout Latin America. All
these things, 1 think are indications of the wsitive side, and
favorable developments for our side and the
growing prospects
for the further development of revolurionary movements not only in various other parts of the
world but within the imperialist countries and within the
U.S. in particular.
So I think you have to answer that just as no one can say
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just how close we are to world war, so too no one can say ex- 1
actlv how close we are toa revolutionary situation in theU.S. I
certainly there isn't one now nor is possible to see the
development of one right before us, or to &e the outlines of a
specific revolutionary situation. In other words, there's not
oneon the horizon right now - an actual revolutionary situation where it would be possible to wage an all-out struggle for
the seizure of power and to overthrow and defeat the imperialists; but there are the elements of a potential revolutionary situation that are present both in terms of things happening inside the U.S. and most of all in terms of things happening throughout the world and specifically in areas of
xreat strategic concern to the C.S. includina neht within its
own "back yard." So, again, the point is we can't say exactly
whether a revolutionary situation will develop within the
next period, nor certainly when it will develop. But just as
world war could erupt out of the heightening of any particular conflict in any particular part of the world, so too
could a revolutionary situation, particularly in the US.,
develop out of all that. The point is to be doing our work in
such a way that the embryonic revolutionary movement that
now involves tens of thousands, in one way or another and
on one level or another, and that now influences hundredsof
thousands, is strenethened and develoned. so that we are laving the basis to influence and win over and eventually
mobilize millions and be able to at least neutralize millionsor
tens of millions more to have a real shot at it when, perhaps
suddenly and seemingly out of nowhere, a revolutionary
situation does erupt.
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Q: I'd like to ask you something which has been
bothering m e for some time. I count myself among
those w h o sincerely hope that revolution in the U.S.
and other parts of the world will happen soon enough
a n d restructure the world enough so that nuclear w a r
can be prevented. But what if the bombs start falling
within weeks or months, which is not totally out of the
question. I mean, if this starts to happen I know that I
for one would be trying to link u p right away with any
surviving party people. I'd be running all over the
place, scrambling through the rubble, trying like bell to
find some sign of the party! Anybody wavingsome RCP
flag or remnant of a n RW, believe me, that's where I'd
want t o be, so we could figure o u t what t o d o next.
That's assuming anybody's still alive out there! But
sometimes I think I'll wake u p some morning in the
midst of full-scale nuclear war a n d be cut off, maybe
not from all people, but from the leadership of the
party. What should people d o i n s u c h a situation? How
doeswhat we d o today prepare us t o know how t o act?

And how would we regroup? Obviously these questions would pose themselves urgently in the midst of
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imperialist war, h u t they are also relevant t o the development of a revolutionary situation a n d attempted
seizure of power, when a lot of people a r e going to be
cut off a n d have t o act o n their own. I know that you
have touched o n this in A Hom'ble End,o r An End to the
Horror?, but could you elaborate on this point?
A: Well, first of all on the point about waking up one
morning in the midst of full-scale nuclear war, I won't say
that's impossible; it could happen. But in general I think that
these things don't just erupt suddenly out of nowhere. Of
course there is the general context and thegeneralconditions
that provide the basis for this war to erupt at any time, which
we've already talked about. But within that, any particular
immediate crisis that would be the spark to set off this world
war has a certain dynamic also. And it would be possible to
recognize the features of it even if they're very condensed
and telescoped so to speak. This points to the fact that it's
very important to be paying very close attention to world affairs,and of coursevery important not tojustpay attentionin
general but to be trained in, and to continually sharpen our
Marxist-Leninistmethod, in other words, to beable toget at
the essence and the truth of what's going on, to see the
underlying processes on the one hand and also the particular
things that are happening, the particular expressions, that
these underlying processes take at any given time. Without
that you can be paying attention to what's happening in the
world but not really understand what'sgoing on. not understand what the essence of something is and what the relationship is between a particular event and the overall situation.
Not understand, for example, what those kinds of things we
talked about in relation to Nicaragua have to do with the
rivalry and growing contention between the two imperialist
blocs. Not see how those events could not only lead to a U.S.
invasion but could in turn possibly be the thing which
sparked off world war. So you need to have the correct,
scientific method, the revolutionary method of MarxismLeninism-Mao Tsetung Thought, in order to understand in
the fullest sense world events and the relationship between
particular things that happen in the world and their underlying basis and how particular things fit into theoverall picture
of what's happening.
Now, not only is it true in a general sense that you have
to have that scientific view, but right now that'savery acute
problem, and the way that you pose the question, waking up
one morning and perhaps seeing the missilesflying being too
late, underlines very powerfully the need for people to wake
upand also be willing to stare reality in the face and recognize
what is going on. But it also points to the need to go beyond
that and be willing to, and be determined to, get a scientific
view of what's happening so that you can really understand
it, andmore than that, dosornethingabouti(,actonitinsucha
way as to change the course of events in a revolutionary
direction, as we've touched on.
With that viewpoint, with that method of MarxismLeninism-Mao Tsetung Thought, it's possible to see the
development of particular crises and the potential they hold
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both the potential for positive things, that is, for revolutionary developments, and also the potential for negative
things, that is, for world war to develop out of them. And
these too, again, are very closely interconnected. In other
words, in responding to your previous question, I said we
can't just say, good things are happening but I wish all these
bad things weren't happening, in a sense of wanting to wish
them all away; we have to recognize that they're all part of
the same overall situation, the same overall development,
the same overall intensification of contradiction and conflict
Just as we have to do that we also have to recognize this
would he true in any very specific event or acute crisis of
even a few weeks or a few days.
Let me step back and give an example. Many people in
the U.S.have made a pledge of resistance that if the U.S. invades in Nicaragua they will take to the streets and engage in
massive acts of civil disobedience and so on in opposition.
This is a reflection of the fact that especially in the context of
today's world situation, people recognize the acute importance of sharp developments in the world; even if they don't
have a fully developed or fully correct view of how these
things fit together or in what context they're occurring, they
have at least a sense of that - or many people do. And I think
if we hadone of these situations where a particular event or a
series of events was leading very directly toward world war,
even if that were a matter of a few weeks or even a few days,
people would herespondingon the other side - that is, in opposition to this. People would be jolted awake, people who
are already awakening would feel compelled even more
strongly to act, and there would be turmoil all the way
around. I'm not saying this to sort of say we have a built-in
guarantee that they can't sneak a nuclear war in on us. That's
not my point. My point is that such a particular event that
would lead directly to world war would telescope and would
magnify events very, very greatly and would force people up
against a recognition of what was happening and would confront them with the necessity to act in an even sharper way
than is already happening.
I say all that, again, not to say we've got some sort of
built-in guarantee but to stress exactly the need for people
whodo, as you spoke of, see the need for revolution and support the revolutionary line, to be able to act upon these
'events, particularly those events that do magnify and
telescope the overall developments in the world so sharply.
I'm not saying that it'spossible to know with certainty, when
a particular event begins to develop, whether that's going to
lead directly to world war or not. There have already been
some things that might have. For example, the U.S.provocation around the 007 airplane and the Soviet response might
have; it didn't, but it might have led to world war. But there
was a very clear crisis developing there, it was very important then and it's very important in general in such crises to
act very powerfully upon themand to turn things ina revolutionary direction and to influence people, and if such things
don't lead to a full development of things right then, either
world war or revolution, they certainly have a lot to do with
laying the groundwork for future developments and for our
Revolution/Winter/Spring 1986

ability to act upon them.
And at some time it may be that we will be confronted
directly with a situation that is leading toward world war,
and it's going to be necessary to be able to act upon that in
such a way that right within that context we turn things
toward a revolutionary development.

0: If I could iust interrupt here for a second.
~ e t t i nhack
~
t o t h e example of flight 007, a
U.S.-insoired orovocation which the Soviets reswnded
t o i n a strong b u t nevertheless limited way. obviously
this situation could have led very quickly to a much
more direct a n d all-out confrontation. But there's a
contrast here between that situation and the situation
around
U.S. orovocations vis-a-vis Nicaragua. I n the
~ - latter case there are a lot of people in the US. who are
preparing to react if there i s a direct military invasion
of Nicaragua bv the U S . But around the 007 incident
there weren't
lot of people in the U.S. who were
taking a revolutionary defeatist stand toward the U.S.
Not many people were ready to respond in that way,
and yet that situation could have led to the outbreak of
world war!
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A: Well, of course, that's an important point, and I think
what it underlines is the necessity for oarticularlv the advanced - people who do have & understanding of world
events generally or are at least awakeningto political life and
to auestionina events in the world - for them to be trained
concretely through all these political events in the world and
narticularlv throueh these acute crises. To be trained to an
understanding of what actually is going on, what are the actual interests involved, so as not to be fooled by the a p
pearance of things and by the propaganda and deception of
the various sides but to see the essence of things: to see that
the interests on both sides, both the US.-led bloc and the
Soviet-led bloc, are imperialist and reactionary and fundamentally opposed to the interests of the masses of people
in the world. and thereby to be able to act in a revolutionary
direction t o d i e things k d in particular todivert the anger,
the concern, and the activity of masses of people away from
the direction in which the imperialists are trying to drag
them and toward the path of opposition and ultimately
revolutionary struggle against the imperialists. That's why
Lenin stressed, and we've stressed learning from Lenin,the
importance of acting upon and conducting concentrated
work, particularly in such minor crises, as well as conducting ongoing revolutionary work in relation to world events
and important political developments and important strug
gles of the masses of people in general.
Now there's no way that we're going to beable to simply
overcome or to cancel out the years and years and years of
conditioning that people have received from living in these
imperialist countries and from the massive ongoing
miseducation, misinformation, and brainwashing that peo-
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pie have received through the mass media as well as the
educational system and other means in these countries. But
the thing we have going for us, besides the overall nature of
the system and its basic contradictions, is precisely these
world events that do jolt people and at least cause them to
think. One of the things that experience shows is that, if at
the beginning people tend to spontaneously follow in the
wake of the imperialists and to be taken in by them and led
down the path that the imperialists are attempting to take
them, as things develop and the contradictions force
themselves to the surface more sharply there is a basis for
winning people away from tbat. I've seen that happen with
the Iran hostage crisis in '79-'80
and I've seen it happen on
many other occasions, most dramatically in the course of the
Vietnam War. While significantU.S. military involvement in
Vietnam went on for over a decade and the transformation of
people's thinking and action was occurring throughout that,
in acute crises, which are telescoped and magnified, this all
happens much more quickly - or can happen much more
quickly. So what this stresses once again is the need for the
advanced forces to be trained, to recognize, as Lenin said, the
class interests at the foundation of all such conflicts, for
without tbat, as Lenin said, people will always be fooled and
misled. That's why we have to develop people's ability, very
concretely and in relation to these ongoing events and particularly these acute crises, to grasp the essence of things, so
that after a series of such crises there is a growing number of
people who already have a foundation and a basis for
recognizing the essence of what's going on the next time and
in turn can influence agreater number of people. And if such
a particular crisis does give the appearance of going all the
way to some full eruption, either a revolutionary eruption
and/or the eruption of world war, these advanced forces can
in fact put themselves at the head of the masses and lead
them in the direction of revolutionary uprising.
That, I think, does get us back to the last part of your
question. Whether it is an invasion of Nicaragua, whether it
is a Soviet move in some part of the world, whether it's both
those things occurring at the same time, or whether it's
something like the 007 thing, while there are differences,the
underlying thing that's the same is the need to have trained
people and to be continually training people, especially
through these crises, so that when people are thrown up
against the fulldevelopment of these things, the full eruption
of war and/or revolution, they're able to act upon them in a
revolutionary way and influence others and win them to the
revolutionary position. Because what you raise is very true
and very important. When these crises become much more
acute, and especially if we get a crisis that does go all the way
to that full dimension I've been speaking of,it's not going to
go down smoothly where we're able to operate in the same
way that we operate now. People are going to be cut off, undoubtedly the party will come in for tremendous repression,
its structures may be temporarily shattered, its links may be
temporarily broken, and thisis where all the work and training that's gone on throughout this whole period of preparation for revolution will tell, and will be so crucial. It's where,
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as I stressed in A Hom'ble End. or An End to the Horror?, we
have to count on people to step forward. So we have to be
preparing people noito he able to step forward then - peonle who are not at the nresent time leadins" forces within the
revolutionary movement, perhaps are not even yet fully
committed to the revolutionary movement, hut are being
won in that direction and are at least supporters of the
revolutionary movement, as well as those who are more actively involved and are more leading people, are going to
have to rise to the challenge and are going to have to find the
ways to take initiative and in the course of that to reestablish
the links and the contacts of the party structure and of the
revolutionary movement: they're going to have to take the
in their owndirection,
reins and go,not just everybody
but preciselv according to a unified line and an overall directionthat's been set andwhose basis has been laid through all
this preparatory work.
Again, I can't give a guarantee that nuclear war won't
break out before we're able to prevent it by revolution, I
can't even say that it's impossible by any means that you
could wake up and see the missiles flying or not even wake
up and never have the chance to see them, if that's
something anybody would want to see. But the point I'm
making is this: there are the possibilities that revolution can
develop, including a revolu<ionary movement in the US.,
that would be ahle to turn things in another direction and
prevent this world war: and specifically in relation to the
such crisis that
points you've raised in this question,
would lead to the flving of the missiles is going- to have a certain process of development, however short, however magnified, however telescoped, and all the work we do now
eivesus the bestchance to be able to act upon that and for people who are not even party leaders, or even perhaps pa& activists
- rieht now. to be able to rise to the occasion and take
the reins and he able to not only develop a revolutionary
movement coming from the bottom up butalso be able to restructure a nartv anoaratus that would be able to eive leadership to this, for this would he the only way thatit could in
fact carry all the way through and overthrow the imperialist
power and turn things away from the direction in which they
were heading.
There are no guarantees. And as I've said before, we're
playing a long shot, but it is our best shot and certainly it is
not an impossible shot, it's a real shot even if it'salong shot. I
think this is the only answer that can be given to this question. If we were in a position of holding power in large parts
of the world already, obviously the whole world would be
different; but we've lost power in places where we've held it
UD to this point and most recently, and most devastatingly, in
china. his is another part of the objective situation that we
have to deal with and that we have to transform. It's avart of
the world situation that confronts us and that we have to
change through revolution, that's all. So there are no
guarantees, but there are possibilities and there are growing
opportunities, and it's this that we have to build on. And the
last thing that we want to do is panic, because all that will do
is guarantee that we will not he ahle to act on this to
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transform it into revolution.
So on the one hand, everybody who has a revolutionary
understanding is, and everybody
.
. should be, filled with
urgency. ~ n d c e r t a i n ifl ~people are filled with jitters about
h e oresent situation that's oerfectlv understandable and it
corresponds to what's going on, but it's a question of what
we do with that, it's a question of taking our best shot.

Q: Recently someone i n the US. asked a n R W
seller: "If we rise up, won't the Russiflns take over U.S.
territory? And wouldn't both the U.S. a n d Soviet governments destroy the whole world rather than see u s
r u n society?" What would you say to that?
A: We have to take this in several parts. First of all, if we
rise up, won't the Russians take over U.S. territory?
Well, they might like to. And whether they would try to
or not would depend on a whole lot of things; it would depend on the overall situation, the situation the Russians, that
is, the Russian imperialist rulers, found themselves in, the
situation of resistance and uprising against their rule that
thev had to deal with,. the power relationshi~samone the imperialists who were still running different governments, the
advance of revolutionary movements in different partsof the
world - many different factors like that would enter into the
equation in determining whether or not the Russians would
even try to take over U.S. territory. Just to answer it on that
level
Second of all, we have to answer it this way: right now
the imnerialist ruling class that's in Dower in the U.S. and using the U.S. as a base from which to oppress people all over
the world is the U.S. imperialists and not the Soviet imperialists. Therefore the struggle in the U.S. must .11 d should
be and will be aimed at the U.S. imperialists directly. Of
course, on a world scale, and in an overall sense, we O D D O S ~
all imperialism, all reactionary forces, and that certainly includes the Soviet Union and the whole imperialist bloc of
which it's the head, but in terms of the direct struggle and
our direct contribution to the revolutionary struggle, it liesin
rising up against and overthrowing U.S. imperialism. And
we can't be worried about whether or not. in the course of
that, somebody else might come in and take over some parts
of what's now the territory of the U.S. I mean we can't be
worried about it in the sense that we can't allow that to keep
us from waging revolutionary struggle or to tie our hands or
make us hesitant to wage revolutionary struggle. I've made
this point before, and it's a point that has to be made over and
oveLagain - it's a basic principle of our party, and a basic
principle of internationalism - especially when you're
residing in an imperialist country, there's nothing sacred
whatsoever about the territory of the U.S.If you want to look
back in history, the territory and present world position of
&
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the U.S. as it now exists has been forged through blood and
fire, particularly through genocide against the Indians, the
~ a t i v peoples
e
here; through theft and plunder of lands that
w e r e ~ a rof
t Mexico: through the massive use under the most
brutal conditions of slave labor as well as thedeaths of tensof
millions of slaves even on the passage over the oceans in the
slave shies. The Dresent territow and the Dresent world
statusof the USA is based on .-whole historical and, especially today, international foundation of the most cutthroat and
hloodthirstv ex~loitation and op~ression
and plunder.
.
There's nothing in that we want to preserve or protect that's got to he the stand of the proletariat and its internationalist outlook. That's a bedrock point, that's just a fundamental point of departure.
On the other hand, from that standpoint, with that orientation and because in a strategic sense the imperialists in
general and certainly the S o ~ i e t k ~ e r i a l i shtisd i g under the
banner of socialism are also enemies of the international nroletariat, we also have to do everything we can to help defeat
and overthrow them; if directly in the course of the revolutionary struggle in the U.S. these Soviet social-imperialists
seek to intervene and take advantage of the situation, then of
course we will have to deal with them. We will have to figure
out the ways to deal with them while at the same time dealing with the U.S. imperialists, or if they're overthrown, the
remnants of their forces and reactionary forces that seek to
restore imperialist rule and so on. It's likely to be a very complex situation, and it's quite possible, it's not for sure hut it's
auite nossihle. that as art of all this we would have to deal
with the forces of the Soviet social-imperialists, and we certainly would do so and would consider it part of our internationalist duty and oart of our internationalist contribution to
the world revolution to take them onas well if that's what we
have to do. So that's on the first point.
On the more general auestion, wouldn't hoth the U.S.
and Soviet, and <would add all imperialist, governments
destrov the whole world rather than see us. the nroletariat
run society, and run the world for that matter?
I would say, again, they would not hesitate to hring down
and to rain down tremendous destruction in order to
preserve their rule and preserve their system and their topdog position - and we have to he
for that. hat's
also eot to he oart of our strategic orientation. Whether or not
they're able to destroy the whole world rather than see us
run this society and run the world is another question. That,
again, involves a lot of different considerations including not
only the strength of our struggle against them but also the
revolutionary movements aimed against them in different
parts of the world, as well as the relationships between the
~ m ~ e r i a l i sand
t s the conflicts among them ln the course of
the Chinese Revolution for exdm~le,there were times when
the revolutionary forces took over a city and rather than let
them have power there the reactionaries did virtually
destroy the whole city, including all the civilians in the city.
So that's certainly something they're capable of, and they
wouldn't hesitate if they feel that's what they have to do in
the pursuit of their best interests.
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Even in World War 2, for example, look at the Normandy
invasion which they've been celebrating of late. When the
U.S. and British and allied forces came into France, they
reduced some French cities to rubble as part of dealing with
the Germans, and they didn't think twice about it even
though the French were their allies and they were supposedly saving and liberating the French people from German
domination and Nazi rule. So yes, it's certainly within the
realm of possibility that they would rain down a tremendous
destruction, and in terms of their basic orientation, I think
you would have to say they'd rather see the whole world
destroyed rather than lose it. But we're not helpless in the
face of that nor is their will to do things the only thing that
counts. And that's been proven a lot of times, including
recently in Vietnam where they brought down lots of
destruction and wanted to maintain their domination there
but were unable to do it.
I think what this emphasizes is that we've got to really
deal with things as they are, and let's not in the course of
building a revolutionary movement try to promote any
shortcuts or tell anybody any tales that don't prepare them
for what we really have to go up against. It's quite possible
that even if we, the international proletariat and oppressed
people throughout the world, rise up and make revolution in
sucha way as toalter the whole course of events, such as the
world war that is now shaping up but doesn't actually take
place, then in response to our very revolutionary uprisings
they may launch nuclear weapons either against each other
because each of them sees the other trying to take advantage
of these revolutionary uprisings, or, possibly also, against us
and against the territories that we've liberated. So no matter
how far and how fast our struggle advances, even if revolution should occur in the U.S. and perhaps also in the Soviet
Union, and the world war that's actually shaping up now
therefore does not take place in the way it's now shaping up,
there still could be widescale use of nuclear weapons.
There's no way to get around the real possibility of that and
no way to guarantee that it won't happen. But the question
is: if there'sgoing to he tremendousdestruction, if there'sgoing to be tremendous suffering and the horrors that they're
planning to bring down, then we have to see to it that out of
all that, in any case, comes an advance for humanity, and in
particular an advance toward abolishing the whole basis for
all this so it won't happen yet again and the system won't he
able to perpetuate itself and all of its horrors including that
one. And second of all, we have a good chance of affecting
the quantity of that, in other words, the way that comes
downand theextentof it. and that'snot at all irrelevant. If we
are in the field, if we have revolutionary reginles that we've
brought into being through our revolutionary struggle and
then they bring down nuclear weapons against them or
against each other or hoth, then we'll still be in a much
stronger position to deal with that and move on it than we
would be if we didn't rise up in revolutionary struggle and
didn't seize power and seize partsof the globe. So, however it
comes out, the answer's the same: Only the advance of the
revolutionary movement based on the outlook and the in-
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terests and the ultimate goal of the proletariat of abolishing
all these horrors of imperialism through abolishing the imperialist system and ultimately all forms of exploitation, oppression, and class-divided society, only that holds any
future for humanity other than senseless destruction and carnage simply to keep the same system going.

not something we can just be complacent about, it's
something we have to change, but it's not something that's
bad, in the sense that it's not bad that these middle-class
elementsare coming moreand moreintomotion. That'svery
good. On the other hand, they have their obviouslimitations.
They are not the people who can be the backbone and
leading force of the revolution. They are not those whoare in
a position to carry it all the way through, either in the sense
that their interests demand the most thnroueheoine revolution in society or in the sense that their life conditions
prepare them to carry through a fight like that on their own
initiative and under their own banner. If left to themselves,
they'll stop short and seek some way to just reform the
system, which, on the one hand, is impossible to reform, but
on the other hand, the system doescontinually throw up illusions of reformability and these people are mnre susceptible
to those illusions.
So the proletarian forces that you mention have to be the
backbone and leading force and they have to he brought to
the fore to olav that role. And the nartv is the one force that
can and must do that, can bring them to the fore toplay that
role. I think what's involved here is, on the one hand, the
middle-class elements have a little bit more freedom, if you
want to put it that way, a little hit more room, to come into
political motion without immediately having to pay as heavy
a price both in their personal livesand the sacrifice they have
tomake in that sense and alsoin termsof politicalrepression.
The rdine class recoenizes
the ereat potential dancer
"
" to
them of the proletarians coming into motion, particularly
marching to the forefront of revolutionary struggles, and
they take very extensive measures and vicious measures to
nip this in the bud, to cut it down at the start and toprevent it
from happening. So, again, on the one hand these more
middle-class elements and the youth more generally have
more freedom, and it's good that they take advantage of that
freedom, such as they have it, to come into motion and to
find ways
and rebel politically. On the other hand,
. to protest
they don't have the ability to resolve through revolution the
contradictions that erupt in society. You could make a kind
of analogy to the cultural evolution in China in the late '60s
and into the '70s. In a lot of ways it was the youth and
students who were the initiating force of this. but then they
weren't able to resolve it; they weren't able tocarry it on to;
hieher
level and to make the kiidof transformationsin socie"
ty that were eventually made when the proletariat came
more forcefully onto the stage and in a more conscious and
determined way fought on the basis of its interests to carry
the Cultural Revolution through and make these transformations. I think there's a certainanalogy there that's true, or a
certain basic point or ~rinciolethat is true in all revolutions,
and it's true in the U.S. today in terms of the building of a
revolutionary movement: a k t of times the nonprol<arian
elements, middle-class forces and others, come into motion
and have more freedom, especially at the beginning of
things, to get involved, and the question is how to bring forward especially the advanced awakening forces of the proletariat, the ones who are becoming class conscious and see

"- -

Q: I know that in analyzi~.>,
the social forces for
revolution i n the U.S. the RCP nas placed particular
emphasis o n the role of true proletarians, the truly
dispossessed in society, including'the vast majority of
Blacks a n d o t h e r onnressed nationalities. a n d
immierants driven to the U.S. from the Third world.
But today, much of the resurgence of political activism
seems concentrated in the youth - colleee
" students.
high school youth, even some younger kids - a n d
among some of the mnre middle-class elements
involved in the antinuclear, antiaoartheid. and antiintervention in Central America movements. There is
also a growing trend of militancy a n d radicalism
among some wnmen, w h o are drawing links between
the particular oppression of wnmen a n d the overall
reactionary state of affairs in the world. But while
there a r e some recent indications that there are
proletarians w h n a r e thirstingfor revolutionary change
a n d some are taking UD revolutionary work. it is clear
that many w h o shouldbe active are still holding hack.
What d o you think is going on here, a n d how d o you see
this situation changing?

'.

A: I thinkthere'salot of truthin what yousay, that today
it's more youth and middle-classelementsof various kinds students,~rofessionalswho have taken some positive stands
in unity with and in s u.~.p o r of
t strueeles around the world
against imperialism - it's more these kind of people who are
in motion right now. This, as you point out, and it's very important to point out, does not mean that there are not large
numbers of people among the proletariat and the dispossessed eenerallv
in societv,. at the bottom of society, who are
"
thirsting for some kind of radical and dramatic change.
There are in fact millions and millions of people who have a
desire - or who at least dream from time to time - of some
vastly and radically different world. And more than that,
there are today thousands who are positively gravitating
toward, and in one way or another taking upand identifying
themselves with, the revolutionary position - particularly
that put forward by our party.
But if you look at various struggles
-- and important
political events in society, it's true that the main forces in the
field rieht now are the middle-class elements, esneciallv the
youth among them. That's also not a very unique experience
in history, nor very surprising, nor very discouraging. It's
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their revolutionary interests. How to bring them to the fore
of the movements as thev develoo. and increasinelv
-. throueh
the whole process to bring the class-consciousproletariat as a
force to the forefront of the whole overall struggle so that it
can be led in a revolutionary direction and so that it can go in
a resolute way toward a revolutionary resolution, in fact
toward a revolutionary overthrow of the system.
So again, that's where the work of the party comes in. It's
only the party that can and must take up the task, in any kind
of thoroughgoing way, of bringing these advanced proletarians to the forefront of these different movements as
they erupt and that can enable these proletarians to play the 1'
leading role in iniectine and infusing these different
movements with the thoroughgoing revolutionary stand of
the proletariat as a class and directing all these different
streams of struggle toward the revolutionary goal. And it's
the party's work, consistently through the use of its
newspaper and the agitation and propaganda it carries out, to
expose the system and to show both the real contributions
and also the shortcomings of these different other class
forces that are involved, and, in a sense, to enlighten the proletariat as to its own interests as distinct from those of every
other class in society, even at the same time as it shows the
proletariat how and on what terms it has to unite with these
other class forces that are striking back and rising up against
the system - in order to transform that into a revolutionary
movement and carry it through.
But let's address this in its sharpest terms. 1 mean, the
fact is that becauseof their lifeconditions, the mere strueeles
for survival as well as the more repressive conditions that
they're involved in, it's generally also a fact of revolutionary
movements throuehout history,
.. and I believe it will also be
true in the revolutionary struggle in the US.,that the proletarian forces in their masses tend to come onto the stage
when things approach closer to and in fact get to the stage of
the all-out armed struggle for power. At that point you see a
rapid and dramatic increase of political activity on the part of
all classes and strata in society, but you see in particular a
very dramatic increase in the politicalactivity and the actual
joining in the armed struggle on the part of the proletarian
masses.
To put it another way, continually in our work we come
into contact with people who express
agreement with our
.
general aims and our general view on theneed for revolution
and express deeo hatred for the svstem
and for its crimes hut
'
who
iste ten, I got to deal with other things. When the
time comes, for the armed struggle, let me know and I'll be
there." Now obviously some people are bullshitting when
they say this, but I think a great number of them actually
mean it; they actually feel that way, and actually will be
there whenever the situation does finally emerge. This is a
real thing that we have to deal with. here is something very
basic about the conditionsof the oroletarian masses that does
in fact tend to hold them back from being involved short of
h e actual full development of a revolutionary situation Not
uo
that we should give in 10 that not that we should give
"
certainly, on involving proletarians in the political struggle

.
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leading up to and preparing the ground for the armed strugele. But we have to be realistic, and at the same time that we
seek to maximize all possible involvement of especially the
advanced proletarians at any given time in the political struggle and in the work to prepare the ground for revolution we
have to also be thinking strategically in terms of what to do
when in fact millions of those other proletarians who aren't
going to be involved for much of this suddenly do get involved and are ready to he armed and organized into an actual all-out armed struggle.
So there's a relationship there. On the one hand we have
to, for one thing, involve inpolitical activity and give political
training" to the advanced at anv eiven time who are awakening to political life, who are ready to take up and feel compelled to take up political struggle. We have to train them not
only in taking part in political struggle hut in actually learning more about and giving leadership to other strata and
forces of the kind you've mentioned who are also fighting
hack in their own way against the system.
We have to, in addition, spread the influence of the party
and its revolutionary line and bring the impact and imprint
of the class-conscious revolutionary proletariat to hear as
broadly in society as possible, first of all through the
newspaper and other organs of propaganda and agitation and
also through our work in relation to all the various different
social movements and struggles. And at the same time as
we're doine" all that and through
" all that we have to be laving
.
the groundwork for a sudden and dramatic change in the
situation when we have suddenly an army, appearing seeminelv out of nowhere, of millions of oeoule
. . - or to put it more
accurately, a potential army, that still has to be won over
politically even when the revolutionary situation emerges,
and together with being won over politically, has to be actually organized, coordinated, and led in an armed struggle.
Now this. I think, is the oersnective in which we have to
view this question.

."
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Q: You have spoken about the strategy for revolution i n the U.S.i n terms of a united front under proletarian leadership, and you have said that the "solid
core" of this united front has t o be the revolutionary
alliance of the class-conscious proletarian movement
as a whole with the struggles of the oppressed peoples
against a common enemy, the imperialist system a n d
bourgeois dictatorship. DL you consider t h a t ~ l a c peok
~ l are
e the most decisive section of the masses in the
U.S. in terms of swinging things to a revolutionary
situation?

A: Well, to take the last part of your statement or the

direct question first, yes, I think I do in an overall sense.
Black people are the most decisive section of the masses in
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the U.S. in terms of revolution there. One of the things that
struck me, and has continued to strike me since being out of
the US., actually in some ways even more than when I was
in the U.S., is the fact that people that I've met from all over
the world have continually spoken to me in terms of how
much they're counting on the masses of Black people in the
U.S. in terms of the struggle to overthrow U.S. imperialism.
People from all different parts of the world have expressed
this. Sometimes they put it positively, stressing how much
they look to and how important they see the role of Black
oeonle
in anv ~ossiblerevolution in the U.S.: and sometimes
r~
they put it more negatively lookine at the last period since
thehigh tideof s t r u & e o f ~ l a c k ~ e o ~ ethe
i n U.S. in thelate
'60s and earlv '70s. sometimes people will ask. what's hanpened to t h e ~ l a c k ~ e oin
~ lthe
e US., what are they doing,
how come they're not rising up the way they were before?
But whether it's put more negatively like that or more
positively, it comes down to a real recognition of the strategic
and crucial role of Black people in any kind of revolution in
the U.S.
This has its historical roots in the whole history of
development of the U.S. but, moreimportantly right now, it
has its basis in the present configuration, the present structure and relationship of different groups and forces, and
most fundamentally classes within U.S. society today. It has
historically been recognized that any kind of revolution in
theU.S. that wouldabolish the present system would have as
a vew central and driving force the masses of Black oeople,
and, I said, if anythin;thatfs more true than ever. ~~d it
constantly comes up among immigrants from Central
America, for example, including those who have been involved in or supported revolutionary struggles in the COUP
tries they come from and who are at least considering the
question can there be a revolution in the U.S.: well, what
about the Black people, what are they doing, how can we get
in contact with revolutionary Black people? In other words,
in the way they pose this question there is a real recognition
of the crucial role that Black people have to play in this
revolution.
Soin that sense I think the answer is yes. In the most fundamental sense the revolution we're talking about has to be a
proletarian revolution, it has to be a revolution in which one
class, the proletariat, overthrows another, the bourgeoisie.
And the imperialist system can only be abolished entirely
and completely in that way, and in the Final analysis that's
what it's going to require, the revolution of the proletariat as
a class. In the U.S., while the Black masses are overwhelmingly proletarian and have a crucial role toplay in proletarian
revolution, the proletariat is not only Black but it's also people of other oppressed nationalities, immigrants, and so on,
and it also includes a large number of dispossessed and poor
white people who are i n the position of being proletarians
and do not occupy such a privileged position. And, in
answering yes, in the sense I've discussed it here, Black people do constitute the most decisive section of the masses in
terms of revolution in the U.S. I don't mean to say that only
struggles or movements among Black people have a crucial
A
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role to play in that revolutionary process, or that only such
struggles and movements could provide the spark that ignites or the force that sets in motion a revolutionary struggle.
Such a spark, such an igniting
force could come from among
other sections of the oppressed masses - the masses of immierants
from Central America, for examole. But.. aeain. it's
"
pretty clear that among other sections of the oppressed
masses, including immigrants from Central America, there is
a real recognition that for any revolutionary struggle in the
U.S. to have a chance of succeeding, Black people must play
a decisive role. Of course, the point of all this is not to pit sections of the oppressed masses against each other but to identify the forces that are crucial for such a revolution and to
recognize the basis for uniting them on the most powerful
basis - which means on the basis of the program of proletarian revolution.
Beyond the most basic and decisive forces for such a
revolution in the U.S., there are obviously broad strata of
better-paid workers and middle-class strata who are overwhelmingly white, who do occupy a more privileged position. Some of them can be won to support for revolution and
will be allies, some of them at best can be neutralized - that
is, won to a position of at least not opposing revolution - and
some of them will even be opponehs of the revolution.
Our overall strategic orientation is nreciselv that it's
necessary to unite all who can be united in order to develop
the m~s<~owerful
struggle against and to carry through with
the overthrow of the present svstem and establish the rule of
the proletariat and tocarry that struggle through both within
the U.S. and fundamental.v as part of a world revolution to
achieve the ultimate goal o :ommunismand the abolition of
class divisions throughout 1 .e world. Now, on the one hand,
only the proletariat as a class has a fundamental interest in
carrying through this revolution in such a thoroughgoing
way to the ultimate goal of communism. On the other hand,
these other intermediate class forces and strata and different
groupsin society are cornpelledand propelled i n o motion by
thedifferent contradictions in society, the differentconflicts
in society, the different oppression that the svstem is forced
All this comto bring down on differentstrata of the
pels people to come into motion against it - around the question of war, around things like the fact that, for example,
small farmers are being ruined by the very operation of the
imperialist system in the present period. Significant
numbers of small farmers are being ruined and they're being
propelled and compelled to go intomotion to resist this, and
the same is true of manv different strata around manv different issues, both major world events and also some things
having to do more directly with their own livelihood.
So many of these people, speaking generally of these
middle strata, will come into motion against the system,
they'll resist it, but at the same time as they're compelled to
fight back they don't feel themselves compelled to carry that
through and uproot the whole system. They are intermediate, between the system and its ruling classas they now exist on the one hand, and on the other hand the proletariat,
whose interests lie in completely overturning the existing
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order and completely revolutionizing society. And it's only
with a proletarian outlook, and only with the leadership of a
party that's based on that outlook and that keeps those longterm interests in mind, that it's possible both to develop unity with these different forces as they do come in motion
against the system and to struggle with them to enable them
to see that the resolution of the underlying causes that have
propelled them into motion can only lie with a revolutionary
transformation of society in accordance with the interests
and outlook of the proletariat. That is, a solution can only lie
in moving to abolish the whole system of capitalism,the
whole svstem based on the ex~loitationof the workine" class
and the whole system which in fact must turn everything
into a means of making money at the expense of others in
order to continue functioning.
Now, of course, it's very important to realize- it'ssomething that Lenin stressed, and that our party has stressed this doesn't mean that the proletariat, by mere fact of itswsition in society as the class whose exploitation is the whole
wheel on which the svstem turns, is conscious of its revolutionary position, of its revolutionary potential, and of its
revolutionary goal. This consciousness has to be brought to
the proletariat fromoutside the realm of its direct experience
with its own employers and outside the realm of itsdirect experience and immediate experience generally. It has to be
brought by a revolutionary party which, through the theory
of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought, has a
systematic understanding and a program based on that
systematic understanding that represents these revolutionary interests and putsforward the revolutionary goal of
the class-conscious proletariat. It's when the nroletariat and i
in particular its politically awakened and advanced sections '
are armed with this theory and this understanding in a concrete and living-wav,
. it's then that there's the basis for the
development of a revolutionary movement among the proletariat. And the more this movement develops, the stronger
becomes its ability to unite with these other forces and to
show them the way forward.
Now a lot of these middle strata don't want to see a proletarian revolution in a thoroughgoing sense, if left to
themselves. But on the other hand they alsodon't havemuch
of a future under the present system, which is crushing
them, which is right now directly threatening them with the
massive destruction and perhaps even the extinction of the
human race that could come with world war, which drags
them into all kinds of conflicts and crises whether they want
to be or not, for example, Vietnam, or now the sharpening
events in the Middle East or in Central Americaor whatever.
These people are caught in between. On the one hand, their
interests may not directly and fundamentally lie with revolution as the proletariat's do, but on the other hand, they have
no future except the future of destruction and suffering
under the imperialist system, and thisprovidesa basis for the
proletariat both to unite with them in resisting the system
and to struggle with them to show them the necessity for a
revolution based on the interests and the goal of the pro-

letariat.

Q: Don't a lot of middle-class elements fail to draw
a distinction between what they see a s the narrowness
a n d backwardness of many proletarians i n today's
society a n d the basis, the material basis, which proletarians a s a whole (as a class) have for radically
transforming social relations and through that also the
outlook of individuals? Isn't that one of the reasons
these middle-class elements fear a proletarian revolution? I think many middle-class elements, a n d intellectuals i n particular, have gotten a whiff of Archie
Bunker-dom a n d have written off all proletarians a s
hopelessly incapable of lofty social vision.
A: Well, that may be part of it, but I don't think that's
what is fundamentally involved. First of all (laughs), a lot of
these middle-class elements are no less narrow and selfish in
their outlook, spontaneously, than the Archie Bunker types.
But more imwrtantlv, Archie Bunker tvoes
.. are not proletarians - they are not the real proletariat we're talking
about as a real social base for oroletarian revolution. I think
the fundamental reason that middle-class elements tend to
minimally have hesitation about - if not outright fear of - a
oroletarian revolution is that thev are not themselves in the
position of the proletariat - a position of being wage-slaves
under the existing system. They don't have, as the proletariat
has, nothing to fortify in the existing relations and the existing conditions, no stake in the existing system. They may,
many of them, have very little to fortify but very little is not
the same as nothing. Of course you could say that some proletarians don't have "nothing" in the sense that, if they're
able to work, they are able to get something, get some wages
and buy a few things, hut there's still a fundamental difference.
I don't think that difference is blurred over in the real
world or can be blurred over, or that it is blurred over in the
minds even of these middle-class elements. They see the difference between their position and that of the proletariat;
and they see that they have a little something that they'd like
to try to hang on to under the present system, even many
times while they're resisting against it. Economically they
may have some things that they think make life enjoyable or
tolerable to them, and they are reluctant to risk losing them,
or politically, particularly when they live in these imperialist
strongholds; they're allowed some freedom to at least comolain a little bit and they're not in a situation where thev
mieht at any time have their door kicked in if they do a few
things of a mild nature against this system; or even if they
don't do that. their dailv and orivate lives are not interfered
with constantly by the state. 1f you would try to tella woman
on welfare about how the state doesn't interfere in people's
lives in America vou mieht set auite an areument, but these
people don't see it that way. They have a little bit more
leeway, a little bit more freedom. These are the things that
correspond to their position in society, that make them different than the proletariat and hold them back from wanting
to see a thoroughgoing revolution, whether they're professionals or whether they're small shopkeepers or small
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fanners, school teachers, or whatever. And, on the other
hand, when there's an acute crisis in society and all these
things are called into question and threatened by thevery exnlosion of the conflicts and contradictions of this~~'~~
svstem.,
then that puts them in aposition where they can support and
many will support a revolutionary struggle, especially if it
really does have a forceful impetus and a powerful drive
coming from the proletariat.
We've seen that already in situations that didn't quite
develop all the way to a revolutionary situation in the U S
for example in the 6 0 s and into the early '70s with the whole
uprisings of Black people and the Black liberation struggle
and the struggle among other oppressed peoples in the U.S.,
the antiwar movement, and the development of the struggle
against women's oppression. All these things brought many
people into motion, and particularly it was the involvement
of alot of basic
Black masses and Chicanos and
Puerto Ricans and others who were mobilized under various
banners but with a revolutionary thrust that influenced and
won a lot of middle-class people, many students but some
others as well, at least in the direction of supnortinga
.. " revolntionary movement. Certainly with a full ripening and eruption of a revolutionarv situation there'll he even ereater
potential for that, although then too things will be extremely
i n d acutely contradictory and it'll be back and forth with
lot of these .veoole, and that's all the more reason why the
proletarian movement has to be built as powerfully as possible and has to bring its imprint and impact to hear on the
overall situation and all the different movements and struggles in society as powerfully as possible. That's the whole
back and forth that's involved in the united front and the
whole strategic orientation of the united front under proletarian leadership.
Within that, as you pointed out, there's the question of
the solid core which takes particular form in the U.S. in the
sense that there's both historical and present-day basis for
the Black people and other oppressed peoples in the U.S. Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, Native Americans, and others - to
a g e powerful revolutionary struggle against the imperialist
system. The workings of the system itself compel and propel
them into struggle against the system and against their opmeson whether anvbodv' likes it or
pression asveonles. This "
not: whether the ruling class wants it to happen or not,
which they obviously don't, it still happens because of the
workings of their own system, and it's independent of
anybody's will. Even when and even as, among these oppressed peoples, the proletarians are won more and more to a
class-conscious proletarian stand and an internationalist, not
a nationalist, stand, even as that happens there still will be,
among Black people and others, struggles that from varying
viewpoints rise up against the oppression of these peoples as
peoples. There should be and must be such movements, and
it is a crucial task of the party and of the advanced classconscious proletarians of all different nationalities to unite
with these various movements and to help to direct them
toward the goal of proletarian revolution because that's the
only way, first of all, that the basis for the oppression of these
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peoples can be finally uprooted, and more fundamentally
and looking at the more strategic long-term goals, it's the
only way that the basis for all exploitation and oppression in
society and the world can be finally uprooted.
Further, given the history of the U.S. and its present situation, the oppressed nationalities are in a very strategic position and their struggles against their own oppression as
peoples will be a very important component of any revolution in the U.S. And for a proletarian revolution to succeed
there needs to be, on the one hand and most fundamentally, a
powerful force of proletarians of all nationalities, with a very
powerful component of Black people and other oppressed nationalities within it, rising up on the basis of and with the banner of proletarian revolution and proletarian i n t e m tionalism. And at the same time there needs to be the closest
unity built at the very core of the broader united front, between the revolutionary movement of the class-conscious
proletariat and these struggles of the oppressed peoples as
peoples; and the bringing together of those forces will in fact
be the driving force of a larger overall movement to batter at
and overthrow the imperialist system and the bourgeoisdictatorship. That's the strategic road for and the driving force
for carrying out that proletarian revolution in the U.S., and
it's the task of the party to both wield the strategic weapon of
the united front and to play the leading role in forging as
powerfully as possible that solid core within that broader
united front, under proletarian leadership - with the
outlook, program, and most advanced forces of the proletarian revolution in the forefront.
So to go back to the point about whether or not Black
people in particular are, as you put it, the most decisive section of the masses in the U.S. in terms of swinging things to a
revolutionary situation, I said earlier that I would answer
basically yes, and I'll repeat that. But in light of everything
that's been said, what has to he stressed is that that full
potential of the basic proletarian masses of Black people can
only be realized as and to the degree that the masses are won
to taking up a proletarian revolutionary position and a proletarian internationalist stand. And it's precisely on that basis
that they will infuse their greatest force, make their greatest
contribution, and play their most decisive role in terms of
swinging things, as you say, to a revolutionary situation and
in carrying through the revolutionary struggle.

Q: The RCP has been instrumental i n popularizing
the slogan "Down with Imperialism and National Oppression, From the USA t o the USA," that is to say from
the Union of South Africa to the United States of
America. Some people say that blacks in South Africa
have to have a revolution, that this is the only way they
can emancipate themselves, b u t that this isn't
necessary i n the U.S. where the conditions of people i n
general, a n d even of the Black masses, are usually not
quite so desperate. And some people further say that
even if it were desirahle for Blacks to seek emancipation through revolution i n the U.S. also, it would not he
possihle because Blacks in the U.S. are a small minority
of the population, whereas in South Africa they are the
overwhelming majority. Could you comment on this?
A: First just a brief comment in passing. As you know,
the actual name of the South African state now is the
Republic of South Africa; it used to be called the Union of
South Africa. But since we don't recognize the legitimacy of
that state anyway we decided to keep the "Union" in our
slogan because USA to USA expresses an essential point and
anessential identity between the two countries. There are,
however, some sienificant
different narticularities in the two
"
countries which takes us to the main part of your question.
First of all, a s for the argument that revolution isn't
necessary in the U.S. while it may be necessary in South
Africa, this is of course an argument that's made by people,
including some people who do genuinely support the struggle of the hlack masses in South Africa against the South
African state. Well, both from the point of view of the masses
of people, Black people and other exploited and oppressed
people
- in the US.. and more fundamentally in terms of the
interestsof the people of the world, the oppressedpeopleand
nroletariat of the world, revolution in the U.S. is most
definitely necessary. It's not only necessary but urgently
demanded. In light of everything we've discussed, I think
the reasons for that are clear. On the other hand, it is true
that the situation of the masses of people, even including the
Black masses in the U.S., is not as desperate as it is in South
Africa or in other parts of the world as well. But this doesn't
mean that revolution in the U.S. is not desirable, not
necessary, or not possihle. It does mean, along with other
factors, that it is more difficult to get a revolutionary movement going in the U.S. and to buildit in sucha way that it can
be carried all the wav throueh and actually succeed in overthrowing imperialism in one of its major strongholds. But
again, thisdoesn't at all mean that revolution is not desirable,
nor possihle, nor, for that matter, urgently
- .needed. It is all of
those things.
But to eet
" to the other Dart of the auestion which I think
is more at the heart of things here, the argument is, as you
phrased it, that it wouldn't be possihle to have a revolution in
the U.S. in which the Black people would be a driving force
because Blacks in the U.S. are a small minority of theGpulation whereas in South Africa they are the overwhelming majority. Well, first of all, this is factually true: the hlack people
A

-

in South Africa are the overwhelming majority and in the
U.S. they are a clear minority, though a very significant part
of the proletariat in the U.S. and a very significant part of the
people as a whole. But, I think the important thing is not the
percentage of the population. I think the important thing is
strategic position in the society. Black people in the U.S. are,
as I've discussed somewhat, in an extremely strategic position specifically in terms of revolution in the U.S. But their
situation is of course different in some significant ways from
the position of the hlack masses in South Africa.
South Africais a state whose fundamental basis is the exploitation and oppression of the black masses in that country. That's what defines South Africa as a state. The class
contradiction in South Africa, the class struggle, the driving
forces within the society, and the solution to the situation in
South Africa can't he understood without recognizing that its
defining characteristic, the defining characteristic of the
state as a whole there, is the oppression and exploitation of
the hlack masses.
In the U.S. the exploitation and oppression of the Black
masses is an extremely important part of the overall picture
and it's an extremely important ingredient historically as
well as in the present day of the whole capitalist system, now
in its imperialist stage, within the U.S. It's an extremely important part of the whole basis of U.S. imperialism; hut it is
not in an overall sense the defining characteristic of the society and the state in the U.S. as a whole as it is in South Africa.
That's an important difference.
In South Africa, it's not only because hlack people are a
majority but because of their position in society, their defining role in the society as a whole in South Africa, that a
revolutionary uprising with revolutionary leadership based
on a proletarian program and outlook which brings forward
the hlack masses in revolutionary struggle in South Africa is
the road to revolution there. And this involves both achieving the national liberation of the Azanian people, the black
people who are oppressed by the South African state and the
whole system there, and involves moving on to the socialist
revolution and carrying forward the classstruggle to achieve
socialism and move forward toward the goal of communism
as part of the worldwide struggle of the international proletariat. The bringing forward of the masses of hlack people
under that revolutionary banner is what is involved, and is
the essence of what's involved, in a revolution in South
Africa.
In the U.S. the bringing forward of the Black masses
around such a program and under such a leadership is an extremely important component of any revolution and particularly of a proletarian revolution, hut it is not in and of
itself the essence of the whole process. To put it another way,
and perhaps in both sharper and more positive terms: in the
U.S. specifically the masses of Black people are in a position
to play an extremely important role as a spark, asa lever, and
as a driving force to bring forward the broader forces that
must be brought forward and united for a revolution in the

U.S.
In South Africa, it's correct for a revolutionary move-
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ment based among black people to seek to unite, first of all,
with the other people, the Indians, the so-called Coloureds,
and so on, who are also oppressed in South Africa, even
though their oppression is not as fundamental as the oppression of the black masses there it's correct and necessary
for a revolutionary movement, first of all, to seek unity as
broadly as possible with them. It's also even correct to seek
allies and to seek unity with any whites who break with the
system and who take a stand against it and who stand with
the black people in rising up against it there. But to put it in a
certain provocative way: even if no white people in South
Africa take a stand in support of the revolutionary movement, even if they all oppose it, that isnot goingto beenough
to stop the revolution in South Africa.
Now in the U.S. the picture is more complicated.
Nothing that I've said should imply and no one should listen
to anybody who says that because white people are a majority Black people shouldn't step up and play apowerful role in
accelerating a revolutionary movement in the U.S. Quite the
opposite is true. And in fact, history has shown even recent history of the '60s - that the more powerfully and
forcefully a revolutionary movement comes forward from
among Black people, the more it can make allies and win
over people to a revolutionary position even among the middie classes, and certainly among broad numbers of white
people both within the proletariat and among other strata.
But at the same time, froma strategic standpoint you cannot
say that the Black people in the U.S. can make a revolution
all by themselves, while in a certain sense, keeping in mind
the strategic question of alliances, it still can be said, if you
want to be a little bit provocative, that the black people in
South Africa could make a revolution all by themselves. But
in the U.S. it's not that they can make a revolution all by
themselves, but they can play a tremendously important role
as an initiating force, as an activating force, as a driving
force, and as a spark and a lever to bring into motion a lot
more of the forces that are necessary in the final analysis to
carry that revolution through. And the important thing is
not, then, that they're a minority in the U.S. The important
thing, as I said before, is that they're in an extremely
strategic position, both in the sense of being concentrated in
the lower rungs and the most exploited sections of the proletariat and also in terms of being concentrated in the urban
cores of the U.S.
And the cify in the U.S., despite the development of
suburbs and so on, the city is still strategically the most
significant, is strategically decisive in tenns of U.S. society
and in terms of a revolution to transform U.S. society, '%e
city is still strategically decisive and Black people are
strategically concentrated in the cities as well as in the most
exploited sections of the proletariat, speaking of the masses
of Black people. Therefore,for these reasons, a revolutionary
force arising from among Black people which has a proletarian program and a proletarian outlook and seeks to win
over and influence and bring into the revolutionary movement people of all nationalities who can be rallied to the banner of that revolution or who can be rallied at least in the

-
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united front against the imperialist system - this is a very
powerful force indeed. This is where the real potentially
crucial role of Black people in the revolution in the U.S. lies.
Let'slook a little bit more at this question of the cities for
a second. I've written on this some in my book A Horrible
End, or An End to theHorror?and ina few other articles. But I
think it's necessary to come back to it again because this is a
point that the ruling class seeks continually [and for good
reason from their standpoint) to cover over, to hide, and to
keep the masses of people -in particular the masses of Black
people concentrated in these urban cores - from understanding and fromacting upon. The fact is, if a revolutionary
movement gets started in the cities in the U.S. -which are
strategically decisive - this will have a tremendous impact
in the society as a whole. Even the development of real
revolutionary struggle in a number of such cities will have a
tremendously important role in terms of raising up a banner
and a standard which has the potential then to win over
broader ranks of the people and to spread to other places,
especially the cities hut to all parts of the country.
So here we have the cities which are strategically
decisive and within the cities Black people are strategically
decisive, especially if we consider them in unity with other
oppressed nationalities who are also overwhelmingly concentrated in these urban cores. They are strategically
decisive in that sense and in that context. And they are in a
position to be initiators of a revolutionary struggle which, by
the time it reaches its full potential and in order to reach its
full potential and be capable of actually carrying throughand
winning a revolutionary struggle for power through force of
arms, is going to have to involve, win over and unite many
different forces of different nationalities. But in terms of getting a revolution started in the strategically decisive locations
and strategically decisive sites within the U.S. society, Black
people have a tremendously powerful role, and it's one that,
of course, the ruling classisdesperately seeking to keep them
from recognizing and, furthermore, acting upon. And we can
see the potential for this in the urban uprisings in the '60s.
They didn't go all the way to a full revolutionary potential.
They didn't become, that is, an actualstruggle for power. But
they certainly showed the potential and possibility of that;
and there certainly have been concerted efforts - both in
terms of repression and also in terms of some concessions on the part of the ruling class since then to prevent anything.
like that from happening again. And particularly they're COP
cerned about it not happening now in such an explosivq
period when all the contradictions of the system are being
pulled to the exploding point and at the same time being
brought together and concentrated in a very explosive way..
So I think it's tremendously important to understand this,
and it's impossible to overemphasize this. It needs to be^
brought out and emphasized over and over and over again.
So in a sense there is an analogy. Not only is there national
oppression of the Black people and others in the USA, that is
the United States of America, as there is in the USA, that is
the Union of South Africa; but there's also a tremendously
crucial role to be played by the Black masses in both cases

even though the situation and their particular roles have important differences at the same time.

Q: Towards the end of his life Martin Luther King
had to deal with the fact that a lot of young militant
Blacks were fed u p with his pacifismand reformist program aimed a t getting a few more crumbs a n d were
calling for a much more fundamental social change, for
genuine revolution. Rather t h a n argue straight u p that
h e really didn't w a n t a revolution, he started more to
talk about revolution being impossible i n the U.S. Could
you speak to that?
A: I think, of course, he did also continue to argue that a
revolution wasn't really a good idea, it wasn't really necessary and so on, hut you're hitting on the important point that
he couldn't rely on that kind of argument. He had to argue
that revolution was impossible, that it couldn't succeed.
Now a lot of times these people are portrayed as attempting to be saviors of the masses, and we've spoken of people
like Martin Luther King, or people like Bishop Tutu today in
South Africa, as attempting to be condescending saviors of
the masses; hut it's also true, and even more fundamentally
true, and very important to bring out, that these people
basically seek to he saviorsof thesystem. That's the first point
you really have to understand. That was the role that Martin
Luther King played. Again, going back to Bishop Tutu, it's
very instructive to look at the role he's playing now, because
if you want to understand what role Martin Luther King really played in the U.S., 1think Bishop Tutu gives you a very,
very clear insight into it. There are so many parallels, it's
really very striking even down to the level of Bishop Tutu,
like Martin Luther King, being given a Nobel Peace Prize.
Now I'm not going to say that everybody that gets a Nobel
Prize is no good. That would be wrong. But I think we have to
view with a lot of suspicion somebody who gets a Nobel
Peace Prize for playing a role of promoting peace between
the oppressorsand the oppressed, which is what both Bishop
Tutu and Martin Luther King and, for that matter, Gandhi
{whodidn't get a Nobel Peace Prize but deserved one) were
all about. What is Tutu doing, openly? What's he caenly saying? He's saying, look there's not much more ground for me
to stand on, I'm trying to prevent this thing from getting out
of hand, I'm trying to keep it all in an arena where it can be
reconciled. He's saying to the ruling class and to the U.S.,
which is the real power behind the South African state, that
if you don't give me something more to work with and give
me some concessions, then the ground that I'm standing on
is not only going to shrink, it's going to be completely cut
away, and then you're going to have the full eruption of a
situation that's going to be beyond the bounds where I can
control it.

In other words he's openly saying, look, I'm trying to
save your system hut you got to give me something to work
with. This is what the man is saying. For anybody that
listens, that's what he's saying. He even gets up and talks.
about how if the black people don't stop using methods of
struggle of dealing resolutely with collaborators and informers for the system then he's going to pack and leave,
which is of course a threat that he will not carry out, unfortunately. At least he won't carry it out until he's got no more
role to play as a savior of the system and on behalf of the
system there. But he precisely plays the role of conciliating,
of seeking concessions in order to prevent the struggle from
breaking out of the bounds of accepting the system or being
confined by the system. He is desperately trying to prevent a
situation where the struggle fundamentally goes up against
the system and seeks to overthrow it. This is the role that
Tutu'splaying nowvery openly and obviously for those who
look at it, and thisis the role that Martin Luther King played.
It was also the role, by the way, that Gandhi played.
I must say I finally brought myself to see the movie Gandhi, and it's very striking - and you got to remember, this
movie, with whatever historical inaccuracies it may have, is
a movie to praise, not to bury or condemn, Gandhi; it's a
movie made to promote Gandhi. And in this very movie, at
one point when the people finally strike hack and deal out
some justice to these police who've been gunning them
down as well as beating them up, then it's at that point that
Gandhi says, as Tutu has said, "Well if we start using these
methods then maybe we're not ready for our freedom yet."
And Gandhi in the movie goes on a fast - to do what? - to
kill the movement because it's threatening to get out of the
hounds of peacefully resisting the system by Gandhi's
methods of nonviolent noncooperation and is beginning to
meet the counterrevolutionary violence of the system and its
enforcers with the revolutionary violence of the people.
- . At
that point, Gandhi, according to this movie that's made to
praise him, goes on a fast because he's convinced that unless
he fasts and continues fasting
- the movement will gain
momentum and moreover will continue to get out of bounds.
So he fasts in order to kill the movement in order to stoo it.
This is the role these kind of people play. There was no
revolution in India, there was only a change in the form of
colonial oppression of India from outright colonial to
neocolonial domination after World War 2, and this had not
nearly so much to do with Gandhi and the movement that he
was at the head of as it did with the changing position of the
imperialist powers in relation to each other and in relation to
the oppressed masses of the world coming out of World War
2. In particular this was due to the emergence of the U.S. on
the top, the fact that it didn't have an interest, or need, in
many cases, including in India, to maintain the old form of
colonialism hut saw it to its advantage, and saw both the
necessity and opportunity in, the replacement of old-line
open colonialism with neocolonialism and in shoving the
British aside as top dog in the world, while also maintaining
them in a certain position, within the overall structure of the
imperialist bloc headed by the U.S.
~

~
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The reason I raise all this is because people like Gandhi,
or Tutu, or Martin Luther King, play the role of seeking to be
saviors of the svstem while pretending to be saviors of the
masses, and they are built u p b y the system in order to keep
the strueele
"" from breakine out of the bounds that are accentable to the system. So it was necessary, vitally necessary,
desperately necessary, for Martin ~ u t h e King
r
to argue that
revolution was not onlv undesirable but mecificallv that it
was impossible in the U.S. I think it's very worthwhile and
ties in with your last question to look at some of the specific
arguments he made around this.
In his book Chaos or Community, Where Do We Go from
Here?, King makes the following argument: "Now the plain,
inexorable fact is that any attempt of the American Negro to
overthrow his oppressor with violence will not work. We do
not need President Johnson to tell us this by reminding
Negro rioters that they are outnumbered ten to one. The
courageous efforts of our own insurrectionist brothers such
as Denmark Vessev and Nat Turner, should be eternal
reminders to us that violent rebellion is doomed from the
start. In violent warfare one must be prepared to face the fact
that there will be casualties by the thousands. Anyone
leading a violent rebellion must be willing to make an honest
assessment regarding the possible casualties to a minority
oopulation confronting a well-armed, wealthy. maioritv
- .with
fanatical right-wingthat would delight in exterminating
thousands of Black men, women and children."
Well, there are so many things that are outrageous here
that i t wuuh lakea long time togothrough themail. hut let's
iust hit the hiehlirhtsof it. First of all. notice how the insniring example of revolutionary uprisings in the history of Black
people iithe U.S. is turnediround into an argument against
rising UD.Such ~ e o n l eas Denmark Vessev and Nat Turner
and theslave revoltsthey led, which in the final analysiscontributed to the eventual overthrow of the slave system and to
arousing the slaves to play a crucial role within that, these
things are written off as dismal failuresand proof that violent
rebellion can't possibly work. In fact what they prove is that
at that particular time these rebellions, while they sounded a
clarion call and inspired pmple, took place in the context
where the conditions weren't vet fullv
' ripe for the overthrow
of the slave system. But this far from proves that they didn't
the
play a positive role and an important role in
eround for the eventual overthrow of that svstem and for the
very crucial role of Black people within that.
King writes, "We do not need President Johnson to tell
us this by reminding Negro rioters that they are outnumbered ten to one." Well, it may be true that King didn't
need Johnson to tell people that, but Johnson certainly needed - and had - King, as well as some of these other so-called
Civil Rights leaders of the time, to say it was wrong and
hopeless to violently rebel. Johnson certainly had them to
stand upand tell Black people at thevery time that they were
rebelling, for example at the time of the Detroit rebellion in
1967,that it was wrong for them to riseup. That in fact, they
[these Civil Rights leaders including King) supported
Johnson and his call for the suppression of this violent upris-
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ing of the Black masses and his "reminding" the Black people that they could only suffer themselves in this rebellion.
Thev openly supported the government in violently. SUD.
pressing this rebellion (and others like it). So while King may
arsue that "We do not need President Tohnson to tell us this
by reminding- Negro
- rioters that they are outnumbered ten to
one," Johnson certainly n e e d e d ~ i n gand King came through
for lohnson and for the svstem Tohnson represented in telling
pmple this and in siding with Johnson in sending in federal
troops to back up the police and National Guard to suppress
this rebellion. And anyone, King or otherwise, who wants to
argue that the rebellions of Black people in the '60s did not
have a tremendously powerful impact in shaking the whole
system to its foundations and inspiring revolutionary strugand in fact throughout the world, is going to
gle in the U.S.,
have to argue against an overpowering reality, and this is going to be an argument they cannot win, because historical
fact is historical fact and truth is truth, and King cannot, and
no one can, succeed in denying this truth.
And this gets us to the most important point here. "In
to face the fact that
violent warfare one must be
there will be casualties bv the thousands." Okav. let's ston
there for a second. This is also raised by these types in relationship to what's going on in South Africa now. What will
they focus on? They'll focus on the fact that hundreds of
black people have been killed in the course of the present
uprising which has lasted more or less a year. And this is
true. And it is also true, as King- says,
. that you cannot have a
revolution, you cannot have a violent rebellion even, which
does not involve sacrifice and casualties on the oart of the
masses of people rising up. But first of all, black pmple,
whether inSouth ~ f r i c oa r i n the U.S., are murderedbythe
svstem in hundreds at least every vear.
. Whether o r not thev
rise up, and if there's not a single rebellion, this fact remains
true. Across the U.S. police murder scores and hundreds of
Black people
. . every. vear,
. and in South Africa masses of black
people suffer tremendously vicious and atrocious repression
and emloitation to the noint of death under the normal workines andoperation of thesystem, whetheror not they rise up.
N ~ W
it's true that if you rise up the repression will also be intensified aeainst you. That's to be expected, and King with all
of his perverted arguments has seized upon a truth, which is
that anyone leading a violent revolution must be willing to
make an honest assessment regarding the possible casualties.
That's true, you can't talk about revolution, no serious
revolutionary would talk about revolution, without talking
about the sacrifices that are required and the fact that there
will be losses on the part of the revolutionary masses rising
up. But what we do say, and what King is attempting to hide,
is that it's far better to make those sacrifices, in order to contribute to the overthrow of the system and to moving beyond
the horrendous conditions that oeonle
. . face under it everv
day through its normal workings, than it is to suffer
casualties and repression and murder and other forms of
brutalitv silently and simolv
. . accepting
. - this system - or still
worse, as in the case of King, helping to perpetuate this
system with all of its horrors.
.
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Finally, and I think most strategically important. King
argues that Black people in seeking to rise up would be a
minority population confronting a well-armed, wealthy ma.jority. with a fanatical right-wine that would delieht in exterminating thousands of Black men, women and children.
Now it's true that if it comes to it there iscertainly, first of all,
the ruling class as such, the imperialists who run this country, and among the population at large there is a social base of
support for them, among what King describes as fanatical
right-wingers, who would be certainly willing to exterminate, and in that sense would delight in exterminating,
thousands or more of Black people in order to suppress an
uprising in which they played a crucial role. But King's picture of a small and basically helpless minority of Black people up against a "wealthy majority with a fanatical rightwing," etc., isa gross distortion. As we've already discussed,
the population in the United States other than the Black people - that is, the white people in particular - is not one reactionary mass. That's not to argue that there are not many
reactionary people among them - there are. But there are
also many people who are at least potential supporters of
revolution, o r at least can he neutralized and wonto a position of what Lenin called friendlv neutralitv with reeard to a
revolutionary movement. And in fact there are many among
them who would eagerly take up and join with a revolutionary struggle, especially once it was blasted powerfully
onto the scene, for example, by massive uprisings of Black
people in the core cities in the US.
So King's picture is a gross distortion - it's aimed at
overwhelming the masses of Black people with a feeling that
their situation is hopeless, that they are helpless, and that
there's no possible means of doing anything because they're
up against one reactionary mass that would unite to the last
man and woman aeainst them and would eive free rein to a
fanatical right-wing that would delight in exterminating
thousands of Black men, women and children. I mean King
wasn't soeakine in a vacuum! He was soeakine at a time
when there were massive uprisings of Black people, which
he was all too aware of and &eking to suppress, and he was
Ivine
about what was eoine on rieht around him - totallv
z
misrepresenting it. Here you had Black people rising up,
and, while there were some among the white population that
sought to join in the efforts to suppress this, there were large
numbers of people who ranged from sympathizing with it to
seeking in various ways to actively support it and even in
some cases joining in. And there was at the same time a
massive movement developing against the war in Vietnam
and other social movements and upheavals going on in society. It was overall a very favorable time for the revolutionary
forces in the sense that they had a great deal of initiative though not in the sense that it became possible to actually
carryit through all the way to a revolution. But the revolitionarv forces had a lot of initiative. and the stmeele of Black
people had a lot of support and sympathy among broad ranks
of the white population, ranging into the middle class.

particularly the youth, joined in their own way as well as actively and consciously seeking to join in unity with the Black
people in rising up against this system.
So the picture was far from as negativeand as hopeless as
King desperately sought to portray it, with gross distortion.
Again, things then didn't develop all the way to an actual
revolutionary situation or to an all-out struggle for power;
and while a revolutionary situation is certainly full of acute
contradictions and especially the intermediate sections of
the people will swing back and forth in such a situation one day supporting revolution and the next day swinging
over to the side of counterrevolution, and all the time tending to vacillate back and forth - it's even more true in a fully
developed revolutionary situation that the basis and potential for winning over broad ranks of the intermediate strata as
well as uniting more firmly the basic masses of proletarians,
including white proletarians, is a lot greater.
So the truth is exactly the opposite of what King says in
the fundamentalsense, and he's exactly turning reality on its
head, again in seeking to save the system. The most damnable part of this is that he is seeking this at a time when first
of all the uprisings of Black people are reaching their most
powerful expression and beyond that when they're influencing and getting support and bringing forward unity from
other sections of the people, including other sections of the
proletariat. In just these circumstances he's seeking to paint
the picture as totally hopeless! This is completely conscious
on his part, it's a completely conscious distortion and it's the
most grotesque, and the most unforgivable kind of craven
service to the most monstrous system.
Now some people might say, after hearing this put in
such strong terms, well then why is it that King was, after all,
knockedoff by thesystem? If he was such a bootlicker for the
systemand sought soconsistently to be a savior of the system
and suppress the masses from rising up against it and to
discourage any revolutionary uprising, then how come he
was knocked off by the system (as it's portrayed)?Well, let's
go back to Bishop Tutu again. It's entirely possible - I certainly don't know and I don't even think that the ruling
forces in South Africa or the U.S. imperialists know at this
point what is going to be the fate of Bishop Tutu - but it's entirely possible that if he's not able toplay the kind of role that
they want him toplay and are demanding that he play, and if
there's a shift in the relationship of things or if there's a
sharpening conflict within the ruling forces, any one of these
things could result in Bishop Tutu being knocked off by people hired by one or another faction of the ruling forces or the
ruling forces in a unified effort. And this is essentially the
kind of thing that gave rise to the assassination of Martin
Luther King: he was not (legend and mythology aside) cut
down because he was a champion of the oppressed and moving more and more in a direction of supporting the struggles
of the oppressed. He was cut down in a crossfire of struggle
and conflict within the ruling structures of the imperialists
themselves and for a number of reasons, including the fact

Significant other sections of proletarian masses among other

that at least certain sections of the ruling class felt that he was

oppressed nationalities and also among white proletarians,

of more use to them dead than alive at that point. It's as sim-
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pie as that. That's a brutal truth but no lessa definiteand fundamental truth.
It's very important that we look not just at oneaspect of a
situation, for example the fact that King was assassinated,
but look at the overall situationand the overall roleof *people,
King or anyone else, within that situation. If we do that we'll
see that whether it's Kine or Tutu todav. or Gandhi before
them, their position, their program and their actions were
aimed at supporting and upholding the system and preventn e the strueele from breaking out of the bounds acceptable
to the system and confined within it; they did in fact contribute to the suppression of the struggle of the oppressed,
not to the development and to the further advancement of
that struggle.

--

-

Q: I know that the RCP has m a d e it very clear t h a t i t
h a s n o intention of leading people into a m b u s h by
launching a premature attempt a t insurrection a n d the
armed seizure of power. So I know you're saying the
time isn't quite right yet. But what conditions d o you
feel m u s t he fulfilled before t h e necessary armed struggle f o r power can be initiated? And, i n relation t o that,
could you comment o n what you consider t o b e the
significance of the Basic Principles for the Future
~ k o l u t i o n a Army
r ~ of the ~ r o l e t a r i kwhich
t
w a s recently issued by the party, i n R W No. 306?
A: First of all, it's very correct and very important that a
premature attempt at insurrection and the armed seizure of
power must not he made, and the party must not attempt to
lead the masses in such a
attempt which could onIv result in its being smashed and furthermore result in a
political defeat for the party and the advanced forces of
revolution because they would be discredited in the eyes of
the masses. It's one thing to he defeated - defeats in an
overall sense cannot he avoided. In other words, in the process of revolution there are going to be some defeats even if
you're ultimately victorious. But if you make seriouserrors,
and certainly attempting a premature insurrection is a
serious error, then you're also going to be politically
discredited in the eyes of even the masses who would support you, and that's much more serious than any particular
material defeat you might suffer. So it's very important to
recognize the danger of a premature attempt at insurrection.
But having said that, it's also important to say that a
greater danger in the history of the revolutionary movement,
and a greater danger overall, projecting also into the future,
and will be not nremature attemnts at insurrection
has heen
-~~
but the failure to grasp and even recognize that a revolutionary situation is developing or has developed even when
that's the case,
Historically there have been many revolutionary situa~
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tions that have not been seized, many possible revolutions
that have never even been embarked upon, because in particular the revolutionary party failed, or even refused, to
recognize that there was an opening through which the suppressed anger of the masses could erupt and be led and
transformed into a revolutionary struggle for the seizure of
power. As I said, either they've failed, or sometimes even
refused, to recognize that this was the situation and to act
upon it; that is, to actually seek to unleash and moreover to
coordinate and to lead such a revolutionary uprising and to
carry it through. So while it's important to he aware of the
daneerof
a nremature attempt at unrisinr
"
-. it's evenmoreimportant to guard against what iseven agreater danger, that is,
the failure to even recognize the possibility when that
nossibilitv actuallv has come into existence - when a revolutionary situation, in other words a revolutionary opening,
has in fact occurred.
Now, to move on and deal with other parts of your question, specifically, the heart of this question, I think: What
conditions must be fulfilled before the necessary armed
struggle for power can be initiated?
Well, that's a question that's obviously difficult to
answer, and in getting at the answer it's first necessary to
look at it in light of some important history. In the history of
the proletarian revolution there are two great models: the
Russian Revolution of 1917 and the Chinese Revolution of
1949. The first, the Russian Revolution of 1917, is in general
terms a model for revolution in imperialist countries.~ussia
at that time, althoueh it was verv backward in many. imwrtant respects, wasnevertheless an imperialist country. It was
not a leader of an imperialist bloc, it was not one of the very
top imperialist powers, in fact it was in some ways subordinate to British and French imperialism, but it still was an
imperialist country.
On the other hand the Chinese Revolution, which was
brought to victorious conclusion in 1949, in terms of the
countrywide seizure of Dower bv the proletariat led bv the
Chinese Communist Party, was a revolution in a colonial or
semicolonial country which was also semifeudal. And this is
a basic model, and remains a basic model, for revolution in
the Third World countries generally which are under colonial or neocolonial domination and have many important
features stemming from their domination by. imperialism.
.
But Mao and Lenin were always very clear and emphatic in
stressine that revolutions in other countries and in other circumstances should not try tocopy the revolution in Russiaor
China as the case might be. And this is not only generally
true and a general principle, that revolutions in any one
country and one set of circumstances cannot be copies, certainly not exact copies, of previous revolutions, but this is a
very important point to grasp and to go into deeply in terms
of a revolution in the U.S. today.
The revolution in the U.S. today, to put it simply, willnot
be a copy of the revolution in the Russia of 1917. Not only
will it not be an exact copy but it certainly will differ in many
important features whenever it occurs. This does not mean
that the Russian Revolution is not a model for the revolution
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in the US. today; it is in the most general and basic terms,
particularly in that it'snecessary first tocarry out aperiodof
political work which prepares for and lays the ground for the
going over to insurrection and then the carrying out of civil
war to achieve and consolidate victory through armed strug
gle. This is what was done in Russia in 1917, and that basic
model is what wilt have to be done and in fact is being done
by ourpariy in the US. - at this point in theformofcarrying
out political work as the preparation for the going over to the
armed struggle when the objective conditions do emerge and
the opening that we're looking for does in fact occur.
So that model of a period of political work laying the
basis for and preceding the going over to insurrection in the
cities followed by a civil war throughout the country is our
basic model, as opposed to the basic model for the Third
World represented by the Chinese Revolution, which is
more or less one of armed struggle from the beginning and
continuously, armed struggle which is initiated first in the
remoter rural regions of the country and takes place initially
in the formof guerrilla warfare building up over a protracted
period to encircle and eventually seize the cities and win
political power throughout the country in that way. So that
Chinese model is obviously not a model for an imperialist
country like the U.S.
But even with the Russian Revolution, which in fundamental terms is a model for revolution in imperialist countries, it is not onlv the case that it should not be cooied in
every detail exactly down the line, but further, there will be
many important features in the U.S. which will be different.
This is both because of what is rather obvious in the first
place, that the U.S. today is a vastly different country and occupies a different position in the world than Russia seventy
years ago, but also the world as a whole is vastly different
and also the character of the world war which is looming
before us, if it does break out, will be vastly different than
World War 1, which was the context within which the Russian Revolution occurred. Even the looming shadow of that
world war presents far different conditions than existed
when the Russian Revolution took place. And the overall situation in the world, in many important and different resnects [which I don't want to set into right nowl. isvastlv different than the world at the time of t h e ~ u s s i a nevolution.
But one thing I do want to come back to and stress is this
question of the difference between the wars. That is, in
world War 1, and again in World War 2 , it was the case that
the most imoortant revolutions that took olace and the ones
that in fact succeeded (speaking specifically of proletarian
revolutions) either came to a victorious conclusion or had
their pivotal periods during those world wars: the Russian
~evoiutioninworld War 1 and the Chinese Revolution in relation to World War 2 . (Even thoueh the Chinese
- - Revolution
~
won final victory after world war>, the pivotal point the
Chinese evolution which laid the basis for that final victory
occurred durins World War 2.1 And it was the case, aeain
re"
turning to t h e ~ u s s i a n evolution, that the outbreak and
A

~

~
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then the course of World War 1 brought the contradictions
within Russian society to the breaking point and laid the
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basis for a revolution. More specifically, it was the case that
Russian society, historically speaking, was sort of rotten ripe
for revolution; the war brought all this to a head, and after a
certain point the state power in Russia more or less crumbled. The Tsar was toppled, but the foundation under the
Tsar was completely rotted through. And the revolution of
October 1917, which brought the proletariat to power, while
it certainly was an armed and violent revolution, was going
up against a state power which right at that particular time
was greatly weakened. This revolution was occurring during
the final stages of a war which had been going on for three
years or so and which had, over a protracted period, ripened
the contradictions and ripened the conditions for revolution
in Russia.
My point in raising this is not to go into a thorough
analysis of all those aspects of the Russian Revolution but to
contrast that with the situation and the prospect of revolution in the U.S. today. Should world war break out, if revolution is not able to prevent it, this world war will be vastly different than World War 1, and the situation in the U.S., particularly in terms of revolution, will be vastly different than
in Russia at the time of World War 1. We're not going to have
a situation where a protracted four or five years of world war
eventually thoroughly undermine the foundations of the existing power and it more or less topples from its rotten foundation with a push. I don't think such a war is likely to go on'
I
four or five years in that kind of way; but including its after-"
shocks and its aftermath it may. go
- on for quite a lone.time,
perhaps even decades - that's something I can't say for sure
and I don't think anvone can. hut it's auite oossible. But it
won't go on in the form in which it began, more or less, with
the states, as we're now familiar with them, and their armies
and very well-defined battlefields and so on for a protracted
period of years like that. There will be qualitative, dramatic,
and devastating changes if such a war breaks out, rather
quickly, in the early stagesof that war almost certainly. And
that will present a drastically different situation if that's what
occurs.
As we've been stressing recently, this puts all the more
emphasis on the need to step up efforts to make revolution in
order toprevent world war if at all possible. But if that is not
possible it doesn't mean the end of our attempts to make
revolution. Those attempts have to be carried forward even
if it means doine so in the course of or in the aftermath of that
-world war. Still, this understanding- does -give added emphasis to the importance of seeking to make revolution so as
to orevent that war and.. attain I don't think that we can expect a situation where the state power that exists in the U.S.
is going to be like that of the Tsar and the Russian ruling
class, that it is going to more or less topple with a push. There
are some new problems and some new conditions that are
going to have to be dealt with in the building of a revolutionary movement and, in particular, the carrying out of the
armed struggle in a country like the U.S. when the opening
does exist.
So it remains true and of decisive significance that you
cannot make a revolution and, in particular, carry out an
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armed struggle with just the vanguard alone or just because
you want to. It's necessary for the objective conditions to exist and it's necessary for the revolution to be, and in particular for the armed struggle to be, a war of masses and not
of the vanguard alone. But what I'm trying to stress here is
that it would be a very serious error to sit around waiting for
the kind of situation to arise asarose in Russia in 1917. Even
then most of the vanguard, most of the Bolsheviks, didn't
recognize the opening when it was there, and Lenin had to
fight like hell to get them to recognize it and then to carry
through. But our situation is bound to be quite different. A
revolutionary situation is not going to emerge the same way,
and it's not going to be a case of a rotten foundation
vulnerable to the same kind of push in the same way. This
doesn't mean that we should be prepared to wait longer, in
the sense that we should sit around thinking this pushes the
armed struggle into the never-never land of the far-off distant, imponderable future; rather it means that we have to
sharpen our ability to recognize what suchan opening would
look like and how it can be seized on.
As far as what conditions would have toexist, Lenin has
made some very important statements analyzing this basic
question, which I think are very instructive. In one of these,
he says that a revolutionary situation exists when the masses
of people, the lower classes, are unable and unwilling to go
on living in the old way; that is, they are no longer going
along, putting up with the normal workings of the system as
they've been grinding along and putting up with the oppression that's metedout to themdaily. On theother hand, Lenin
said, in a revolutionary situation t h e ruling classes find
themselves in acute crisis and are unable to goon ruling in the
old way. And finally, there must beavanguard with theability, with the program, with the ties with the masses, and with
the organizational as well as ideological basis for leading and
carrying through an armed struggle to make a revolution.
These, he says, are the three basic conditionsnecessary for a
revolutionary situation.
Lenin also wrote something which was reprinted in intieducing these Basic Principles for the Future Revolutionary
Army of the Proletariat which you referred to. I want to read
this here because I think it's very important.
Lenin emphasized that: "To be successful, insurrection
must rely not upon conspiracy and not upon a party, but
upon the advanced class. That is the first point. Insurrection
must rely upon a revolutionary upsurge of the people. That is
the second point. Insurrection must rely upon that turning
point in the history of the growing revolution when theactivity of the advanced ranks of the people is at its height, and
when the vacillations in the ranks of the enemy and in the
ranks of the weak, half-hearted and irresolute friends of the revolution are strongest. That is the third point. And these three
conditions for raising the question of insurrection distinguish Marxism from Blanquism" (or terrorism, Blanquism
being a particular word for what is called terrorism today).
Of course, whenever one uses the world "terrorism"
these days, given the way it's being thrown around -and in
particular how it's being used, among other things, to attack
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genuine revolutionary struggle against imperialism - it's
very important to make clear what you mean. And it's very
necessary
. to .point out that such .people
. as the U.S. imperialists have absolutely no right to say anything in condemnation of terrorism. eiven
their whole histow and their
"
continuing record of literal genocide of whole peoples and
mass slaughter of millionsand millions andmillions of
human beings. alone" with their other crimes - like literally
enslaving millions of people for hundreds of years and right
today exploiting hundreds of millions. But what I am referring to when I speak of terrorism is, in general terms, the use
of various formsof military or quasi-military actions, usually
conducted by irregular armed forces or groups of individuals. with or without the backing of anvz .particular
state, for the purpose of pressuring or influencing the policy
of the target of such actions, usually a state or group of states.
More s~ecificallv,I mean actions that are not part of an
overall revolutionary armed struggle involving and fundamentally relying on revolutionary masses, actions which
attempt to substitute for a revolutionary war of the massesor
which are carried out in opposition to the mobilization of the
masses for the waging of a revolutionary war.
Such terrorism is in the final analysis an expression of
reformism, if not worse, and at best kind of militant reformism. In manvcases this is rather clearlv so - the emlicit
object and purposein these instancesis to wringa concession
from a particular state (orgroup of states),and this is not part
of or meant to be part of any strategic orientation for the
revolutionary transformation of society, not part of any
overall plan or any particular program of mobilizing the oppressed masses for a revolutionary war. Many of the actions
in the world today that are called terrorist d o i n fact fall into
this category. At the same time there are actions - and even
some mided
by whole strategic
- conceptions - that are conceivedof asa meansof igniting a mass armed uprising, or settinein motion aorocess that will lead to such an uorisine,
-. but
which nevertheless still fall into the category of terrorism (as
I have defined it here) and which fail to achieve, and in reality have no basis for achieving, that objective of unleashing a
revolutionary armed struggle of masses.
The problem - specifically from the standpoint of proletarian revolution - is that engaging
- - - in these kinds of actions, in this form of military combat, means in effect enterine" into a state of war with the object
, (or
. tareetl
- . of these actions. It means putting the organization or group that does
these things on a war footing - that is, gearing its whole
structure and operation primarily in line with the task of
leading a revolutionary war. This should only be done if
there is the basis for mobilizing masses to actively take part
in and for still broader masses to be a firm base of support
.. for
warfare against the reactionary state power (and its die-hard
sunnortersl.
Or at least there must be the basis to set in mo- i
rr
lion the kind of dialectical process where the repression by
the reactionary state power will call forth more mass support
for the revolutionary forces (or provide the basis for winning
such support rather immediately), enabling them to draw
greater numbers of masses into the armed struggle and to hit
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back at the enemy and its repressive measures with more initiative and greater effect. Otherwise, the inevitable fierce
repression bythe reactionary state will mean that the forces
eneaeine in such actions will be crushed, or in anv case that
they will not be able to sustain themselves and develop as
evolutionary armed forces. For this to happen and, more particularly, for an armed struggle to succeed in clearing the
ground for a thoroughgoing revolutionary transformation of
society, there must be set in motion that dialectical process
which will enable revolutionary armed forces to sink deeper
roots and establish a more powerful base of support among
masses of people and increasingly draw greater numbers of
them into the armed strueele. This, in turn. requires that
these armed forces and thearmed struggle have the leadership of a communist vanguard and be guided by its political
program, representing the interests of the revolutionary proletariat. Furthermore, and more specifically, it requires that
the initiation of the armed struggle conform to a situation
where the objective conditions necessary for such an all-out
revolutionary armed struggle exist, including the political
conditions that make it possible to win over; rely on and activate masses of revolutionary fighters from among the proletariat and other oppressed groups. And this takesus back to
Lenin's three points concerning insurrection and what
distinguishes it from terrorism.
These three points or conditions that Lenin focused on
are crucial and essential. First, a revolution is not made by a
party alone, but is made by the advanced class, which means
the proletariat. We've discussed that already.
Secondly, and I think this is crucial to grasp, an insurrectiondependsupon a revolutionary upsurge of the people. For
example, in South Africa today you have a revolutionary up.
surge of the people that's threatening to break out of all
bounds, all confines, set by the system. It's certainly on the
verge of doing so. That is a very powerful example of what
Lenin meant when he said that insurrection must depend
upon a revolutionary upsurge of the people. It's out of such
an upsurge of the people, even though that upsurge may for a
long period itself not mainly take the formof armed struggle,
it is still out of such an upsurge of the people that the armed
struggle has to be built. And finally, an insurrection has to
occur in a situation where not only the activity of the advanced ranks of the people is at its height and there's a growing revolutionary ferment and struggle among them but also
when the vacillation in the ranks of the enemy and in the
ranksof the weak, half-hearted, and irresolute friendsof the
revolution is at its height. In other words, when the conflicts
within the ruling class are sharpest, in large part in response
to the revolutionary uprisings of the masses as well as in
other ways, and when those forces that we've talked about
before, the middle-class, iitermediate elements who tend to
vacillate and swing from one side to the other, when their
ability to act as a ' 1 3 e r and, to put it tbat way, sit on the
masses and hinder them from rising up in revolutionary struggle is paralyzed and they're in the weakest position to do that
and frankly also least inclined to do that. This is also another
important condition tbat makes possible a revolutionary
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opening.
Now again, Lenin didn't emphasize this to say we wait
until everything falls right into our lap, because, again, he
was at one point the only one who saw the revolutionary
possibilities in the situation when the Russian Revolution did
occur and he had to fight uphill for a while to get the rest of
the Bolshevik leadership to recognize this and go along. Still,
if these things don't exist then the chances of insurrection
succeeding are going to be correspondingly much less. So
these are the kinds of things we're looking for, and not only
looking for, these are the kinds of things we're working
toward. There's the objective workings of the system, there's
the conflicts within the ruling classes, the underlying contradictions of the system, its underlying dynamics and the
crisis in which that system is enmeshed now. On the one
hand, those things are occurring more or less independently
of us, but on the other hand, there's our work, which takes
place within that overall context, to heighten the preparation
of the masses for revolution, to heighten the consciousness,
particularly of the advanced, to spread the influence of a
revolutionary line and to prepare the ground, so to speak.
It's also true, as I pointed out, that events in different
partsof the world interact very powerfully with the situation
in the U.S., and that certainly includes revolutionary s t m g
gles in different parts of the world. South Africa is an outstanding example, as is also the revolutionary war in Peru or
the revolutionary movement in Iran several years ago - and
I would point out that the revolutionary possibilities in Iran
are far from over at this time. So any particular place in the
world or any number of places together could act to
dramatically change the situation in the US. and begin to lay
the basis for revolutionary conditions to emerge; and this is
the kind of thing we've got to bevery tense andvery acute in
looking toward and looking for the emergence of. At the
same time we have to be working very actively to heighten
our ability and the ability of the advanced forces of the proletariat in particular to seize on these conditions as they do
ripen and particularly to seize on such an opening for revolutionary armed struggle when it does occur, in such conditions as Lenin mentioned.
Let me elaborate on this. I think it's very important to
say this: in terms of a revolutionary upsurge of the people as
Lenin spoke of it, we don't have to have a majority of thepeopie involved in a revolutionary upsurge before the conditions
for a real revolutionary armed struggle might emerge. We
have to have revolutionary masses, thousands and
thousands of them actively involved, and millions and
millions at least actively sympathetic. We have to have
revolutionary masses, not just the party, hut we don't have to
have some absolute numerical majority. Many people may
still not be directly involved on one side or the other. So we
have to have an upsurge of masses. Take the kind of thing
that occurred in the U.S. in the '60s: if a number of other
things had been different, including the overall world context, then the mass uprisingsof Black people in the context of

a war in Vietnam, which the U.S.was losing and which was

putting tremendous strains on the society itself in the U.S. -
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all this might have led to the kind of situation that Lenin's
talking about and might have provided the opening. That did
not occur for a number of different reasons, but it mkht have
occurred then, and it's certainly not inconceivable to envision a situation like that erupting again, perhaps again
without much warning. We've got to be very tense, as I said,
in looking for it and very actively working to prepare the
ground for it, particularly among the advanced proletarians
but also among other different forces, especially those who
do break out into resistance and rebellion against the system.
So this is the best way I can answer that question: these
are the kinds of things that would have to emerge. I can't sit
here and paint a picture and say this and this and this particular thing has to happen, in this and this and this order;
but I think these are the kinds of conditions, these are the
kindsof things that have to occur, and while we shouldguard
against premature attempts at insurrection, even more important to be vigilant against is missing the possibility of
these situations. And in particular (again I raise this in relation to the Russian Revolution as a model, as well as in
general) we have to guard against a tendency to wait for
everything to sort of ripen up to where it just takes a push.
Now I've overstated the matter in order to stress this point the Russian Revolution involved quite a bit more intense
struggle than the way I presented it by saying it just took a
push. But there is a point there that the initial seizure of
power in Russia (which was then followed by a civil war)
was a definite armed struggle, but it was something of a push
as opposed to the kind of struggle it's going to take to overthrow U.S. imperialism in all likelihood, in the world today.
Strategically speaking, we have to guard mainly against the
tendency to just wait for everything to fall into our lap and
for everything to line up just so, and to read things like the
necessity of a revolutionary upsurge of the people to mean a
majority of the people, or anything like an actual numerical
majority, have to be in the streets screaming for revolution
before the conditions might emerge.
Just to conclude on this, then, by taking up the question
of the significance of the BasicPrinciplesfor the Future Revolutionary Army of the Proletariat which were recently printed in
the Revolutionary Worker. As was said in introducing those
principles, the important point is that while now is not the
time to seek to actually launch the armed struggle in the U.S.,
now is definitely the time to step up political preparation for
that armed struggle, for when the conditions do emerge for
it, and an important part of that preparation is popularizing
and making more of a living reality the possibility of waging
the armed struggle when those conditions emerge.
In other words, it is a question of removing that from the
realmof thedistant and almost unthinkable to the realm of, if
not the actual and immediate, at least the very practical, in a
political sense. It is something which has to begin to be
brought down to real terms and be actively thought about
and actively grappled with, right now in the realm of theory
and strategic thinking; it is something that, in the sense I've
spoken of, has to be actually prepared for not only by theparty but by revolutionary masses of people, particularly among
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the proletariat. So that is one of the most important points
that underlies the bringing forward of these Basic Principles
for the Future Revolutionary Army of the Proletariat - to carry
out that kind of preparation in the context of our overall
political preparation.
Both the two basic points of those principles - that is,
the first one that sets forth the basic aims and basic nature of
that future revolutionary armv of the nroletariat, and the one
that more specifically sets out points of orientation and
discipline for it - both these points begin to give a concrete
sense, and concrete life, to these principles, to what such an
army would look like and how it is fundamentally different
and opposed to the armies of the imperialists and reactionaries just as the goals and aims for which it fightsare fundamentally different and opposed to theirs. In studying this
and takine" this UD I think that masses of peonle can beein to
get a deeper grasp, first of allof the fact, as I wrote inA Homhie End, or An End to the Horror? (which is also quoted in introducing these principles), that an army is actually a concentration of the kind of society that it's fighting for; that is,
the principles of that army, its fighting doctrine, its relationshinwith the massesof people, and soon, are all in important
ways the concentrated expression of the kind of society and
the kind of world that armv' is fiehtine
for. That's alsooower"
fully reflected in these principles.
So the object is to spread these principles broadly, to
popularize these among masses of people, particularly the
proletariat but broadly among different sections of the oppressed as well, and to inspire and encourage discussion and
struggle over these principles, over the question of whether
such an army can really be built when the conditions
emerge, over whether such an armed struggle based on these
principles can really be carried out, and what that would actually took like and what is the role of the masses of people
who are coming into contact with these principles, who are
taking them up and studying them - what their role would
be inthat whole process. H ~ W
would they relate to such an
army, how would they be involved with it and support it?
And shouldn't they be involved with it and support it, and so
on? Thisis the kind of ferment we want to go on around this,
to make this much more of a livine thine and. as I said. to
remove it from the realm of the abstract and the really sort of
unthinkable and bring it right down to the earth and right to
the ground and make it very real and vivid for people.
The other thing I want to stress in relationship to this is
one basic point that's driven home in theseprinciples, which
is the relationship between the party and the army. I've
several times stressed that the party has to lead the army. As
Mao once graphically put it, the party must command the
gun and the gun must never be allowed to command the party. This isone of the most important things that distinguishes
a revolutionary army from a reactionary army, whether it's
the imperialist army of the USA or whether it's a crime syndicate or an armed gang of thugs terrorizing the people. Also,
however, it's important to take up this question of the relation between the party and the army from another angle. As
is stressed in these principles and as I stressed in A Horrible
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End, or An End to the Horror?, the backbone of the army must
be class-conscious proletarians, and this must also be the
backbone of the party, which has to be the leader of the
army. But at the same time there are going to be many people, particularly youth, who are perhaps not yet ready tojoin
the party and be a part of the political, the overall, vanguard
of the revolution hut who are readv to come into the revolution in the form of taking part in the armed struggle, joining
in with and hecomine a oart of the revolutionary armv of the
proletariat when that's the order of the day, and through that
becoming trained and developed and disciplined as revolutionaries and manv of them heine evenluallv recruited into
the party. So it's important to see both the relationship between the party and the army in the sense that the party has
to be the vanguard of every part of the revolution, including
leading the army and the armed struggle. On theother hand
many people will he good recruits for the army and be great
fighters in the army of the proletariat before the point at
which they would be ready to join the party; some perhaps
will even he important fighters in the army of the proletariat
and never actually join the party. It's very important to
recognize this. We don't shrink from looking at the fact that
historically for the proletariat and in revolutions generally
the youth have played a tremendously important role and
that often revolutionary armies are made up of people as
young as twelve years old and many, many teenagers. It's
not that we only want teenagers, hut we're certainly not going to turn them away, and we don't think that they're incapable of playinga tremendously important role, particularly in the armed struggle. They are, and they must play avery
important role in that, and also in inspiring other people, including older people, to come forward.
o n e last thine in response to this question that I want to
stress, that is verv much emnhasized in these nrincioles. is
the &estion of women. w his is an important dividing- line
question in revolutions generally and it's especially one in
terms of the ~rosvectsfor revolution in the U.S.,and this
takes very important expression also within the army -and
again I would urge people to read these basic principles and
to study them seriously and .grapple
. . . with them on this point
in particular as well as more generally. But just one important thing to stress is that just as in the party, in the overall
vanguard uf the revolution soalsoin the revolutionary army
oftheproletariat when i t isfinally formed, theroleof women
on all levels includinn as leaders of that armv. is coins
" to he
tremendously importkt and also be a very sharp focus of
struggle.
Thisis another way in which we're preparing the ground
politically for waging that struggle on the most favorable
terms. And this ties in with the question of people who may
make very good soldiers in the armv in an overall sense but
perhaps &;not yet on the level ofjoining the party as the
vanguard of the revolution. To out it simnlv, it's eoine to he a
very complicated picture of many peop~e,includin~youths
and others, who are going to want to take uparmsagainst the
system and it would be a crime to turn them away simply
because they have weaknesses and because their outlook
&
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and their understanding is not highly developed and in some
ways they have not yet developed the political understanding and the discipline characteristic of the proletariat. O b
viouslv, if thev were only people fighting for themselves, and
not taking upthe basic principles thearmy (as set forth in
that article in the RWl then thev wouldn't belong in that army. But if thev can be won to those principles, then even
though they
be sharply contradict& in some ways they
should be broueht
" into that armv and trained in that context.
But if they are to he brought in, as they should he, then there
is going to have to bevery sharp struggle over these attitudes
and some sharp lines drawn and firmly held to. Just to get to
one sharp expression of this, it's going to be a case where you
have women political and military leaders who are giving
direction and leadership to a lot of men, many of whose
fighting spirit includes a lot of machismo, a macho attitude.
That's inevitable in a society like this. Again we can't turn
them away simply
. . because they have these shortcomings.
But it'sgoing to be(laughs1avery sharply contradictory situation. and I think it's one we can handle and must learn how

of
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Putting out these principles now, and laying some fundamental eroundwork and outline these things down verv
sharply and clearly for people to grapple with beginning now
is only part of, hut it's an important part of, laying the basis
for being able to handle it. That's going to be very tough to
handle, you can start imagining and thinking about it, you
can see how tough that is going to be to handle. Just look
around you, at some of the masses, including some of the
very best, and some of the ways in which they are very
sharnlv
' contradictorv over this and some of the wavs in
which their weaknesses and shortcomings are going to assert
themselvesin termsof not wanting to follow the political and
military leadershin of women on various levels, includine un
to the highest levels. Of course, struggle around these questions must go on and will go on withKthe party itself, and at
times verv s h a r ~ l vbut
. that is on a differentbasis than how
this struggle must and will he carried out among broader
masses, including within the ranks of that future army.
In fact, the problem of giving correct leadership around
this and correctly carrying out the necessary struggle around
it in the army is a particularly sharp expression of the need to
recognize the difference between the army and its role and
the party and its role - the party as the overall leader hut the
army as the actual fighting force -and what is the relationship between them and how does that express itself in terms
of &mevery important andvery sharp contradictions. These
are the different wavs in which the settine forth of these
Basic Principles for the Future Revolutionary ,&my of the Proletariat is helping to prepare the ground and beginning to
bring into the consciousness of the masses the reality of aclively preparing for the emergence of a revolutionary situation
where the armed struggle can he taken up.
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-:If I could pursue this further, I'd like t o probe a
bit m o r e t h e question of h o w you visualize t h e revolution actually getting started i n a country like t h e U.S. I
w a n , even if things get to t h e point where people a r e
ready, t h e conditions a r e ripe a n d so on, that won't be
enoueh. The a r m e d strueele will somehow have t o be
initiatedand it will have t o b e done a s part of a coherent
plan t o actually seize power. I n Peru, t h e revolutionary
communists have been engaged i n a r m e d struggle for
t h e last five years now, a n d they seem t o be making
significant advances, setting u p zones where they
oreanize n e w forms of democratic popular power a n d
f r o m which they can launch furthe; assaults o n t h e
a r m e d forces of t h e central authorities. As thev, expand
their control a n d influence in t h e Andean mountains
and i n other parts of the country, they seem t o be clearl y laying t h e basis for eventually moving to take even
t h e coastal zones a n d strategic cities, i n keeping with
Mao's military strategy of surrounding t h e cities f r o m
t h e countryside. Now I k n o w you've just explained t h a t
t h e revolution i n t h e U.S. would have to be different
t h a n t h e revolution i n China. a n d clearlv w h a t vou've
been describing is different 'than what's eoine'on i n
Peru today for instance, b u t d o you see a n y possible application i n a country like t h e U.S. of t h e policy of
establishing revolutionary base areas i n some parts of
t h e country, f r o m which to carry forward t h e a r m e d
struggle?
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A: First of all, on the point that, as you put it, somehow it
has to get started, it has to be initiated. This is an extremely
important point. Lenin wrote that getting started, speaking
specificallv of the armed strueele. is the most difficult Dart. I
think that has a very particular application in countries like
the U.S., which are the strongholds of the imperialists and
where the state power reaches very forcefully and effectively into all parts of the country.
So getting started, taking the first steps in initiating the
armed struggle, is in fact extremely difficult, and obviously
it's crucial for being able to carry through the armed strug.
gle, because without getting started there won't be an armed
struggle. On the other hand, asdifficult as it is, there are also
things which are strategically favorable to the initiation of
armed struggle beginning in the urban cores ina country like
the U.S. Now again, let's go hack to our earlier discussion
about "the USA to the USA," that is the similarities and differences between the situation in South Africa and the U.S.,
in particular with regard to Black people but overall in terms
of the strategic orientation toward revolution. Going back to
that discussion it's important to bring out again that while
there are differences, the strategic position of Black people in articular their position in the most exoloited sections of
the proletariat and their position concentrated in the urban
coresof thestrategically decisivecitiesin the U S - isa very
favorable condition strateeicallv' for the v r o s w c t ~for revolu.
tionary warfare in the U.S.
One of the particular problems that will mark the armed
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struggle in a country like the U.S. asopposed to, for example,
the situation in Peru today, or the historic example of China,
is that from the very beginning the revolutionary army of the
proletariat will have to be forged right in the process of
fighting
.
.decisive battles with the enemy, battles which have
strategic impact upon the overall course of the revolutionary
war In other words in a place like Peru or China thev re
able to initiate battles on smaller scale and take o n t h e
enemy in pieces and in its weaker outlying areas rather than
in its strongholds. And the revolutionary forces are able
through a series of such battles and stages to build up their
forces before they have to and can engage the enemy in
decisive battles which would bear on the whole outcome of
the armed struggle. In the U.S. we're not going to be able to
do that.
That's a problem because we're going to be forging and
developing our army right as we carry out decisive,
strategically important battles with the enemy. And so, what
do we have going for us that would enable us to do that?
What we have going for us is the potential for tremendously
powerful revolutionary upsurges of masses, especially
masses concentrated in the urban cores. And if this occurs at
the same time that throughout society generally there's
unrest, there's crisis, there are deepening splits within the
ruling class, then we can see the possibility of making a
breakthrough and actually forging an army right out of that
revolutionary mass upsurge. For example, let me say, if there
were in the U.S. today a situation, just in the urban cores,
like there is throughout South Africa, if there were that kind
of revolutionary upsurge among the Black masses, other o p
pressed nationalities, and other proletarians, especially concentrated in the urban cores of the strategically decisive
cities in the U.S. - that would provide a possible basis to actually forge an army that could wage those decisive battles
evenas it was being welded as a revolutionary fightingforce.
In South Africa the situation, in terms of the revolutionary upheaval of the masses of people, is extremely
favorable and growing more so, but unfortunately a decisive
element is still missing from that situation this time and
that's the existence of a revolutionary vanguard party based
on Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought; and only if
such a party is forged right in the furnace of that mass
upheaval will it be possible for that revolutionary upsurge to
actually be carried through into a thoroughgoing revolutionary struggle. Otherwise this upsurge will ultimately be
resolved in some other way that won't be a thoroughgoing
revolution.
In the U.S., while there is not yet an overall political
situation or revolutionary upsurge that's anything like that
in South Africa, and the situation has not yet developed
anything like those favorable dimensions, there is such a
vanguard party based on Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung
Thought - our party. And if there develops, in the strategic
urban cores of the U.S. among the oppressed nationalities
and among other proletarians generally, such a revolu:ionary upsurge, and if it is coupled with growing political
movements also among other sections of the people, as I've

a

talked about - a s happened, for example, in the '60s in the
U.S. - and if furtherthere are developing and sharpening
conflicts within the rulime
" class such as occurred around
Watergate, for example, in the U.S., then wecan begin tosee
the elements that would make for a revolutionary situation
and provide the basis out of which in fact a revolutionary army of the proletariat could be forged even as it begins to
wage those decisive battles against the enemy's armed
forces. And this begins to remove the question of how to
make a beginning from the realm of the very abstract and the
almost impossible to the more concrete and the much more
conceivable and much more possible realm. So we can see
that to make a beginning inacountry like the U.S., toactually initiate the armed struggle for power in such a country,
will be extremely difficult, but there are also potentially
favorable factors,not the least of which is the existence and
the work and the role of a vanguard party, and fundamentally what this hinges on, what it depends on, is the development of mass and widespread political upheaval and struggle
and in particular a revolutionary upheaval based among
revolutionary proletarians.
As for the last part of your question about the possible
role or basisof base areas in the process of the armed struggle
in a country like the U.S., there will be in one sense some application to this: not, as is the case in Peru or was the case in
China, that the armed struggle will begin in rural areas
where the state power is weaker, will gradually build up
established base areas in the countryside.
enlaree
'
. ~raduallv
the base areas of the revolutionary forces and eventually go
over to a situation where the stratigic assault can be made i n
the cities and state power can be captured throughout the
country, following the overall strategic orientation of surrounding the cities from the countryside. Not in that sense.
But in a country like the US. after the initial urban uprisings
have occurred, even if this is successful, even if real revolutionary breakthroughs are made and revolutionary power
established, it is unlikely that it will be established
throughout all of what is now the territory of the United
States, all in that one initial chase. It's much more likelv that
there will be revolutionary regimes, or revolutionary power,
perhaps of a provisional character, established in a number
of different urban centers, which in turn will give rise to further uprisings in other urban areas and even other parts of
the country. And it will be crucial to link up these revolutionary strongholds in these urban centers as much and as
rapidly as possible and not to simply "sit in the cities" which would mean sitting and waiting to be isolated and
crushed.
Advancing from urban strongholds to link up the revolutionary forces and revolutionary. power,
extendine over as
.
much territory as possible - without getting overextendedat
any particular point - will be of decisive importance. But
still it will be extremely unlikely that in this phase a revolutionary regime will be established throughout the entire territorv of what is now the USA. So next there will be a phase
where the revolutionary power that has been established so
far will be consolidated -but only in the sense of making it a
~
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base for a number of base areas) from which to immediately
carry forward the continuation of the armed struggle to
thoroughly defeat the forces of the overthrown ruling class
and of counterrevolution generally. Viewed in this light,
then, there will be the necessity for having base areas areas that are under the rule of the revolutionary forces, that
are revolutionary regimes that serve both as a consolidation
of the power that's been gained so far and most importantly
asa rear area and base area for continuing the armed struggle
through to its complete victory. So this will be on the one
hand different than the situation in Peru or in China before,
but on the other hand there will be, in the sense I've just
discussed, some role, an important role, for revolutionary
base areas and rear areas to carry forward and carry through
the armed struggles.

Q: I'd like to get hack t o looking a t t h e m a k e u p of
different social strata i n t h e U.S. i n relation to t h e question of revolution or t h e possibility of revolution, I'd
like t o ask you w h a t you think is going o n a m o n g t h e
politicized "middle elements" in the United States. I
have i n m i n d the growing n u m b e r s of people, from t h e
middle classes especially, w h o m a y not h e convinced of
t h e need for revolution i n t h e U.S. h u t w h o are nevertheless engaged i n some pretty serious opposition to t h e
U.S. e o v e r n m e n t . T h e P l o w s h a r e s a c t i o n s a n d
unrepentent stand, t h e Pledge of Resistance t o U.S. intervention i n Central America, t h e sanctuary movement, some of t h e more militant sections of t h e antiapartheid a n d antinuclear movements, m a n y of those
participating i n "No Business As Usual Day" a n d so on.
I t seems to m e t h a t there is a trend i n t h e U.S. towards
m o r e "determined resistance" a m o n g such forces. And
while oacifism is still a hie trend. there certainlv seems
t o h e fewer illusions about t h e kindly nature of the
state t h a n there were among t h e white middle-class
forces in t h e early to mid-'60s for instance. The youth
especially a r e less likely t o he putting flowers i n t h e
bayonets of National Guardsmen t h a n their counterparts i n t h e early stages of t h e '60s movements. Could
you comment o n this?

-
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A: First of all, as to the auestion of what's going on
among these politicized middleelements in the u.<, I think
it's orettv' much what vou touched on in vour auestion: that
is, they are responding to the growing 'and acute and explosive crisis that's shaping up internationally, in particular
the threat of nuclear war; the threat of invasion directly. by.
the U.S. in Central America, the carrying out of its present
war moves through proxy forces already in Central America,
and its death squad and death-dealing policy against the
masses of people there; its suppression of immigrants who
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are driven to this country in large part as a result of U.S. aggression against the people in those countries; the upsurge in
South Africa and the clear role of the U.S. in backing up the
state of South Africa against the masses of people there. All
these things, and others, are calling people forth intostruggle
and impelling people into motion against the system and
against the very real outrages it commits and the looming
horrors that it's bringing onto the horizon. Very clearly that
is what is going on, and it's important to recognize that it's
the system itself and its very nature and its very operation
and what the ruling classes in the world are compelled to do
themselves that's calling people into motion against it. This
system calls forth the forces that oppose it and ultimately
calls forth the forces that will overthrow it. This is very im.
portant to understand.
It is important at the same time to understand, as we
talked about earlier, that so far in a country like the U.S. the
main forces in motion politically are from among the middle
classes. There are embryonic and developing revolutionary
forces of the proletariat coming onto the stage, but that's
what they are at this point - embryonic and beginning
forces, the first stages of the development of a powerful
revolutionary movement of the proletariat. And among these
middle-class elements who are mainly on the political stage
now there is bound to be a strong pull toward such things as
pacifism, bound to be a strong pull toward seeking some way
other than a violent rupture and violent upheaval and all the
destruction that that necessarily involves. They are bound to
seek some way other than all that to try to eliminate these
evils. In other words, even if they oppose the system, even if
they don't believe in the kindly nature and good will of the
system and the people that rule it, they're still bound to try to
find some way other than the revolutionary uprising of the
masses and revolutionary armed struggle to deal with these
things and eliminate these evils. The fact is - and this is a
fact which impinges powerfully on everyday events and on
the cour . ~fevents overall - the fact is, there is no way other
than violent means to resolve this and to eliminate these
evils. A violent revolution is necessary in order to eliminate
the things that people are being called forth to struggle
against; and this is a very sharp contradiction that thesepeopie face. Because of their position in society, they are drawn
toward and gravitate toward a position of seeking some
peaceful means of resolving this: their position is not one in
which they are subjected to the most brutal violence and in
many cases undisguised violence from the ruling class; in
their situation, both economically and politically, they've
been able to get a little something, have a little maneuvering
room, feel a little sense of freedom. Generally speaking, they
don't feel the direct hand of the state coming down on them,
and they don't feel the direct workings of the system literally
depriving them of even the means to live - or, minimally,
driving them into a desperate situation - as people
throughout large parts of the world and evenmany peopleon
the bottom layers of U.S. society do in a very real and very
vivid way. So they tend to hope for some way to resolve all
this short of a whole violent upheaval andviolent revolution.
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But again, on the one hand they have that pull; but time
and time again they come up against the reality that this isn't
going to be possible, that even serious protest and rebellion
against policies of the government, let alone a movement
that aims to change
- the whole system itself, is met with
growing and ever more vicious repression. And so people are
e r a ~ ~ l i with
n e this auestion, even the neople drawn toward
pacifism and who believe in nonviolence as a principle are
grappling with this and are having to come to terms with the
fact that you can't solve the very things that they feel very
deeply need to be dealt with. So you see people who on the
one hand say, well I'm for pacifism, I don't believe in
violence but maybe in places like South Africa, or Central
America, or in the Third World generally, maybe there needs
to be violence in order to get rid of these horrible conditions;
but they still insist that it's not necessary ina country like the
U.S. because they are drawn somewhat towards democratic
lusions
and thev still belicvc in manv of the decentions of
-~
bourgeoisdemocracy. Or they couple this with the argument
that violence is degrading even on the part of people who
wage it against oppression.
So there are very sharp contradictions in the thinking of
these people; and they're being pulled very sharply in two
different directions. It's particularly as the revolutionary
movement of the proletariat, with a proletarian outlook and
a proletarian program for a thoroughgoing revolution, gains
in strength both internationally and also within the U.S. that
these kind of middle forces will be drawn more toward supoort for a revolutionary nosition, includine the necessity for
violent revolution. We saw that happening in some important ways in the '60s in the U.S., even though it didn't go all
the way to a revolutionary showdown for the seizure of
power. Still, even while people will be won or influenced
more toward that position, this tendency toward pacifism
and toward illusions about the possibility of change through
democratic and nonviolent means will continue to be a problem, there will be a growing struggle within people and there
will be the need for ideological struggle on the part of the
revolutionary forces, the advanced forces of the proletariat,
with these middle elements over these questions even while
uniting with them in struggle and uniting with them where
they come into motion against the system. What I would say
very pointedly to these people who've come into motion, including around such things as mass starvation in Africa, and
who've attempted to do something, whatever they could do
to try to alleviate this problem and eliminate such an
unspeakable and totally unnecessary horror: or to ~ e o o l e
who've come into motion around the threat of nuclear war;
or aeainst U.S. oolicv in Central America: or its treatment of
immigrants; or the oppression of Black people and other ow
nationalitiesin the U.S., o r o f women, or
number of other outrages committed bv this svstem, bv its
very nature: I would say to them, be true to your own prim
cip& carry through to the end on the very things that have
broueht vou into motion, that have made vou feel com~elled
to act. hat is, carry through to the end in the sense of don't
stop until you've done and contributed to doing everything
u
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that has to be done in order to eliminate those evils that have
made you feel compelled to act. And if and as people do that
and carry through they will see that there is no other way
than a thoroughgoing and, yes, violent revolution to accomplish these things - such as eliminating mass starvation
in Africa, which is a direct product of imperialist domination
in the world and in Africa in particular, or the threat of war,
or U.S. actions in Central America, or all these other
outrages. There is no way that any of these and certainly all
of them can be eliminated without a violent revolutionary
upsurge and revolutionary struggle and change throughout
the world. So if people do carry through decisively on this,
and carry it through to the end and act in this way around the
very things that have brought them into motion, they will be
brought up against the factthat they will need to make a leap
to understandine that onlv a violent revolution can change
these things and that they will need to support such a revolution in order to accomplish the things that they themselves
feel compelled to seek.
Now on the other hand, you raise that there seems to bea
difference between some of the white middle-class forces,
particularly the youth, for example, now as compared to the
early '60s, that there are less illusions about the kindly
nature of the system, less tendency to think that the forces of
the state are not repressive and so on. I think there is truth
and importance to what you say here, even though pacifist
tendencies will continue to exert a pull on people as I've
already discussed; hut I think there is truth here and this is
for a number of reasons.
First of all, there is the threat of nuclear war, which is being recognized by growing numbers of people and which is
looming so ominously that it's difficult not to recognize, and
the whole magnitude of this calls basically everything into
question. The continuing development of new weapons
systems, the arms buildup, the more bellicose actions by the
imperialists on both sides, the fact that, despite their talk
about peace and never fighting a nuclear war, they are obviously preparing to be able to fight such a war and to be able
to win it, whatever meaning that has - these facts make it
much more difficult for people to have illusions that just by
appealing to the governments to be reasonable, or by appealing to reasonable forces within the ruling classes and so on,
they will be able to turn these things in a fundamentally different direction,
Secondly, speaking of the U.S. in particular, although
this is hv no means limited to the U.S.. all the emerience that
people
.
. have over the last several decades - of seeing- the
system exposed, of fighting against it, of coming up against
its real nature and its brutallv' onnressive and reoressive
character - has not been lost, either on the .
people
. who are
directly involved in that, or even on people who were not
directly involved, who were too young for example, but have
learned from the collective consciousness and collective
memory, if vou want to out it that wav, that's been eained
through all that - through the v i e h a m w a r , and theUuprisingsof Black people and other oppressedpeople in the '60sin
the U.S.. and so on. And this includes even some who were
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supposedly too young to have been involved: I remember
reading recently about one of these youth, who is now high
school age, I think, who was involved in the No Business As
Usual actions recently and who talked about, well this is
nothing, hack when I was six years old I went to demonstrations with my parents in Berkeley and we wereall teargassed
by the police and involved in fighting the police and so on;
and that was when he was six. And another kid talked about
how his mother was brutally beaten by the police in a
demonstration against the Vietnam War, I think it was, and
how out of this the whole family developed a very deep
hatred for the police and how this is something that they'll
never forget. The ruling class is desperately trying to paint it
as if all of the people from the '60s movements have become
Yuppies, or whatever they call them, they're all driving
BMWs, they've all become conservative, three-piece suiters
and so on. and they've all forgotten, or given up on or turned
away from the stand of opposing the system which they had
in the '60s - they've grown up, and so on. And this is far
from the truth, this is true of only a minority of people from
even among the middle classes who were involved in protest
and rebellion in the '60s and into the early '70s - to say
nothing of the masses of the Black people and other oppressed
peoples and proletarians who were involved in that movement, whose position, speaking of the majority, is even
worse and is one of even more intense oppression
and suffer.ing than it was then.
But even speaking of the middle-class forces, once again,
it's far from the case that these "'60s people," as I spoke of
them once in another interview, have all turned their back
on their previous beliefs and previous actions. In fact we see
examples of such people being drawn forward once again by
the unsurees
" of new forces fresh forces coming forward
among
and others in the present period right now.
- the youth
.
We have examples like the one oL'.lawyer,hho hadput on a
three-niece suit but wasiust sort . markine time, waiting.for
something new and fresh to come along, and as soon as it did
he quit his job and went to one of the centers of student protest and struggle and joined in, saying: I've been waiting for
something like this for years.
Now many people don't take steps that dramatic, hut we
know thereare many, many people out there that our party's
in contact with, that we correspond with, or even many
others that we learn about through more indirect means,
who still hold to those basic beliefs and the hasic hatred for
this system and the basic understanding they gained of the
nature of the system through the whole course of the '60s
and into the '70s. And when that's put together with what's
happening in the world today, including the growing
movements of protest and even revolutionary upsurges, then
a lot of this combines to make it much more difficult for the
illusions about the neaceful and kindlv nature of the state
and of the ruling cl& and their intentions for the world and
so on - it makes it much
-~~~~~more difficult for those illusions to
hold as powerful a sway as they might once have on such
people, again to say nothing of the basic proletarians and
other people more hrutally oppressed by the system.
~
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So in conclusion on this point, I think that such thingsas
~arifismwill continue to exert an influence particularly
among these middle-class elements, but on theother hand
there is a wealth of experience and a great deal of present
reality that works to undermine and undercut these illusions
as well.

0:
- In vour book A Horrible End, or An End to the
Horror? you made a very strongly worded statement
about the auestion of the oooression of women. You
said it is "a touchstone question among the oppressed
I
themselves." a n d you went o n t o say t h a t h o w oneviews
this question is "a dividing line between 'wanting in'
a n d really 'wanting out': between fighting to end all oppression and exploitation. . . a n d seeking i n the final
analysis to set
- vour
. part in this." And these comments
seemed aimed particularly a t men who might be pretty
r olutionary-minded in every area except this one!
Recently it has become apparent that significant
numbers of women, including some very young
women, are becoming increasingly involved i n revolutionary politics in the US. a n d that these women are
often in the forefront of the struggle to break with
'business-as-usual" forms of protest. Not surprisingly,
quite a few of these radical women seem to be drawn to
the "unconventional" politics of the RCP,a n d it strikes
me that the oartv
. . itself seems to have a high
- o.r o w r t i o n
of women i n its membership, including in positions of
leadershin. The imnortance the RCP attaches to combatting the oppression of women a s a n integral a n d
crucial part of the revolutionary process, before a n d
after the seizure of Dower. seems evident from some of
the theoretical work it is inspiring a n d promoting a n d
from its political practice more generally.
But, let's face it, there are a lot of men out there
who should know better but who are having a lot of
trouble dealing with this question. I beard about one
proletarian man, for instance, w h o read over the list of
the May Day slogans for this year and w h o then turned
to a n R W seller to say that h e agreed with everything
that this said, except for that one slogan, "Break the
Chains. Unleash the Fury of Women a s a Mighty Force
for Revolution." He felt that was coins a little too far!
Why d o these men, even revolutionary-minded men,
' get so stuck on this? And what d o you thinkcan bedone
about it?
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A: In the Christian Bible it says at one point that it is as
difficult fur a rich man to inherit the kingdom of heavenas it
is for a camel to pass through the eyeof :needle. And maybe
it's nut uuite that extreme, hut nerhaos it's very. verv' difficult for men to be thoroughgoing revolutionaries in every
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aspect, in particular on the question of the oppression of
women. Now that's a kind of nrovocative wav of makine a
point - or stressing a contradiction. Men among the proletariat, among the oppressed, even among the revolutionary-minded, are oppressed and exploited and the victims of
the system, that's the most basic thing; hut on the other
hand, in one realm they are oppressors, or there is a basis in
society and a pull in society and the operation of society
for them to be oppressors in one realm - and that is
in the realm of their relations with women.
So the fact is that in a class-divided society a malor factor
of that society is that men are oppressors of women. And
sometimes what I would call an economist exolanation for
this is put forth: that men among the proletariat are pushed
around, exploited, and kicked around all day in every
sphere, on the iob and every other relation in society, so they
come home and take it out on their wives, and kidsperhapi,
and act as the oooressor in that situation. And I think that's
part of what goes on but it's not the main aspect, it's not the
essence of what goes on, and to treat it as such is what I
would call an economist ex~lanationof what's haopening. It
really slips by the fundamental terms of the question.
The fact is that patriarchy and the oppression of women
by men is an integral part of the present system and of all
societies divided into classes. And the question presented for
men - in particular men who are part of the oppressed and
want to fight against oppression, men who are revolutionqminded, even men who are in the ranks of the revolutionary
forces - is do they want to carry forward a struggle to
abolish every form of oppression and exploitation, uproot
the entire basis for this, and eliminate the very division of
society into classes and move on to a whole new world of
completely, radically different social relations and different
ideasand values in which exploitationand oppression by one
part of society over another in any form will be completely
left behind; or do they want to try to preserve a part of this, in
particular the part where they can act as the oppressor? This
is a very sharp contradiction for men, including men among
the oppiressed and in the revolutionary ranks. Again, the main thine about oroletarian men. and men
among the oppressed generally, is that they are oppressed
and exploited by the system. But this is in sharp contradiction to their own role as oppressors over women, and this
contradiction gives rise to some of the things that you've
talked about. This requires the leadership of the party, and it
requires a very sharp struggle involving masses of people,
bringing forward the fury of women around this, and
generally, including within the revolutionary ranks, making
this a decisive focus of struggle - to make radical transformations in this whole situation and to carry forward the
struggle to completely and radically uproot the basis for men
to he the oppressors over women. This, again, is a very important part of the overall struggle to radically uproot the
basis for any one section of a society to exploit and oppress
another.
One other thing I would just point out is that the argnment that men oppress women because they're kicked
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around, and then they come home and take it out on the
women and so on, also doesn't take into account the fact that
1 while ihis is a severe problem in the proletariat, and a severe
I wcirht holding back the development of a revolutionary
struggle of the proletariat, the oppression of women by men
is hv no means limited to the nroletariat. In fact it exists
within all strata and all classes of society, and while it's more
covered over among the upper classes i d within the ruling
classes, it's certainlv no less extensive or vicious there. And
we c k ' t say ahout'a Rockefeller that he oppresses women
because he's kicked around all day in everyother sphere of
societv. So this is another reason whv this iust doesn't get to
what's going on. The oppression of womenhas todo with the
very division of labor of society and the whole foundation of
society and its breakun into antagonistic classes, and the
elimination of this has everything do with the abolition of
such an oppressive division of labor and the elimination of
I the very division of society into classes.
But returning specifically to the men among the proletanat
. -and amone the oonressed. while it's a fundamental
truth that they are oppressors of women, and unless they
consciously tike up the struggle against that and commit
themselves to the abolition of this as well asevery formof exploitation and oppression, they cannot he thoroughgoing
revolutionaries - while that's true, it's also true that in
general men don't see it that way, spontaneously. The o p
pression of women by men is so much an integral part of the
whole societv and is reinforced so much bv the whole
superstructure of politics, of culture and ideology generally,
of education and advertising on TV and everythingelse, that
many men lust see this as "the natural order of things." It's
very striking that people who have learned that other components of the so-called "natural order of things," such as
the discrimination against and oppression of one nationality
by another, or the waging of wars of aggression by imperialism, and other things, are not part of any so-called
natural order but are part of the order of imperialism and of
class-divided society, stilldon't see thisin relation to women.
They see it as natural that women should be subordinate to
men, as natural that men should he the master, at least of his
own house, that men should be masters over women, that
women are inferior to men or at least can't help hut be
dependent upon men, and so on and so forth.
As for what can be done about this, this has got to be
taken up as a part of, hut as a very decisive part of, building a
revolutionary movement to overturn and uproot all forms of
exploitation and oppression, and a very sharp ideological
struggle as well as avery sharp practical political struggle has
to be waged around this to enable people to see that this is by
no means natural, by no means inevitable, by no means eternal, but is rooted in the oppressive and exploitative nature of
the current society and its ruling structures and has to be
uprooted as part of overthrowing and abolishing those ruling
coins" to
structures and that whole svstem - that there's not "
be any liberation for people which doesn't have as a central
part of it, and a decisive and driving force within it, the
liberation of women.

There is not going to be and cannot he any thoroughgoing
revolution, any thoroughgoing emancipation for the exploited and oppressed, that does not involve as acentralquestion the abolition of patriarchy and the elimination of the
domination of men over women.

1
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Q: I'm sure you are well aware of the increasingly
repressive atmosphere which is developing in the U.S.:
strenuous attempts are being made to get people to take
pride in the Rambo-style slaughters that were committed by U.S. troops in Indochina, and, in a perverted
twist o n the old slogan "bring the war home," the
government orders the bombing of a household of
Black men. women, and children in Philadelphia for
the crime of nonconformity to traditional American
values, and underscores the point by burning down a n
entire "stable" neighborhood of Black homeowners.
The INS ruthlessly pursues immigrants who have fled
the violence and destitution unleashed in their home
countries by the US. and its puppet governments. In
the major urban areas of the U S . innumerable campaigns are being launched under the cover of so-called
"wars o n crime" to justify increased police terrorism
and encourage neighborhood "snitch programs." A
major federal campaign has been launched officially to
overturn the right of women to abortion and revive the
worst of the "Kinder, Kiiche, Kirche"* morality, with
all the violence and degradation that that entails for
women. And perhaps most cynically, the same system
which napalked children in Indochina, and which todav incarcerates children of Central American refueees
i n a t t e m p t s to trap their parents, launches a massive
national campaign to fingerprint and photograph
children. record and comouterize vital statistics, health
and school a n d residence information and so on, under
the cover of combatting child abuse! While 1 wouldn't
bandy the term around lightly, would you say U.S.
society is going over to fascism?
A: Before getting directly to that question, I'd just say in
terms of what you call Ramto-style slaughters and the whole
building up of this Rambo character as a model and so on, 1
think this is a very important and necessary part of what the
U.S.imperialists are doing in terms of trying to reverse all
the verdicts on such things as the war in Indochina, trying to
wipe away the exposure of U.S. imperialism that was
brought about through that war which it lost and which
brought millions of people in the U.S. and hundreds of
millions of people throughout the world in opposition against
it. They're trying to reverse all that and stand it on its head.
.-
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And bringing forward characters like this Rambo - as
grotesque as it is - is a necessary and important part of doing
that, particularly in the ideological sphere.
During the time of the Iran hostage crisis we made a
statement about all these gung-ho types, who now might be
called Rambo-types, who were talking about how they
wanted to deal with these Iranians and so on; we offered to
try to find the ways to send them over to Iran so that they
could directly confront the aroused Iranian masses, who at
that time were rising up in a wave of revolutionary struggle.
We thought that that would be a very good way in which
they could meet their just fate. Similarly today, maybe the
U.S. can make arrangements for, not the fictional character
Rambo, but any real-life Rambo clones or those who portray
Rambo and so on, if they would perhaps like to go to South
Africa on behalf of U.S. imperialism? They can't go to V~elnam and refight the Vietnam War, at least the one that took
plac? in the '60s and '7% but maybe they can go to South
Africa on the part of U.S. imperialism and be parachuted
amidst the aroused masses there. And although I wouldn't
really wish it on the people there, maybe they would like to
go into the Andes of Peru and see how they do against the
revolutionary guerrilla fighters drawn from the masses in
Peru there. So if there really is any real inclination on these
people's part to do things like that maybe some way can be
found for that to happen.
But to gel to this point more seriously, what I'm pointing
to hp-e is that these gung-ho types are in some ways typical of
your Troglodyte American. They are real bad and tough as
long as they don't really have to do anything about it or pay
anyfing for it. What happened to such types during the
cour .c- of the Vietnam War? The Vietnamese people and people c ' Indochina made heroic sacrifices in what was then a
rwoltionary and just war against U.S. imperialism. The
Americans who fought the war and the people who had family members fighting the war had to pay a certain price, even
if one that, compared to the sacrifice of the Indochinese people, was a very mild sacrifice and of course was fundamentally different in that it was sacrifice on behalf of an unjust
and reactionary imperialist war. But when these Americans
suffered just a bit, even to the degree they did in that war 50,000 dead, when there were millions of Indochinese
slaughtered by U.S. troops, air forces and so on in Indochina
- this shook up the whole fabric of U.S. sodety. It deeply
shook U.S. society when the U.S. wasn't able to win that war
and began to suffer even that degree of casualties. And the
Sambo-types at the time were put on the defensive as the
U.S. lo?; i.id as the war &an to be brought home in the
positive ^-rise - in the sense of resistance, rebellion, rwolu.
tionary ~psurgeagainst U.S. imperialism right at home.
mere's an important lesson to learn here for the future,
when thin@ come to a head in a much more dramatic and
more explosive way than they did in that period of the Vletnam War for example.
One thing that, while perverse and disgusting in itself, is
a reflection of something very positive is you notice that
coming from a lot of these backward and wen reactionary

Vietnam vets, who are coming out of the woodwork now and
being called forth by the U.S. imperialists in many different
ways, you hear the recurrent theme over and over again: we
came back from Vietnam and they called us baby-killers, and
so on and so forth. Well, first of all, a simple fact has to be
said: that's what you were. You were baby-killers. It was the
policy of U.S. imperialism to declare the population of South
Vietnam - except those who were openly supporting the
Saigon government and U.S. imperialism - to declare the
mass of people in Vietnam as potential enemies and sup
porters of the revolutionary forces and in particular to
declare them objects of warfare. And everyone knows, it's an
objective fact well documented, that time and again US.
forces not only bombed from the sky with napalm and
nhos~homs
and crow and life-destroying
. - weawns, but also
.
went into villages A d wiped out whole villages - burned
them
~-~~~ to the eround and killed all the adults and. ves. children
and babies, i n the villages. This didn't happen just once, it
wasn't just one aberration, it happened over and over again.
So U.S. soldiers in Vietnam, as a matter of wlicv and orders,
were baby-killers. That's a fact. That's what you were. Why
pull any punches about it? That's what you were. People
called you that because that's what you were. People were
outraged by it and they were certainlyright.
Different veterans had different resoonses to that. Some
veterans of the Vietnam War recognized what they were being made to do and were repulsed by it and rebelled against it
in many different ways, including taking a very active
political role in the struggle against the Vietnam War. There
were others who recognized it and couldn't deal with it, who
just couldn't stomach it on the one hand but couldn't really
understand the whole context of it on the other and became
very disoriented. Then there were others, a minority maybe they had to bite their tongues and bide their time for a
while - but who basically looked square in the face what
they were doing and faced the reality of it and got into it. And
if they shut up about it and didn't boast and swagger about it
at the time it's because the political temper and character of
the times didn't allow them to do so. It's these people who
are the Rambo-types who are being called forth now along
with new generations of such would-be killer zombies, who
are, they think, itching for the chance to do it again. And I say
"they think" because we'll see what happens when they actually have to pay for some of the crimes they're salivating to
commit.
Just to finish on this point of honoring the Vietnam vets, I
think that the ones who deserve to be honored and are
honored by the revolutionary proletariat and the oppressed
people of the world are those who recognized what they
were I a n g forced to do, who stared straight in the face of
what Lley were doing, recognized it for what it was, what as
a matter of policy they were being ordered to cany out, and
found it totally repulsive; particularly those who rebelled
against it and joined in the struggle against those atrocities
and against U.S. imperialism and some of whom actually
became revolutionaries. These people not only are the ones
who the rwolutionary proletariat has consistently upheld
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and who certainly deserve to be upheld, but they have a very
important role to play in the coming period in terms of bringing out the truth of all this and helping to shatter the whole
reactionary offensive to reverse verdicts that's going on. In
particular they have a very important role to play in influencing the youih who are blinded to a lot of this reality and are
being drueeed with a lot of this bloodlua a kev role in heining divert them onto a correct understanding of the nature
of the system and what it has in store, not only for them but
more importantly for the people of the world, and to help
raise up a revolutionary pole that forces can be rallied
around. I think they have a very important role to play in
terms of this.
10 the heart of your question: keeping in mind
Now to
some of the thine you cited and others, would I say that U S.
society is going over to fascism?
In A Horrible End, or An End to the Horror? I spoke to this
somewhat and specifically spoke of what I think has to be
called a fascist offensive within the ideological sphere in particular, with many different facets to it. At the same time I
think it's very clear that there is not only increased repression on the part of the government in the United Slates but
also some qualitative changes in terms of strengthening the
repressive apparatus and carrying out repressive acts. A lot
of these things are sort of your "things are seldom what they
seem, skim milk masquerades as cream," phenomena. That
is, things are done under a banner which seems not only
harmless but seems as if it's designed to deal with some
outrage rather than to perpetrate another outrage. For example, the moves to beg4n now, supposedly voluntarily, fingerprinting children. Well you can ask the people in South
Africa about the fingerprinting of everyone in the society, or
all the black people, and what that is all part of. This is done
here under the guise of helping to deal with the problem of
lost children, but the result of it, if it's carried out. will be
that the state will end up sooner or later with the fingerprints
of everybody (or a great, great many people) in the U.S. And
it's very clear what a state like this in particular would do
with such a thing. You have to ask why do they real& want
this. Or any of these other things they do, even aimed at
seemingly harmless things like dealing with drunk driving,
or making sweeps to round up minor criminals, so-called,
and so on and so forth - all this is part of strengthening the
repressive apparatus and doing trial runs for when these
things are aimed much more directly against political o p
ponents and revolutionary forces within this society.
At the same time, there is both an ideological and
political offensive to say that if you're not with the whole
program, that if you're not part of the "Reagan revolution"
(which is of course no revolution at all but just the sharpening of the reactionary state power and the reactionary actions
of the ruling class); but if you're not part of all that. if you're
not with it, even within the ruling class, then you're being
put on the spot - get on boardand get in line. This is going on
even within the ruling class. I'm not saying that there's a
fascist wing represented by Reagan and an antifascist wing,
because overwhelmingly the political representatives of the
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ruling class are jumping on the bandwagon. Even if they
have their own way of saying I can carry this out more effectively than you, they're jumping on the bandwagon because
that's the necessity of the system now.
But clearly there is an ideological and political offensive
even on that level. "Let's have none of these liberal
arguments about how what we're doing in Central America
is inhumane or whatever; it's what we have to do and we
should start being proud of it and carry it out with a
vengeance." Similarly we see that the recent decisions and
precedents being set by the Supreme Court in reversing
earlier decisions and precedents are very clearly hacking
away at some of the things which acted as impediments,
however limited, to the police kicking down people's doors
and dragging them out and making arrests without any cause
whatsoever. These things are being eliminated and the hand
of the repressive forces of the state, police and others, is being freed up a great deal more to do this kind of thing. All this
is preparation for what they know is very clearly on the agenda and the explosions that could be ignited at any time in
terms of world war and, in any case, the very greatly sharpened conflicts that are going to be occurring in U.S. society
and throughout the world in which the imperialists are going
to have everything at stake. So certainly things are going to
become much more repressive, even qualitatively more
repressive than they've been; and there are already steps being made in that direction and the basis being laid for further
steps.
Fascism should correctly be understood as the open terroristic dictatorship of the imperialists (or of the bourgeoisie). Now whether that's what will happen and such an
open terroristic dictatorship is installed in the U.S.itself, or
whether they go to war before fully implementing such an
open terroristic dictatorship or, on the positive side, whether
revolution occurs before things come to that point, is
something that I can't say for sure. When you ask would I say
U.S. society is going over to fascism, I would say that there
are fascist elements ideologically and politically in what the
ruling class is doing now and it is certainly a possibility that
they will install at some point an open terroristic, that is,
-fascist, dictatorship. But I think the important thing to focu*.
5 n is the repression that is being carried out now and the
(qualitative leaps in that and the preparation for further leaps
in the repressive apparatus and the carrying out of repressive
actions by the state - and the need to expose and fight
against these and to build that fight as part of the overall effort to build a revolutionary movement that can overthrow
the system before the question of their installing fascism
could become a reality, and even more fundamentally,
'before they (along with their rival bloc] drag the world into
the horrors of a nuclear war.
One thing I would say is very striking to me is that I've
seen public statements in the form of ads, in prominent
newspapers, which have been signed by a number of prominent people saying things like the scent of fascism is in the air
and commenting as well on the danger of world war, on the
increasingly imminent danger of it. And I would say that this

reflects something very real. I think prominent people like
that - who also for their own reasons don't bandy the term
fascism around lightly - when they bean to talk about the
scent of fascism beine in the air. this reflects somethine vew
real and they're picking up something real. Now a lot o
f
times this w& posed in terms of the need to oust Reagan from
office, hvz votine for the Democrat or whatever. Well, I would
like to pose a sharp question to such people: what are you
gonna do now, and who are you gonna call? Because you
can't make statements like the scent of fascism is in the air,
the danger of world war is growing, and the reelection of
Reagan is going to strengthen this tendency, and then just
sort of fold up and say nothing or do nothing to follow up on
that. Now I disagree and our party disagrees that it's because
of Reagan that these things are happening. Rather, we see
R e a m as an instrument and emression of this and of the
ne-ty
of the imperialist rulingclass as a whole now; but,
nevertheless. the imnerialists did out of their own necessity
put Reagan back i n . ~ h e yhave set it up so he has "a mandate," and the things that people were reacting to that made
them say things like the danger of world war is growing more
imminent, there's a scent of fascism in the air, and so on, are
very real. So what are people going to do about this? How are
people going to follow through on this?
I'm raising this in the same spirit as when I raised earlier,
when we were talking about the pull of pacifism on people,
that if they follow through consistently on the things that
they have identified as &ls that must eliminated, th& they
will be brought to the necessity of recoenizine the need for
revolution - violent revolution to overthrow the system.
And I would say again, people have to act upon the
understanding that they do have. If they see and recognize
the scent of fascism in the air, the growing danger of war,
they have to carry through and fight against those things and,
to put it a certain way, they have to be willing to go wherever
that fight leads them wen if it leads them to revolution. And I
know that a lot of times such people - people who aren't
among the bottom layers and the most oppressed in society,
who aren't within the proletariat - resiC,for reasons we've
discussed, the null towards seeine the necessity of a violent
revolution. But I would like to
to them: &my through
consistently on this; follow through on the very things that
you yourself have taken a stand on and don't stop until those
things have been dealt with and those things that you have
raised a warning about have been eliminated.
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Q: Do you think these changes in the political atmosphere are going to require significant changes in
the way political opposition to the government is
waged in the U.S.? I mean, not just for the RCP, hut increasingly even for some of the progressive forces
which have a more limited agenda, there seems t o be a
contradiction between getting the political message o u t
broadly and openly o n the one hand, and protecting
forces and organization so as not to provide the
political police with all the information they need t o arrest a n d round u p activists any time they want to.
Sometimes people in the U.S. strike me as so naive
about that kind of thing! The comedienne Whoopi
Goldbeq does one of her intense and moving character
sketches in which the philosopher-junkie Fontayne
visits the Anne Frank House in Amsterdam and reflects
o n the horrible repression that befell the Jews in World
War 2 Eurone: and in what is clearlv meant as a w a m ing t o people
the U.S.and Black people in particular,
Fontayne also bitterly reflects on how many people
back then deluded themselves into thinking things
could never get to that point - they didn't see things
coming, they closed their eyes, they didn't make
preparations - so by the time the round-ups started it
was too late to d o much about it. Do you think we can
draw o n some of those lessons?

in

A: Yes, definitely, I think there are many important
lessons that have to be drawn from such things as the experience of the Jews during World War 2 and the genocide
that was carried out against them, and the atrocities committed against many, many others as well. As applied to the U.S.
in particular, for reasons I've talked about, there's a very
strong pull on people to be drugged by illusions of democracy
and the notion that while there may be evils committed by
the system, it couldn't possibly go to such extremes, or even
greater extremes, than the genocide committed against the
Jews and the other massive slaughters carried out in the mntext of World War 2.
Particularly for the middle classes in a country like the
U.S.,with its prosperity for large numbers of people large
amounts of the time, and because of the stability, most of the
time, of the rule of the imperialists within their own
strongholds, their ability to allow a certain amount of leeway
to people to speak,out and protest, within certain acceptable
bounds in any case - these things tend to drug people and
put blinders on them and keep them from seeing many of the
things that are shaping UP. And of course there's a pull on
people not to wantto face some of the implications what
thev do see. This null exists not onlv amone" the white middle
class in the US.,but especially with the concessions that
have been made as a result of the '60s and the building up of
certain petty-bourgeois and even bourgeois forces among
Black people and other oppressed groups, there are sections
among them who don't see, or don't want to recognize, the
implications of what is already going down and furthermore
what is shaping up. But this pull also exists wen among the
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most exploited and oppressed. I remember one time I was
told a story about a truly dispossessed proletarian woman
who was reading a speech of mine, and when she got to the
point about materialism and the speech began to deal with
religion, she put it down and said: "I don't want to read this
anymore.'' And the person who was talking to her said,
"Why not?' She answered, "Well if I read this then I'm not
going to believe in God any more." It was very striking to me
that even in this kind of situation there are certain things that
people feel that they need to rely upon to get them through
the day, get them through life, things which they are reluctant to give up, that they resist giving up. People come up
against the need to shed these things and it's a struggle to get
them to do it. Now, I don't know what the final outcome was
in that particular case; people do cast away these illusions
and cast off these ideological burdens, but not without
wrenching struggle within themselves and on the part of
others struggling with them.
So we should take a warning from experiences like what
the Jews suffered in the holocaust; but it's also necessary to
recognize that people - and even more so people with a
more privileged and somewhat comfortable position, people
who & things wrong in the world but don't feel that life & a
whole is intolerable and the world the wav it is from ton to
bottom is completely unbearable - these people are going to
resist, at each point, drawing the full implications of even
what they do recognize. So I do think that lessons from the
past are very important to sharply draw out for people, and
they help, and in some ways force, them to confront what
really are the full implications of what they see, as well as
helping them to recognize things which they haven't yet
grasped. This plays an important part in the overall process
of winning people, in particular people among the middle
classes, to a stand of at least friendly neutrality towards a
revolutionary movement and a revolutionary struggle for
power when it develops.
And obviously for people who are already involved in
political movements of opposition and especially the
development of a revolutionary movement in countries like
the U.S., it's very important not to wait until unnecessary
sacrifices have been made and losses have been made at the
hands of the state and its repressive organs before drawing
appropriate lessons and making appi-priate steps to carry
out the movement in a way to minimize the losses that are suffered at the hands of the other side. It's not possible to wage
even a movement of calitical omsition, let alone a revolutionary struggle to overthrow the system, without having to
make sacrifices and sufferine some losses. What is necessarv
and crucial is to minimize these and in particular to try to
eliminate unnecessary sacrifices and losses, particularly ones
that demoralize people exactly because they are unnecessary
and could have been prevented.
The difficult problem 1s to do that and to keep that in
mind in building political struggles and building the revolutionary movement without at the same time being paralyzed
by the recognition of the tremendous repression that's going
to come down, and without that recognition acting to
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dampen the spirit of rebellion and the outbreaks of protest
and upheaval that occur - without allowing that to keep !
people from coming into motion against the system out of
fear of the repression that will come down. It is necessary to I
handle both aspects of that so that people recognize, prepare
for, and deal with the real nature of the state and what it will
bring down in preserving and enforcing the interests of the
imperialist system, and at the same time carry out work so ;
that they are further unleashed to wage protest and rebellion
and in the 6nal analysis a revolutionary struggle to over^
throw the system.
People should, in other words, take themselves seriously
and what they're doing seriously; they should take the whole
situation and what's at stake seriously; but at the same that
should not be something that causes them to become paralyzed, or causes them to shrink from rising up in protest and
rebellion and revolution, but unleashes them to carry it out
that much more effectively and forcefully and to draw ever
broader numbers of people into the struggle against the
system and eventually the revolutionary struggle to overthrow it.

Q: A lot of people w h o hate a lot of what the U.S. is
doing still feel like they can love that country, that it is
somehow "redeemable." A while back you issued a
challenge. You challenged "anyone to give a n explanation of why they are patriotic Americans o r why
patriotism for the USA is a good thing, which cannot be
shown to come down to a statement of why they want
t o perpetuate a situation where they have a position of
privilege relatively greater o r lesser, hut privilege all
the same at the expense of, and at the cost of, tremendous suffering o n the part of the great majority of penpie in the world." What kind of responses have there
been to this?

-

A: There have been a number of different responses. In
A Horrible End, or An End to the Horror? I quoted extensively
from one response in which a person attempted to make the
argument, which I'm sure you're familiar with, that the task
is to make the U.S.live up to its ideals, and it's those ideals
and the potential for the U.S. to play a positive role that people should feel patriotism for - support for that and
upholding that should be the content of their patriotism. And
I answered that, rather at length, in A Horrible End, or An End
to the Horror?.
There have also been other responses, not only ones that
have been written directly as responses, hut also when this
challenge was first issued a while back it was taken out on a
number of campuses and to other places and a big scene was
made around it; it was put up as posters, people read it out
and a crowd gathered around and there was argument and

debate back and forth around it. It was used in that way also
to generate a lot struggle and to focus struggle sharply on this
question. But beyond the responses that have been received
by me directly or other indirect responses to this challenge,
the point is that this challenge focuses very sharply on and
presents in a concentrated way the question of what is the
real nature of America. What is the nature of the USA and
what is the nature of U.S. imperialism? And in fact it
highlights and underscores the point that America is U.S. imperialism. Patriotism for America is patriotism for U.S. imperialism whether anyone wants to think so or not and
regardless of the intentions of anyone. You cannot say, I love
America, but I'm not for American imperialism, because
that's what America is, it is American imperialism. That is,
what characterizes U.S. society is the nature of the system
that rules in that society and its role in the world. And that is
imperialism; it is nothing else. You can't make it what you
want it to be just by declaring your own intentions, good,
bad, or otherwise. It objectively exists as a certain system, it
has a certain nature as that system and plays a certain role in
the world. It is necessary to recognize this in order to deal
with it. It's necessary to recognize it specifically in order to
eliminate a lot of the evils that people recognize are committed by America, including the writer of this response that I
referred to earlier. This writer agreed that America does
many bad things in the world but attempted to say that it
could be otherwise, that if America only lived up to its ideals
then somehow America could have a different nature and
play a different role in the world.
Now, I've spoken to that in writing about the Declaration
of Independence in our paper, the Revolutionary Worker, and
I've written extensively on it in a book that's going to be
published in the future, Democracy: Can't We Do Better than
That?, so I don't want to get into that whole thing now; I
would direct people to those other works for a thorough
discussion of that question of America living up to its ideals
and why that's an impossible and ultimately a reactionary
notion anyway. But the important point is that, as I've said in
answering that particular response in A Ham'ble End, or An
End to the Horror?, the USA is an oppressor country, in fact
the USA is the Number One oppressor in the whole world
right now and is doing everything - and preparing to do
whatever it has to do, including nuclear war - in order to try
to preserve that position as Number One oppressor in the entire world. As I pointed out in A Ham'bk End, W A REnd to the
Horror?, patriotism for America is patriotism for that, and o b
jectively and in its real content and effect,it can be patriotism
for nothing else.
Particularly once you begin to realize this, the question is
why would anybody want to be patriotic for this? Of course,
if you don't see what America's real nature and role in the
world really is, you don't,understand this, and that's the
problem which has to be dealt with first. Part of the problem
is people are ignorant of some things and part of it is some
people don't want to face up fully to this and to the full implications of this. But once you have stared this straight in
the face and come to grips with it and recognize it, why in the
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world would you want to be patriotic for this? As I put it
recently: "If you can conceive of a world without America without everything America stands for and everything it
does in the world - then you've already taken great strides
and begun to get at least a glimpse of a whole new world. If
you can envision a world without any imperialism, exploitation, oppression - and the whole philosophy that rationalizes it - a world without division into classes or even
different nations, and all the narrow-minded, selfish, outmoded ideas that uphold this; if you can envision all this,
then you have the basis for proletarian internationalism. And
once you have raised your sights to all this, how could you
not feel compelled to take an active part in the world-historic
struggle to realize it; why would you want to lower your
sights to anything less?" (Bullets, p. 53). As you know, I'm
working right now on a book, Democracy: Can't We Do Better
than That? Well, suppose we posed a similar question about
America - can't we do better than that? The answer is that it
would be extremely difficult - it would be horrifying - to
think of something worse than America and its role in the
world, and we can and must do far better!
I know that some people raise the argument that maybe
the system is bad but the people are good and that's what I'm
patriotic for. But first of all, the people, as an abstraction
such as that, do not determine the nature of the society. The
system that exists in any society and the state which enforces
that system determines what the character of the society and
the country is. The people, in fact, are shaped by that system.
They do not determine the character of the system unless
they rise up and abolish the present system and replace it
with another. But as long as they live within a particular
system, they do not determine the character of the system,
they are in fact shaped by that system. So potentially it's true
that large numbers of people in the U.S. are good and want to
oppose - and many do already oppose - the outrages and
evils committed by the system of imperialism which rules in
the U.S. and rules in large parts of the world with tremendoudy destructive and horrific consequences. But the only
way that the positive qualities of many of the masses of people in the U.S. can be realized to the fullest is if they rise up
and abolish America, abolish the system of imperialism
which rules America, which shapes and determines
America's character, and which plays the role that it does in
the world.

Q: Do you expect the philosophy of revolutionary
defeatism t o become more broadly popular in the U.S.
and other imperialist countries as we edge closer t o
world war, or do you think things are going t o lean
more the other way?

A: Both trends will exist. I think there will be growing
numbers of people who will be won to an internationalist
position, and especially a position of revolutionary defeatism
toward the U.S. ruling class and U.S. imperialism. That is,
they will welcome and seek to take advantage of all setbacks
and defeats suffered by U.S. imperialism and in particular
strive to turn these into opportunities for building,
strengthening, and carrying through the revolutionary strug
gle to overthrow U.S. imperialism. That's a bedrock stand
that's necessary for all revolutionary forces and for all
revolutionary people. And that trend will grow through the
work of our party and through the development and the
sharpening of the contradictions in the world and what they
bring forth.
On the other hand, there will be a growing and
strengthened trend of troglodyte reaction and blind reactionary patriotism on the part of significant sections of the
people in the U.S. who feel that they have a stake in the existence of the present system and who feel that in particular
they have a stake to protect in the dominant position of U.S.
imperialism within the world and the spoils that are,
however unequally, shared out to them as a result of that
dominant position. So I think both trends will grow.
In particular, as war grows closer and through particular
leaps and crises which move us closer toward that war, there
will be a very marked tendency for strong waves of
chauvinism and jingoism to sweep over the country. Particularly at the beginning of any crisis we see this, whether it
was the Iran "hostage crisis," or more recently the 007
airplane crisis, or other "hostage crises" since then. From
everything that I've been able to determine there has been,
especially at the beginning of these crises, a strong wave of
chauvinism that sweeps over large or significant sections of
the population; and if world war breaks out, that very
definitely will be the case.
It was the case in Russia at the time of the outbreak of
World War 1, and the Bolsheviks at the beginning with their
revolutionary defeatist stand were extremely isolated, as
most people were swept up in the patriotic, jingoistic,
chauvinistic fervor of the time. However, over time in that
war that changed. And I think very quickly, given the
character and stakes and dramatically destructive potential of
a third world war, that wave of chauvinism will be shattered
and dissipated by the actual events of such a war. We have
seen that in these minor crises as they develop, as they unfold, as the consequences of what U.S. imperialism is doing
begin to be felt by many people, including some who are initially swept up in these chauvinistic outpourings, then the
basis begins to be strengthened for winning people away
from that. And that's the kind of dialectical process that's going to go on as we get closer to war and particularly through

the crises and leaps in the situation that bring us even closer
to such a war.
So I think both things will be going on and it's very important, obviously, that we strengthen the pole of revolutionary defeatism and win people to a firmly grounded
revolutionary defeatist position, so that when a new twist or
turn occurs in the situation and a new crisis erupts which is
different than a previous one (an 007 which is different than
the Iran crisis for example), when something new and different again comes up, when the same question of whether
you're going to stand with US. imperialism or not, or
whether you're going to welcome its defeats and setbacks when that question gets posed in a new way and from a new
angle people will have a solid enough grounding that they
will be able to quickly recognize the real essence of what's
going on and be able to maintain their bearings and maintain
a firm internationalist, revolutionary defeatist stand. The
winning and strengthening of people around that pole, so
that they will be able to withstand a wave of chauvinism and a
gust of jingoism blowing and sweeping across the country, is
extremely important because. as 1 said, these things will be
undermined and the basis strengthened for winning people
away from them as things unfold. whether that goes on over
a process of years or whether it happens in very acute crises
in a very telescoped way within a matter only of weeks. The
baas will be laid for winning people away
These two trends will be very sharply in contradiction;
and the greater the gains that are made in terms of
strengthening that revolutionary defeatist and proletarian internationalist pole now and through each of these crises, the
greater will be the ability of the revolutionary forces to work
to turn things around when an even more dramatic situation
arises in which perhaps the question of revolutionary
defeatism versus chauvinistic support for imperialism
becomes so sharply posed that out of it erupts a revolutionary situation and an actual struggle for power.

Q: One thing I'm very interested in getting into is
how you view the role of Philadelphia's first Black
mayor, in light of the recent Philly Massacre - the
murder of the MOVE people. What effect do you think
this incident of state terrorism will have on those who
still expect change to come from Black officials entering the existing power structure? Looking back at the
last twenty years or so it seems to me that one of the
ways the bourgeoisie in power put the lid back down
on the upsurges of Black people in the U.S. was to
facilitate and further the bourgeoisiication of some
(small) sections of Black people, thereby creating a
more significant and influential Black middle class
which could serve as a buffer between the state and the
more desperate majority of Black people who are more

hungry for fundamental social change. And they have
allowed some more "Black faces in high places," such
as all t h e Andy Youngs, Jesse Jacksons, Mayor Goodes,
Coleman Youngs, a n d so on. But experience h a s shown
that these people are just part and parcel of propping
u p t h e American power structure. It would seem that
t h e recent events in Philadelphia, o r t h e conduct of t h e
Black administration in Atlanta during t h e child
murders there a few years ago, would have made that
clear. Ap.1 yet, even n o w some people can't bring
themselv~-st o let e o of that cherished illusion. of this
idea that Black penetration of t h e existing power structure will make things better. How d o you explain that?

-

A: Well, first of all, I think it is very important what you
pointed to in terms of the moves and measures that the ruling
class has undertaken since it was sent into a panic by the
tremendous revolutionary uprisings and upsurges among
Black people concentrated in the late '60s; and what you
'eferred to as a more significant influential Black middle
'lass acting as a buffer - lwould put it sitting on the heads of
the ouoressed Black masses and making it more difficult for
h e m t o find a way to break through and rise up. But that is
only one aspect of the situation, only one aspect of what's
happened. For example it's also important to recognize
here's been, sponsored from the highest levels of the ruling
lass, a massive infusion of drugs, the development of gangs,
h e use of canes, and other means of diffusing and misdirectng the anger of especially the youth among the Black masses
.nd the onoressed, In the urban rebellions, ehetto rebellions
: f the '66s, these youth in the ghettos were the frontline
fighters who sparked support and even active involvement
by others, including many older people. They've also been a
very direct object of an offensive through the use of drugs,
through the strengthening and working with gangs, and
through cultural and ideological means. Through a whole
variety of means they've been the target of sharp efforts by
the ruling class; and along with this, of course, there has been
i e strengthening of repression against them to keep them
i o m being able to break through and rise up and perhaps
Â¥->ar
not only broader uprisings but even a revolutionary
movement.
All this is very important. And within all this the
development of this Black buffer middle-class force is extremely important. When I say sitting on the heads of the
basic masses, I don't mean to say that the masses of people
are continually trying to rise up and can't quite yet find a
way to throw off or break through this weight of the Black
middle class. This has contradictory aspects. There's a grea.
deal of alienation and sharp polarization between the masses
of proletarian Black people concentrated in the rotting urban
cores of the U.S.and concentrated in the lowest sections of
the proletariat and among the unemployed and so on, on the
one hand, and the Blacks who've been able to move up,
uerhaus
. . move out of the ghetto, move uo into a more
privileged position, into a more middle-class situation, and
who are a minority but who are influential by virtue of their

-

very position. But while there's this polarization and alienation, the existence and influence of these better-off strata
among Black people has helped to spread and strengthen
some illusions, even among the proletarian masses in the urban ghettos, that it's possible tomake it, that some of ours
have made it, that some of the t h i n s we fnueht for in the '60s
the -e
time it makes
have been realized, and so on.
these basic proletarian masses feel that even if they were to
try to rise up and deal with their situation, which is even
more desperate than it was in the '60s, these middle-class
people would act against that - as they have, or as some of
them have. And this certainly tends to act in the short run as
a weight bearing down against such an uprising.
So it's been a contradictory effect, but the sum total of
the concessions and the "upgrading" of certain strata of
Black people, combined with the stepping up of vicious
repression and the use of such things as drugs, gangs, and
other things - which everyone knows or should know the
police are very deeply involved in - all this together has
worked to temporarily hold back an uprising that could
break through the whole structure and could spark not only
broader rebellion but perhaps a revolutionary movement.
And many things have happened which should have helped
dispel the illusions about the value - to the oppressed
masses - of Black officials; things such as the actions of the
Black power structure in Atlanta during the child murders
there a few years ago, or more recently the murderous actions of Goode and his administration in Ph'iladel~hia,which
you outlined. These kind of things, as you say, should have
helped to expose for people the fact that Blacks entering into
the power structure and acting within it cannot and will not
bring liberation for the t lack masses or fundamentally rid
them of their oppressive and exploitative and desperate conditions.
So it should have done that, but on the other hand you
Â¥alspoint to something important when you say some people
can't quite bring themselves to let go of cherished illusions. I
think that's true among the Black middle class, but it's also
true among others as well, even among the basic masses of
Black people and other oppressed people. To put it another
way, to recognize that people like Goode are in fact a part of
the ruling structure of society and serve the imperialist ruling class in oppressing the masses of people and enforcing the
rule of the imnerialist svstem over them. with all of its conse~uences,to face up tothat and to look at people like Tesse
Jackson in the lightin which they must be looked at - that is,
as another examole of Bishoo Tutu's role and a continuation
of the Martin Luther King tradition and of the reactionary
tradition of Gandhi and so on - to see these people as attempted saviors of the system, to face up to all that brings
you right up against the fact that there is no way other than
confronting the whole force and terror the system can bring
down against you, dealing with that head on and overthrowing it.
But I think events in the world not onlv on the negative
"
side, to put it that way - such things as the growing development toward world war and U.S.actions in Central America
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- but on the positive side the growing revolutionary strug
police. So that, of course, is the essence, the most important
gles in Peru and the massive revolutionary upsurge in South
aspect, and the full horror of the crime that was committed
there. But it's also important to bring out what this example
Africa (to cite two very important and powerful examples),
also illustrates - and 1 think it's not lost on the masses of peothese kind of things are going to sharpen up the terms of
things and are going to draw people forward into struggle and
ple, including many people among the Black middle classes
are going to put such attempted saviors of the system to the
- that when it comes down to it and the interests of the rultest much more sharply and expose them much more fully ing class dictate it, they won't hesitate to wipe out the homes,
or provide the basis loexpose them much more fully. lt'sgoand for that matter the lives, of large numbers of people who
ine to shake U D the Black middle classes a lot because thevre
are "stable homeowners'' among Black people, or for that
p i n e to find their position undermined, the contradictory
matter even among other people, including white people if
situation they find themselves in is going to become more
that's what the interests of the ruling class dictate. Certainly
acute and there's eoine" to be more ocenines throueh all this
its need to go to war and the full dimension of a nuclear war .
for revolutionary upsurges to erupt and break through. And
.will do this on an wen greater scale. So in a sense, then,
of course within all this the work of the vanguard forces, the
Philadelphia is both a vivid example of the vicious nature of
advanced conscious forces of the proletariat and in p articular
Ithe
state and its dealines on a dailv bass with canicularlv the
I
the party, is extremely importantin seizing on theopenings
masses of oppressed nationalities k d
and at the
that are created, seizing on the basis for further exposing and
same time it is in a sense a microcosm of the full-scale horroi
isolating these attempted saviors of the system and furtherthat this system is preparing to unleash in a nuclear war.
ing thesplits and cracks within the ruling structure that exists so that the masses can break through more fully. As this
happens, there will be more and more willingness and
eagerness, especially among the basic proletarian k,
to
cast away some of these illusions, and there will be more and
more ability to win, to influence, and to draw toward them
some of the middle-class forces among Black people - and,
more broadly, white middle-class forces and intermediate
Q: StUI o n the question of the Philadelphia
strata generally - to draw them more toward a revoluMassacre, let m e ask you this: How would you, how
tionary position and toward casting away some of their illuwould your party handle a situation like that if you
sions about working peacefully within the system. The
were running society? I mean, I know it wouldn't come
sharpening overall of the situation in the period ahead and
u p in exactly the same way, most likely it wouldn't
the leaps, sudden ruptures, sudden changes, and eruptions
come u p around a group like MOVE, but let's just say
that occur within that are going to provide a more and more
you were in power and some group was simply trying
favorable basis for these things, and as more upsurges of the
t o live in some alternative lifestyle and actively remasses do begin to break through, I think we'll see people
jected the prevailing social relations and ideas of the
coming from everywhere - and it will certainly seem like
time, disassociating themselves b o t h f r o m t h e
that to the enemy - people coming from everywhere to cast
mainstream of society a n d from the more particular
away these illusions and take up the revolutionary banner,
objectives, ideals a n d values which your party in
or at least to support the revolutionary side.
power might be promoting. How would vou handle
Let's go back for a second to the Philadelphia Massacre
this?
and the role of Goode and his administration and the power
structure in Philadelphia. In order to make a very forceful
A: Well, I feel that a revolutionary regime that really
statement that they wouldn't tolerate people who wouldn't
represents the formerly exploited and oppressed people and
go along with the "American way of life," in order to deliver
the interests of transforming society to abolish exploitation
a powerful and murderous statement on that, they burned
and oppression, such a n..olutionary regime should not feel
down and destroyed a stable neighborhood of Black
itself threatened by people who challenge it in different
homeowners, as you put it. This is also a lesson that isn't lost
ways, in the sense of posing alternative lifestyles or questionon broad sections of Black people and broad sections of peoing some of its established norms or some of its objectives. Of
ple generally about the nature of the system, the nature of
course, so long as we are talking about a genuine socialist
the state, and the fact that such things as owning a home and
society, where the exploitation of one person by another living in a stable neighborhood are far from secure, given the
and more fundamentally the exploitation of the working
nature of the system and gven the times that we live in and
class the capitalist class - is not the guiding principle and
the necessity of the ruling class in terms of what it's compellbasic relation of society but is declared illegal and is being
ed to do in the present situation.
uprooted, then it is both necessary and reasonable to expect
Of course, the main crime committed in this situation
and require everyone (except those actually unable) to conwas the brutal murder of those people in the MOVE house,
tribute their labor. It is also necessary for people - especially
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including the children in there, who actually tried to come
out but were forced back into the flames by the bullets of the
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p r i d e who have dissenting views but who are not for a
..!urn to an exploitative society - to take part in the political

life of society and in vigorous ideological struggle in various
forms.
But, of course, all this is complicated, because as we
have learned, exploitative relations do emerge - they
reemerge even where they have been eliminated - in
socialist society. And furthermore, while socialism and the
advance to communism requires and makes possible a '
tremendous liberation of the nroductive forces, it should not
beforgotten that the most important productive force is the
people themselves. I am not a worshipper of technology. The
utilization and further development of advanced technology
is one important part of what socialism, and ultimately communism, is all about, but it is not the esence of it. It is the
revisionists (like the rulers of the Soviet Union! who see it
this way. People, and their conscious activism, are more important than technology - they are, in fact, the creators of
technology. And in the realm of technology and technolo@
cal advance, no less than in other spheres, there is and can be
no advance without struggle and wrangling - and without
dissent and departure from conventional wisdom and estab
lished norms. Many, many of the new inventions and technological advances throughout human history have been
made by "mavericks." Socialist society and the advance to
communism will have to encompass - and the leadership
within socialist society must learn to deal with - the need
for both unity, the common contribution of labor by all those
able, centralized planning and guidance, advanced levels of
technology. . .and their opposites: decentralism, local and
individual initiative, criticism, struggle, di'ssent, and the
placing of people above machines.
As for people who actually want to go .^ :ar as to "drop
out" of socialist society - that will have to be dealt with as it
may actually arise, according to the concrete situation and
context and the actual content of their actions. But the
strategic objective should be to win those who are inclined in
this direction, hut do not desire a return to the old, exploitative order, to direct their efforts - and their criticism
and dissent - toward furthering the advance toward communism, along the lines and in accordance with the basic
principles I've tried to summarize here.
It's very wrong for communists, no less than anyone
else, to think that at any given time everything they are doing
is all that can be done, or every idea they have is the only
possible wav to look at thines, or that no one else could
possibly have any ideas or understanding worth anything especially when they disagree with you! Socialist society and
even communist society will be full of contradiction and will
be driven forward by contradiction, and there is certainly a
need and a role for people who dissent from and even in
some ways perhaps drop out of the established and, in that
sense, conventional way of looking at things, way of living,
and so on.
Obviously at any particular time, the party is seeking to
carry out and fighting for goals and objectives that it believes
are correct and necessary in order to bring about the advance
to communism, the elimination of exploitation and oppresi o n , and the advent of a whole new form of society and a

whole new way of looking at the world and of people relating
to each other. But there's a contradiction between what at
any given time you understand to be true and what is objectively true; and no one, no matter how correct their general
viewpoint is, can know all of the truth at any given time. nor
should thev be viewine thines as if their ideas are absoluieb
correct and that it's not possible for there to be any correct
dissent from those ideas or any correct divergence from what
they're seeking to do. You have to handle this contradiction
between seeking to continue on the correct path and
recognizing that at any given time the particular things
you're doing may have things which are incorrect or erroneous, or which don't recognize all of the picture, or which
are one-sided in the way they approach problems, and so on.
So I think this has to be the guiding principle in how you deal
with these things.
Now a group like MOVE, I'm not familiar, to be honest
with you, with exactly what are the principles of MOVE. All
of what I've been able to hear about it has been indirect, and
most of it has been through bourgeois media or distilled from
bourgeois media and seeking to read between the lines and
reooenize where the distortions are and W e to distill a correct picture. Some things, from what I understand to be the
position of MOVE, I would strongly disagree with; some
things may have a lot of validity to them; and certainly some
things they raise are unquestionably true, such as a lot of the
unhealthy practices and nature of the dominant values and
dominant lifestyle of American society. And there may be
many things of h u e that could at lea* be distilled out of the
thines that peonle like MOVE raise. One should not turn a
blind eye or a deaf ear to the things they raise, even if they
were raised in opposition to you and your leading society and
to the eoals and objectives vou're seekine to carrv out from
that position. So you have to have an approach of seeking to
get at the truth - that's the first thing - and you have to
recognize that's a process of struggle and contradiction, and
you have to be willing to recognize, and it's important to be
able to recognize, that dissent and criticism from the dominant views - in particular when yours are the dominant
views - is important to not only allow but encourage.
Now if people take up arms against a revolutionary
regime, certainly the strategic objective has to be to defeat
them in doing so, or if possible to get them to put down those
arms and seek to resolve the contradiction by nonantagonistic means if they are not themselves exploiters and
oppressors. In the history of revolutionary states there have
been times when violence on the mrt of one section of the
people has been suppressed by the state; and this has been
correct and necessary on many occasions - in the face of a
violent uprising against the state. There have been other
times when even in the face of such violence the revolutionary state has mobilized masses to go attempt to disarm
the people who are caught up in this and to resolve the thine
through struggle and debat; and by ideological means and
political means, rather than throueh military means.
In the ~ul'turalRevolution in China, for example, both
things happened. There were reactionary rebellions that had to
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be put down by armed force, and there were also times when,
even in the face of reactionary rebellions involving arms,
masses of people were sent in to seek, through discussion and
argument,to disarm and to turn people awaffrom that form of
reactionary rebellion into ideological struggle and debate over
the road forward.
So it depends on the concrete circumstance, but the ohjective should be. first of all. to handle contradictions amone the
people nonantaeonistically and if possible to turn onesthat
have become &tagonistic into L~nanta~onistic
ones; and
secondlv to keen in mind. and to base vour actions on the fact,
that d i s h andcriticism and even alternativesproposed to the
way that you're going within a revolutionary s&eG are an immiiant oart of and can contribute to the achievement of the
eventual goal of communism.
Even under communism, dissent, disagreement, debate,
people with minority opinions that are opposed to the prevailing and dominant opinions, may prove to be right. All these
thiigsarenecessary andvital within society,andparticularly in
a revolutionary society. It should be a vibrant society and a
society full of struggle and debate and critical thinking, not a
sodety where people are reduced to automatonsor robotscarrying out the orders of people on high, which much more corresponds to the nature of present society than to the future
society that we're striving for.
These are some of the basic principles for how we would
approach such a thing. Such things will pose a real challenge to
revolutionary regimes; but again, it's a challenge that they have
to be up to, and once again if there are rebellions - armed
rebellions - which attack the revolutionary state, then it may
not be possible to avoid using armed force to suppressthem, but
even where that's necessary that can't be seen as the end of it;
that has to be seen only as a necessary measure, and then it's
necessary
what were
. to set
- at what was underlyme
. - the problem,
.
the underlying contradictions that gave rise 10 this. and to deal
with them Tbxs is oiirticularlv inimnant i f this is an armed
rebellion that draws in or is &based, in any significant way,
among sections of the masses themselves, i d not among the
overthrown exploiters or newlv arising exploiters, or their
outright henchmen.
These are very important principles that have to be
understood and popularized even now. They have to be fought
for and will have to be continually fought for, even after the
overthrow of the present system and in the revolutionary
transformation of society that follows on that.
Now since I've raised the question of a reactionary
rebellion aeainst revolutionary reeime, two things have to be
said since this came up in the context of MOVE. First of all,
MOVE'S rebellion against the existing system should certainly
not be considered reactionary and our party
. does not consider it
reactionary; and secondly they're obviously not rebelling
against a revolutionary regime but against an oppressive imperialist r e m e . So I wasonly raising that in termsof even when
you havereactionary reheliions &nst revolutionary state
power in socialistsociety it's still not a cut and dried thine what

at least sometimes, hut it'snot the wholeanswer. Andclearly in
the case of agroup like MOVE - rebelling in the present society
in the form of resisting the dominant values and way of life that's an entirely different situation, which is neither reactionary nor aimed against a revolutionary regime.
IF-Mao once said that Marxism is the most revolutionary
thing in the world and it doesn't and shouldn't fear criticism. i
think this is true of Marxism, and it should be true of a revolutionary party and certainly should be true of a revolutionary
state. Criticism of Marxism or disagreement with the prevailing
policies and norms and any particular goals at any &en t i m i
or the mrticular direction at anv riven time. of a revolutionary
soci&should not be something that people react to with
and simply seek to suppress. They should not be afraid of it. In
fact. in an overall sense, a strateeic sense, thev should welcome
it &d should seek to draw forward and distill what is correct
and truthful out of such criticism, out of such dissent, and seek
to learn from it and to help utilize it in order to cany forward
the struggle to achieve the revolutionary transformation of
society which should guide such a revolutionary state. It's the
imperialists and the reactionaries who are afraid of the people
and who can't stand even the slightest criticism from them; the
revolutionaries should not emulate them in this hut should be
radically different on this too.

you have to do; and simplyresorting to armed force to suppress

they're just reaching out to give demonstrations of their

it isnot the wholeanswer. It may benecessary in that situation,

unlimited power everywhere. They're doing it because of
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Q: There seems to be a lot of debate these days
about whether each new outrage committed by the
U.S. imperialists, be it the Philly Massacre, the brutal
roundup of immigrants, the invasion of Grenada and
military escalations in Central America, the launching
of Star Wars, etc. - whether each of these things is
more a sign of strength, o r weakness, of the American
empire. What would you say?

A: In the main it's a sign of their weakness. Of course the
fact that they do these think and get away with them reflects
the fact that thev still have a meat deal of strenzth and in oarticular they do have a very powerful military-arsenal which
they use to bludgeon people and to intimidate people.
But, as we've seen in Vietnam, that military arsenal is far
from invincible. And that's a lesson that should not be forgotten, must not be forgotten, and is not being forgotten by revolutionary people throughout the world. So I think it's both:
on the one hand, a sign of the fact that they have real
strength; on the other hand, I think it's mainly a sign of their
weakness - h this sense - it's a sign of their greatly increased necessity to do these things. In other words, they're
not doing this because they have unlimited power and
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the incr?as~.ig necessity they have, and in response to the
very real challenges to their power - both from the rival imperialists headed by the Soviet Union and also from revolutionary uprisings of masses of people in different parts of the
world.
And their situation is not only one of increasing difficulty
- necessity in that sense - hut one of increasing desperation. What they have to do in the pursuit of maintaining their
position in the world, coming out on top and strengthening
their hand at the expense of their rivals and against the
revolutionary masses, what they have to do and what they
have to call forth, the destruction they have to bring down to
do that, is a reflection of the very desperate situation they're
in. As I pointed out before, the imperialist system East and
West as it presently exists has no future. There is the very real
question of the future of humanity as a result of their desperation and what they're being called forth to do - in particular
nuclear war. But they have no future, the imperialist system as
it now exists has no future, and their situation is even more
desperate than that of the masses of people in the world. The
essential question is this: how to take advantage of the growing difficulty and desperation of their situation and how to
turn it to revolutionary advantage. This is not to deny or turn
a blind eye to the fact that they do have a tremendous
military force at their command, with its tremendously
destructive capability, hut it's to recognize within that and
within the very desperate and vicious things that they're
already carrying out and the even greater scale of horrors
they're preparing for - to recognize within all that the
weaknesses and the desperation of their situation.
Mao once minted out that it's necessary to despise the
enemy strategically while taking him seriously tactically;
and in the nresent situation, in its full imolications, it's more
important than ever to hold firmly to that orientation.

system.
At the same time we have to recognize that there is a discipline, there is an indoctrination that goes on in this army,
there is training - not only physical training and technical
training, but ideological training and political training - that
goes on, and that even for people for whom this is such a
sharp contradiction (that is, the interests that they are acting
to enforce by being part of this army are directly opposed to
their own fundamental interests as well as the interests of the
oppressed in the world generally), even that kind of a sharp
contradiction is not going to lead to them just immediately
putting down their arms at the first sight of an uprising
against the system and coming over to the side of the revolution. A few may do that, but it's going to be much more contradictory than that and it's going to go through many more
twists and turns. Underlying all this is the principle that has
been stressed many times by our party and should be stressed continually: it's only by going up against, defeating, and
shattering in actual warfare the armed forces of the imperialists, it's only in this way that it's going to he possible to
win over large numbers of the imperialists' armed forces,
remold them and integrate them into the revolutionary armed forces of the proletariat.
Certainly from a strategic standpoint, and in the final
analysis, the place where such oppressed masses, and oppressed youth in particular, belong is in the revolutionary army of the proletariat and not in the reactionary armed forces
of the imperialists. And the more the revolutionary movement develops and asserts its influence and puts its imprint
upon society the more that these youth will be drawn toward
involving themselves in this revolutionary movement and
will not feel that the only choice they have, whether out of
economic compulsion or because of other factors, even
against their will perhaps,
is to -go into the armed forces of the
.
imperialists.
What ~ e o o l esee as their wssible ontions and what they
see as realistic choices for t h k is n o t a static, unchanging
thing. It depends upon and changes, even dramatically and
radically, with changes in society; and when the whole terms
of what's going on in society are radically altered, and "what
is" is thrown up for grabs and the whole question of where
society's going and what's going to be the outcome of the turmoil in society - when that reaches a very high pitch, then
all kinds of things seem possible and realistic to people that
might not have seemed realistic or possible under other conditions.
In any case, once again, even for those who do go into the
armed forces of the imperialists, it's important that the influence of a revolutionary line continue to reach them in
various warn, and it's important to continue to prepare the
ground for t h e time when it will be possible to fully utilize
this exnlosive contradiction that thev reoresent rieht within
the imperialist armed forces and to win them over and
strengthen the revolutionary movement and the revolutionary armed forces of the proletariat.

. .

Q: Some people w h o go into t h e a r m e d forces a r e
reactionary gung-ha types w h o d r e a m of bullying their
way around t h e world John Wayne- or Rambo-style.
They probably won't start singing another t u n e until
they start getting their asses blown off. But w h a t about
t h e large numbers of impoverished youth, a n d m a n y
Black youth in particular, w h o don't really want t o
fight, let atone die, for the USA, but w h o go in o u t of
economic compulsion? What d o you think about them?
A: This is one of the outrages of the system that it forces
people into such a situation of such desperation that the very
people who are the most victimized within the U.S. by the
system are forced to become part of its armed enforcers. On
the other hand, this is a potentially very explosive contradiction for the enemy - that its armed forces are filled with people who are potentially not enforcers but overthrowers of the

. .

Q: The RCP was o n e of t h e groups contributing t o
t h e formation of t h e Revolutionarv Internationalist
Movement (RIM], which a t this point in time unites
some twenty revolutionary parties and organizations
i n fourteen countries. I think that it is verv' significant
that, while there must necessarily be differences
among these organizations, it has nevertheless been
possible t o achieve unitv a r o u n d such Rev. positions as:
that t h e international communist movement must
unite o n t h e basis of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung
Thought; that t h e opportunities for revolution a r e
growing: t h a t both t h e US.-led bloc and t h e Soviet-led
bloc are imperialist in character: that their worldwide
contention and rivalry is bringing t h e world t o t h e
brink of world war; a n d that such a war, as well as all
t h e everyday crimes of imperialism, must be mmbatted by working for t h e total elimination of imperialism
in
worldwide, through revolution. Some
t h e RIM. such as t h e Communist Partv of Peru. have
already been able t o initiate t h e armed stru&e for
p o w e r in accordance with their particular conditions,
while others, such as t h e RCP in t h e U.S.. are actively
preparing t h e groundwork for w h e n this will become
possibility. I find it particularly significant that t h e
RIM h a s inspired t h e publication of a political
magazine, A World to Win, in a number of languages,
a n d that all these diverse parties united to issue t h e
same slogans for May Day last year a n d again this year.
Could you comment o n w h a t you think t h e RIM has accomplished to date, a n d what role you expect it t o play
in t h e future? And could you also comment o n h o w you
think t h e question of diversity versus unity in t h e RIM
should be handled?

.
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A: Already the establishment of the RIM and its role up
to this point has made some very important contributions to
overcoming the crisis and disarray that existed in the international communist movement as a result of the setback in
China with the reactionary coup d'etat and the rise to power
of revisionism led by k g Xiaoping there after the death of
Mao. This has represented a significant regrouping of the
revolutionary communist forces on an international scale,
and at the same time a strugeling through to achieve a higher
level of unitv and clarity around some kev dividine-line
questions.
The Declaration of the Revnlutionarv Internationalist Movement contains both a synthesis around some of these important dividing-line questions for the international communist
movement - auestions of basic orincinle and basic orientation - and at the same time takes some important steps
toward establishing a programmatic orientation for the
can-vine
. forward of the revolutionary struede and the
building of the international communist movement, both on
the international plane and within different countries (and in
particular the two main types of countries in the world, that
is, the imperialist countries and the oppressed nations, or the
Third World).

-
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All these are extremely important first steps, and as I
wrote in A Horrible End, or An End to [he Horror7, this in itself
represents a very significant, if only beginning, change in the
equation of world relations. It is significant, but again it s a
beginning step and remains to be built on. And as you mentioned, some practical steps of great importance have already
been able to be taken on the basis of the unity expressed in
Movement
the Declaration of the Revolutionary Iwemuiionu~~st
that is, the issuing and rallying around joint slogans for May
Day of last year and again this year, as well as other prdctid
steps and practical actions which the Revolutionary Intemationalist Movement and the parties and organizations affiliated with it have unified around. These are also impor~
tant, if only beginning, steps which also are a foundation to
be built from.
As for what role RIM can play in the future and must
play in the future; I think it has to be further strenbnhened
step by step as a force for bringing the unified strength of the
international proletariat and international communist movement to bear on world events and on the revolutionary' struggle in all countries, and in particular in relation to places
where the revolutionary struggle at a n y given time has
decisive and strategic impact on the world situation 11 needs,
to be strengthened so that it can play that role iurthci That's
not just an organizational question, though il invol\c> the
further development of organizational unity, but i t s also,
and fundamentally, a question of developing further unity ideologically and politically - and thrashing thniugli cmd
s t r u.&
. i i-g out some of the remaining differencesto eventually come up with a general line for the international cornmunist movement, around which the varioiis MarxistLeninist forces throughout the world can be even moiir firm
Iv united. This is a nrocess which as I ".iflid has to tin throu&h
stages and will have to develop through stnigles am1 will
have some twists and turns in it. But the establishment of
RIM and the forging and publication of its Declaration
establishes a beginning and a foundation from which to
move forward toward that goal.
And all of this, of course, is infused with a real sense of
urgency because of the context within which it's occurring
and conflictins
that is. the world situation and the erowine
u
"
trends - the developments toward world war \\-it11 all its
devastation on the one hand and rising revolutionary opportunities and rising revolutionary struggles on the other hand.
As for this question of diversity and unity and how that
should be handled in the Revolutionary Internationalist
Movement: I think the important thing, and the overwhelm^
ing thing, about the RIM is that what unites the parties and
organizations that have affiliated in RIM is far greater than
the differences that still exist among them. Not that there
aren't some questions and some differences that remain to be
struggled out that are important, even very i~llpoi-tdllt But
first of all, it's important to grasp and not to underestimate
the overwhelmingfact a b o u t ~ l ~that there has been a
real and genuine basis for uniting these organizations and
that what unites them is greater than what divides them.
This has established a foundation for RIM to issue- a kc!ara-
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tion, to begin laying some of the programmatic guidelines for
canvine
' - forward the revolutionary strueele worldwide, in
decisive places in the world at any given time, in different
types of countries and in different particular countries; and
it's also laid the basis for this to be carried forward through
various practical activities or practical focuses that the parties and organizations affiliated with RIM have joined in,
such as May Day and some other things.
It's through the process of carrying forward from the
foundation of RIM and its Declaration and carrying this out
further in practice and, in that context, carrying out
ideological struggle and debate over the remaining differences that the basis will be laid for, in the future, making
another leap through struggle to achieve yet a higher level of
unity, which will in turn enable wen a firmer ground and
even clearer guidelines for carrying forward, in revolutionary struggle, the revolutionary line represented by RIM.
Already today the Revolutionary Internationalist Move:nent is a living embodiment and a livingforce of p r o l w a r
revolution and'pmTeWii'int~ationdi&. This is tremenl
dously significant in itself, and it is also a very important'
foundation from which to go forward through struggle.

-

Q: I'd like to get back to the question of social forces
for revolution in the U.S. itself. In an article you wrote
called "The City Game and the City, No Game" (RW
No. 2011, you discuss how different kinds of sports
have different social bases and different social roles,
and you draw a particularly humorous analogy for the
revolutionary united front under proletarian leadership, saying that one should "rely firmly on basketball,
win over (or neutralize) as much as possible of football
(and baseball) and firmly oppose and defeat golf (to say
nothing of polo)." Without detracting from the humor
of this formulation, could you explain a little more
what you meant by that?

-

A: Well, in an equally provocative way I could say that,
speaking specifically of the USA and more specifically of
those who want to see an end to injustice, who want to see a
better world, the difference between a profound love of
basketball and a profound love of baseball is the difference
between revolution and reform. I mean. it's sort of difficult
to conceive, isn't it, of the ad going "Basketball, hotdogs, a p
pie pie and Chevrolet." There's a reason why it's "baseball,
apple pie, hotdogs and Chevrolet." I mean baseball does
belong in there with Mom and apple pie and the flag. In the
U.S., at least, it is part of the mainstream.
Now I'm not trying to argue that basketball in the U.S. is
not controlled by the ruling class and that the dominant
values in basketball as it's presented in the U.S. are not the
values of the ruling class of society. They are. And they do

control basketball as they control every aspect of culture and
the superstructure - that is, they dominate these things, and
their values are dominant. And there are reactionary basketball fans too.
But with all that, the point is, as I stressed in that article
"The City Game - and the City, No Game," that basketball
is a product of the city, particularly of the urban cores of the
city, and strategically speaking the city, particularly those
urban cores - and this is especially important in the U.S. strategically they belong to the proletariat. We've talked
about that before and it needs to be reemphasized and can be
reemphasized right here. Strategically they belong to the proletariat. And basketball in the U.S. today - its character as a
sport - is an expression, an outgrowth of life in those urban
cores. Of course life in those urban cores is presently under
the domination of, and suffers the consequences of being
under the domination of, the imperialist system and the dictatorship of the ruling bourgeois class. Nevertheless, out of
those same conditions can and ultimately will arise a revolutionary movement to overthrow all this. And it's in that sort
of sense that I'm saying what I'm saying about rely firmly on
basketball - or that the difference between a profound love
of basketball and a profound love of baseball, for example, is
the difference between revolution and reform.
I remember some years back Howard Cosell actually
made an interesting point: that baseball's a nineteenthcentury sport. Of course, now Howard Cosell's doing
baseball broadcasts (laughs], so that's so much for Howard
Cosell on that point. But nevertheless there's an important
point that he was touching on, which is that baseball's a sport
that reflects a time and a situation in the U.S. in which the
tdnd of values characteristic of a largely rural American
society were dominant. It's a sport that reflects a sort of rural
American life and reflects a situation other than that of the
life conditions and struggles of the proletariat in the U.S.
Now, again, it would be wrong to take this too far. I'm using baseball as a metaphor, and if you destroy the metaphor
you'll destroy the point as well. But it does stand in that way
as a metaphor for a different period in U S . society and a different set of conditions than now exist, particularly for the
basic proletarian masses concentrated in the urban cores,
whose sport, again speaking metaphorically, is basketball.
Basketball speaks to conditions and speaks to a situation
where the proletariat is concentrated, where it has more
powerfully than ever before in the U.S. a revolutionary
potential, and where, as I pointed out in that article, in rising
up - and through the upsurge of revolutionary uprisings
concentrated in and breaking out from the urban cores - it
has the potential to sweep in and win over large numbers of
intermediate strata and carry forward successfully a revolutionary struggle to overthrow imperialism and all the conditions it imposes on the oppressed masses.
Now, as I said in that article, we will try to win over or
neutralize as much as possible of baseball and also football;
hut we will rely firmly on basketball. We will rely firmly, not
on those who sing "Take me out to the ballgame," but on
those who feel most at home on the inner-city courts.

Q: From what I understand, a lot of people you consider to be some of the most crucial elements for
revolution in the U.S. - the "real proletarians" who
really don't have anything to lose by going for it - often
have a hard time nictnrine themselves as members of a
revolutionary
like the RCP. Many make it dear
thev'd reallv like t o see a revolution. and that thev like
what they've seen of the RCP's work, but theystop
short of applying to join the party. Sometimes I s u p
pose it's because they're not ready to take the risks
which being associated with a revolutionary party
might entail and feel that their everyday lives are a lot
safer; hut it seems that a lot of times it has more t o do
with people feeling incompetent. They get into political
arguments with people in their neighborhoods o r
workplaces and get only so far before they start running out of answers and get swamped by the
mainstream reasoning they know isn't right. And a lot
of these proletarians have been prevented from getting
much formal education - quite a few can't read, and
those who do often have trouble reading long books
and articles. Of course people can overctme that, as
evidenced by the numbers of proletarian prisoners
who have become voracious readers, including of
revolutionary literature. But on the outside there are
different kinds of problems: constant money hassles,
scrambling to feed the kids and so on - time runs out.
So it would seem that it's not easy for revolutionaryminded proletarians to study political materials, to attend political meetings, participate in protests, etc.
Many might be afraid that if they joined the party
they'd be playing the fool and not have any idea what
they're doing. What would you say to that?

party

A: Well. I think in what you touched on here there are a
number of different
that are reflected. For one
thine there's the need for the oartv to find the wavs to make
its line, its analysis, its program even more accessible to people, particularly those who don't have a lot of formal education and for whom reading may be difficult - to find other
means, using tape recordings, video tapes, and other ways to
get this line, this message, this analysis of both the basic program and the exposure of what's going on with everyday
events and important world events, to get this to people in
forms that are more accessible and to help overcome this
problem of the difficulty of reading And this applies
especially to the situation where there is a language question
- where people read and/or speak Spanish or some other
language besides English - this is an important question that
constant attention has to be paid to. So all this is one general
area that's very concrete and specific and that the party is
taking up and seeking to find the ways to address more fully.
Now, on the other hand, there's the problem that revolution is not something that can be made spontaneously or just
on the basis of the understanding that people come to on
their own. It's something that requires a vanguard and it requires an advanced force of proletarians armed with a scien-

-
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dfic understanding of the way in which society runs, the contradictions within it, and how the system can be overthrown
and replaced with a system that does correspond to the needs
of the great majority of people in the world, particularly the
formerly exploited and oppressed people. There's no way to
get around this: it requires work to come to an understanding
of this, it requires effort.
Again, this doesn't deny or eliminate the need for the
party to make its analysis and an understanding of all this as
accessible as possible, particularly to those people who
haven't had a lot of formal education and formal intellectual
training; but you can't get around the fact that it's a struggle
to grasp these things
to grasp the necessary theory that
people have to have in order to play a leading role in the
struggle, and to penetrate to the essence of what's going on
underneath the surface appearance and the conscious deception by the ruling classes, to grasp what's going on with
world events and major political questions, major turning
points in world history, and so on.
But as you seem to touch on, many people among the o p
pressed masses understand this, and there are people who
have stepped forwad already to lake up this struggle and
who recognize that they have to wage struggle in this realm
just as they do in all other spheres in order to make revolution, that revolution couldn't be conceived of without struggle and sacrifice.
I think the deeper and more underlying problem is what
you touched on in referring to the mainstream reasoning and
people feeling suffocated. Tnis, I think, is the underlying
problem in that it reflects the fact that the development of
the revolutionary movement in the U.S.is still at its early
stages and that the conditions have not yet ripened to where
a 1arge.de revolutionary upheaval has broken through on
the part of the oppressed masses. Back in the '60s all kinds of
things were liberated, including people who were liberated
to battle things out, not only battle in the streets, battle with
the forces of law and order, and battle with the repressive apparatus of the state; but also to battle in the realm of ideas
over all kinds of questions and to challenge all kinds of conventions and norms and established rules and regulations.
Not only did this take place among the students, it took place
among masses of Black people and other oppressed and proletarian people at that time. This is characteristic of what's
unleashed and set loose when people do find a way to break
through and when their suppressed anger can burst up
through the cracks and the openings that arise in the system.
We have to do everything we can to maximize people's involvement and their revolutionary training, both through
grappling with revolutionary theory and also concretely in
political struggle in relation to important events and turning
points in any country and in the world. At the same time we
have to be laying the groundwork for being able to maximize
and very quick& tran^bm into conscious revolutionary
struggle the uprisings that do break through when more
openings are created for this suppressed anger to burst

-

through.
But certainly right now I don't think there's any real
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oasis for basic masses to feel that they couldn'tjoin the party,
or if they joined the party (as you put it}they'd be playing the
fool and not have any idea what they're doing. The party is
not, and should not come off to people as, a mystery or
something only for people who have a lot of intellectual
training. Proletarians, oppressed masses, have a life of rich
experience of suffering at the hands of this system and of
struggling against it in various ways, and this provides a very
powerful basis for them to grasp the essence of the class relations in society, the essence of the nature of the system,and
to gravitate toward and take up consciously, not blindly, the
revolutionary line and program for overthrowing it.
In other words, the revolutionary theory that is so essential in order to guide the revolutionary movement and
without which there can't be a revolutionary movement,
this revolutionary theory is not something abstracted from
the life experiences of the proletariat and oppressed masses
throughout the world; it is something which concentrates
and raises to a higher level that experience, both the daily experience and also the experience in very concentrated
oeriods of intense mlitical strueele
- . for intense revolutionary
days, if you want to put it that way).
It's because of this reality and the actual role of this
theory that people among the masses, even without intellectual Gaining, c&ly
have the basis for grasping this theory
and for makine
" it an even more powerful material force. And
their role is far from - it's the exact opposite of - playine the
fool and not having any idea of whatthey're doing; but it's a
auestion of k i n e able to come to a hieher understanding of
what not only their own life experience but the experience of
the proletariat as a whole, and internationally and historical
experience generally, has been all about - in its essence and where it is all tending and what the ground has been laid
for: the revolution of the proletariat to abolish exploitation,
oppression, and the division of society into classes.
So, far from playing the f d , the question is one of strugfiling to grasp this and play a conscious and therefore a much
more powerful role in transforming the world. And again,
while it is true that when there is much more of a powerful
revolutionary upsurge there will be even more basis for
drawing many times the number of proletarians into this
process and developing them as conscious revolutionaries,
it's crucial that those who see the need for revolution, who
are in a position of agreeing with the need for it, of seeing and
liking what the party is doing and identifying with it - it's
crucial that they become part of this process now to lay a
more firm and even more powerful foundation for that
fu-ure time. I keep coming back to this point but it can't be
stressed too many times - that the thousands who become
actively and ever more consciously involved now, and the
tens or perhaps hundreds of thousands that are influenced
now, lay a foundation for and become a force for influencing
and winning over to a revolutionary position, or at least a
sympathy for revolution, millions and even tens of millions
when a revolutionary situation approaches and then ripens.
In this connection I want to again emphasize that such a
development of a revolutionary situation, while it might
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seem to many remote, even very remote right now, can, for
all the reasons that I've discussed, come onto the horizon and
come into focus and come into real consideration or become
a practical immediate question seemingly out of nowhere and
very suddenly. And that's all the more reason why we have
to very urgently take up this preparatory work and the training of revolutionary forces and the exertion of the greatest
possible influence by those revolutionary forces now. This is
the only way we will be able to be prepared for sudden and
dramatic turns and perhaps the emergence of a revolutionary situation that's almost entirely unforeseen and
comes seemingly out of nowhere - because we know the
world as it is is not for long going to be able to remain as it is,
and one way or another it's going to be radically and
dramatically changed.

0: I once knew a woman, a Black woman in her
thirties with a couple of kids living on welfare in the
projects, whom I've always been convinced is exactly
the kind of enlightened proletarian the party should be
full of. She wasn't necessarily very educated, in a formal sense, or anything, hut she was the kind of person
who always wants to know about the big questions,
who wants to understand the hii events in the world.
She didn't get into gossip and petty project politics; she
wanted t o understand thines like the hostaee crisis in
t
such a powderkeg.
Iran and why the Middle ~ & was
And she also had a lot of pride and self-respect, a hatred
of injustice and a generous outlook on humanity. She
demanded revolutionary training, and she started to get
it. She read the paper, got together four or five people
she knew to discuss it together, invited party people to
come join in some of these discussions. She also made
sure some
revolutionarv costers and leaflets eot out
- - ~
throughout the project, even though she knew this was
driving the police nuts, and she ignored the whispers of
some of her backward neiehbors who wi're badmouthing her. She was also one of the bold o ies who
once opened her door to hide some revolutionaries
who were being chased through the projects by the
police. And she was seriously beginning t o think about
whether she should join the RCP. And then one day
some guy she'd been seeing off and on came by. He
didn't come by often, usually just around the time
she'd get her check; hut this guy put his foot down like
he owned her and ordered her to "quit messing around
with these revolutionaries." And can you believe it?
She backed away! And we're talking about a forceful,
outspoken woman here! But all of a sudden it's like she
didn't have a mind of her own and couldn't make her
own decision to join the revolution. Where the hell do
~~

~
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these men get the audacity to tell a grown woman she
can't be a revolutionary? Is it because they're ashamed
they're not more involved? Or are they more chickenshit than the women? Or is it that they can't stand the
idea that a mere woman might know something they
don't, o r what? There are lots of stories like this one.
How do you think this brake on the revolution from
right within the ranks of the people is going to get lifted?
A: Well, there are several points that you've raised that
should be discussed. First of all, in a more general sense, in
terms of carrying out revolutionary work in both the
workplaces and the neighborhoods where the proletarian
masses are concentrated: the party's been increasingly summing up and acting upon the understanding that it's
necessary to cany this out in a more systematic and a more
professional way. In other words, it's necessary to take into
account all these kinds of problems that you've mentioned,
the neighborhood snitches, the backward forces that exist in
the factories, as well as in the neighborhoods, the need to
protect the advanced forces who come forward, even while
giving expression to and providing the forms to carry out
revolutionary work, and how to combine more open forms
of work and less open forms that don't expose people who
come forward right away.
These kinds of problems have to be taken up and this is a
part, though a secondary part, of the problems that you raised.
But to get more to the heart of what you've raised here,
that is, the woman question. I've discussed earlier the basis
for this problem as you put it, where do these men get off
having the audacity to tell a grown woman that she can't
hang out with revolutionaries and can't be a revolutionary;
that is, the basis for this lies in the whole oppressive division
of labor in class society, between men and women, the o p
pr&on of women by men which is fully embedded in the
present society and in class society generally, the whole
patriarchy. This is the underlying baas for where men get
the audacity to do this and why they tend to do it.
At the same time it's important to recognize that, from all
the reports I've been receiving, a very large number of the
revolutionary forces that have stepped forward in this
period, within the proletariat in particular, have been
women. They've gone up against, and they have found or are
finding the ways to take on and to overcome, many of these
kinds of obstacles, including the obstacles directly posed by
men who seek to oppress them, to keep them in a subordinate position, and to keep them away from the revolutionary movement.
But the responsibility for dealing with this should not fall
to %ese women alone. A very significant development
around this was last International Women's Day when the
RCP issued in a very powerful and provocative way a prodamation specifically on this question, on the question of the
oppression of women and the struggle against it - in the context of the broader revolutionary struggle, but specifically on
this point of men seeking to keep women from becoming ac&$$ involved in the revolutionary struggle - and
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calling on women to find the ways, themselves, to begin
breaking free of this and also calling on masses of people men and women - to step forward and form a powerful s u p
port for these women, to help them and to let them know that
they're not going to be on their own, that there is a revolutionary movement developing and that people are being
called on and people are being organized to step forward and
assist them so they can't be beaten back "into their place"
and can't be shackled and held back from being involved in
the struggle to overturn the system and all existing social
conditions and relations, including the oppression of
women.
So I think this proclamation was extremely important in
what it represented and what it called for, and also, from the
reports I've received, it had a very provocative impact and
created jolts and shockwaves in many places, especially with
this phenomenon you referred to earlier of revolutionqminded men who say, well, I agree with a lot of things you
say but that's going a little too far. And that means we're gettine somewhere, it means that we're shakine them UP, it
means that we're hitting at things that need tobe hit atand
we're hittine, at the weak soots and hittine a little hit where it
hurts, and sometimes, and in this particular case definitely,
this is very necessary. But it's also very important that this
not just be a one-shot thing, that it be followed through on
systematically and that the kind of call that's issued for people to come forward, and the kind of call that's made to give
assistance and support to women who do seek to break free
n this way, is systematically carried through on, and that as
[art of this men who do seek to hold women back and
shackle them in this way are exposed and in fact held up to
ridicule as part of helping to break women free, and in fact
helping, where possible, to break these men free and getting
them to cast aside this baggage they're dragging behind them
which is an obstacle and impediment to the development of
the revolutionary movement.

Q:The punk youth in the U.S. today are a complex
mixture of trends. A few are backward foolswho like t o
emulate the swagger of the Nazis and bullies in general,
and they've made it clear that they'd be willing to fight
to defend flag and country. Most punks are much more
positive by far, expressing mainly through cultural
means their disaffection and rebellion against traditional white middle-class American values. They're trying to shock people out of their everyday complacency.
Beyond that, a growing number of punks are getting int o radical politics of one sort or another and are seeking, often very creatively, to expose and take on more
directly the political and ideological structures of the
state. I know that the party and the Revolutionary
Communist Youth Brigade (RCYB), its youth group,

have increasingly been finding themselves "on the
same side of the barricades" with such punks, and that
in some cases dose ties have been formed. Could you
comment on this trend and explain the extent to which
you see these youth as similar o r different in relation to
the radical youth of the '60s?
A: I remember a number of years back when I was on a
speaking tour in the U.S.in 1979, and in one place I was interviewed on a radio show (I think it was one of the public
radio stations) by a guy with more or less social-democratic
politics who raised the same question but in an opportunistic
kind of way and accused our party of trying to jump on the
bandwagon of the punks; he said, anyway a lot of these
punks are reactionary, and besides that, you're trying to act
like you're the big vanguard of the punk movement and
that's not the case. I remember answering at that time that
the role of a vanguard could not possibly be to initiate
everything new that arises in society, whether in the cultural
sphere or in other spheres, but in fact its role is to try to
recognize at any given time the new things that are arising,
the trends particularly among the masses that are developing
that are perhaps from new angles taking on and opposing and
exposing this system, and to seek to unite with these and at
the same time to help in an overall sense develop them and
d revolutionary goal which will abolish
direct them t ~ r the
the things which have called forth these various forms of
rebellion in the first place. I think that's both correct and important as a basic orientation of how to relate to things like
the punk movement.
Since that time there's been further development of and
also [asyou touched on) some further differentiation within
the punk movement of different trends, and there are some
very acute contradictions and conflicts and struggles within
the broad grouping of what could be called the punk movement. But I do agree with you that its overwhelming trend is
positive, that it is going up against the established norms and
conventions and seeking to shock people in a time when
political and ideological shock treatment to awaken people to
the reality and the urgency of what's going on is very much
needed. This is a very important breath of fresh air and a
very important spark that's being brought forth in this kind
of way. So I think that's what I would say, by way of basic
orientation, on this point.
Now, as for the particular point which, I think, goes back
to something yon raised earlier, whether these youth are
similar to or different from the radical youth of the '60% I
think they are similar in some ways in that there is a
rebellion against the traditional, established, and conventional white middle-class values and norms, although those
too are somewhat different today than they were in the '60s
coming out of the '50s, and what was new and radical in the
'60s is not by any means necessarily new and radical now. In
fact some of the things which were new in the '60s have
become institutionalized and co-opted by the ruling class and
are softie of the things that are being rebelled against now by
the youth in the '80s. So this is another lesson to be learned

from. But there is that similarity of rebellion of that kind,
aeainst
established and conventional norms and values.
I think there are also some important differences. The
basis for those differences is the difference in the world situation and the whole context in which these youth rebellions
are occurring. There's a much sharper edge to things in the
'80s, to the punk movement as compared to. say, the hippies,
or the youth movement more generally of the '60s, because,
although there were many sharp edges to what was going on
then and many acute contradictions were exploding and b e
ing felt then, the world situation today is much sharper, it's
oualitativelv more mlosive now in terms of its mtential and
how things will get resolved; this takes a magnified and concentrated form in the question of world war and everything
that that represents. It's in the shadow of all that and in the
context of all that that this youth rebellion and particularly
the punk movement is going on, and this has a lot to do with
explaining its harsh and hard tdge nght now

Q: These days a lot of punks, and a lot of radicalminded people generally, seem to have a real "hard
edge" about them. I think this is mainly good and appropriate given the gravity and intensity of the times
w e live in, but I think maybe there's a problem with a
lot of people being somewhat too narrow of vision, o r
too Brim.
" . or both. It's almost like oeoole are not reaUv
allowing themselves to cut loose, t o d
k a bit wildly,
t o festiwly create radical challenges to the putrid state
of things around us. And I think that festive spirit
needs to be there too, that it's crucial for really destroying the old, as well as for creating fresh new things. Do
you know what I'm talking about?
A: Yes, I think I do, and I think it's a very important
point. Someone recently sent me an article from a
newspaper, The Chronicle in San Francisco, which quotes
one of the people in the punk movement, someone it
describes as, "one punk with pierced ears and a fuzzy haircut
who has marched in San Francisco protests," and they quote
him as saying: "We're a lot more cynical than the hippies, we
know that love isn't going to save the world." This expresses
a real difference between the punks, or more broadly the
youth rebellions now, and the '605, and it reflects in turn a
dramatic difference in the world situation and what's at
stake and what are the potential consequences.
It's not too surprising that when at the present time the
danger of world war is growing, and beyond the ongoing horrors broueht on bv this svstem the ereater horrors that would
be brought about by such war loomso ominously before peapie. andyet the revolutionary movements that could turn the
world in a radically different direction are in the immediate
period in their beginning stages, so to speak - even though
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there are some powerful expressions of them, they're still in
their beginning stages - it's not too hard to see why in those
conditions people feel a certain harsh sense, and a kind of
revolutionary dreaming, as you call it, a certain festive atmosphere, does not find expression so readily. This is a ques!ion of being able to see the picture, not just as it's shaping up
today, hut in terms of its potential, not only the potential that
is there for horrible devastation, perhaps even the destruction of human civilization and even the elimination of
mankind, but on the other hand, the real and growing prospects for revolution which could turn the world in a radically different direction for the great advance and benefit of
humanity. It's the latter aspect that a lot of people are missing and that isn't as easy to see, spontaneously, in the present
situation.
I tried to address this in a book I wrote a couple of years
back, For a Harvest of Dragons, and I'd like to read something
from that book which I think speaks to this point. I wrote:
"One of the significant if perhaps
. - subtle and often littlenoticed ways in which the enemy, even in defeat, seeks to
exact revenee on the revolution and sow the seed of its future
undoing is in what he would force the revolutionaries to
become in order to defeat him. It will come to this: we will
have to face him in the trenches and defeat him amidst terrible destruction but we must not in the process annihilate the
fundamental difference between the &emy and ourselves.".
And then I went on to sum UD the mint this wav: "We must
be able to maintain our firmness of principles but at the same
time our flexibility, our materialism and our dialectics, our
realism and our romanticism, our solemn sense of purpose
and our sense of humor"
I do think this speaks very much to what you're talking
about and to the need to combine a harshness that is, as you
said, mainly positive and correqnnds to what's really going
on in the world and what's at stake and what's at issue - but
to be able to combine that with a certain dreaming, with a certain revolutionary romanticism and to keep in mind, as
Lenin put it, that a revolution is a festival of the oppressed.
Now I do think we're also seeing some of that coming into bring. I think we've seen it in recent protests and rebellion
such as the No Business As Usual Day in the U.S.A lot of
very creative and even festive forms of protest and rebellion
took place there. And punks were among those leading in
that, too. I also think we're seeing it in the uprising of the
masses in South Africa. And I think the more that
movements advance and develop and take on a more revolutionary dimension and more of a revolutionary character the
more we're going to see this dreaming, this revolutionary
romanticism, this festive character, because, as Lenin profoundly pointed out, revolution is a festival of the oppressed.
To cite an outstandine examde. this is definitelv the case and
finds very powerful expression in the revolutionary war in
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festive character of revolutionary struggle. This is a very immrtant mint. As I minted out in that book, both thines are
necessary. It's ne&
to be very realistic, to hevery
materialist and face reality squarely, and deal with it as it is,
but at the same time it's necessary to dream, it's necessary to
have romanticism, it's necessary to be dialectical, it's
necessary not just to see things as they are right now but to
see what is coming into being - not just to see the strength of
the enemy and its awesome destructive power right now but
also its strategic weakness, to see not just the fact that revolutionary movements are at the present time only in their
beginning stages but to recognize their tremendous potential
for sweeping in broader numbers of masses, in fact for
dramatically turning things in a different direction and
dramatically altering the world in the interests of and for the
benefit of the great majority of people, indeed for humanity
as a whole.
It's necessary then, in the final analysis, to maintain both
our solemn sense of purpose and at the same time our sense
of humor.
I recently read something which I think is interesting
and important in this light. In a book called Nowhere To Run:
The st& of Soul Music by Gem Hirshey, there's a quote from
someone commentine on Robert Johnson. a famous blues
musician: "What is beara able," the reviewer writes, "is the
impossibility of reconciling the facts of evil with the beauty
of the world." And I think that has very< immrtant
awlica.
tion in the present period, in terms of what we've been talking about. It's the contrast between the recognition of
Iremendous evil, which the imperialist system brings down
and has in store, and the possibility of an entirely different
world, the possibility of a world which could genuinely be
&led beautiful: a world of radically different conditions.
radically different relations between people, and radically
different w a n of lookine at evervthino. The world todav as it
is dominated and sh&d by imperialism is ugly, but the
mass uprisings in Suuth Africa and the revolutionary war in
Peru are beautiful and hold the promise of a beautiful future
~
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Peru.

Q: The united front which t h e party is actively
building includes the most diverse kinds of people. To
take o n e expression of this, I would think that in any
one city t h e readership of the R W usually includes
quite a few Black proletarians from the projects,
middle-class intellectuals f r o m t h e universities,
orange-haired punks, radical feminists, C e n t r a l
American immigrants, and so forth. How does the part y bring together such disparate elements?

Even amidst everything that is going on and the potential
horror of a world war and nuclear devastation, even in that
context we do have to maintain and breathe wen further life
into these things, the dreaming, the romanticism, and the

A: Well, first of all it's not only the party that brings them
together; in a certain sense, and fundamentally, it's the
system that brings them. together. It's the system that calls
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them forth - despite the wishes and interests of the ruling
class - it's the system that calls them forth by its very operation and tends to push them toward each other, if you will. It
tends to make them seek out each other, because to a degree
even spontaneously they can recognize that they are fighting
again< the same system and its different outrages stemming
from the same source. So this provides the basis for building"
unity between these disparate elements, as you say; but at
the same time the party's role is crucial within that in enabling this to move beyond the level of spontaneity and unity
which won't be able to be firmly cemented and carried forward to a higher level and won't be able to withstand the efforts of the ruling class to break it apart. This will be able to
be raised to a higher level through the course of struggle and
held toeether
bv~
the core 'element of the revolutionary stand
"
and the revolutionary activity of class-conscious proletarians
- with the party playing the vanguard role.
So that's the general principle. How does the party do it?
The party seeks to work among and to spread its influence
among all various kinds of significant social movements that
do break out against the system. Within all that it seeks, as
we say, to stretch a line into those movements through the
use of the Revolutionary Worker newspaper and the party
press generally, and as often as possible through the active
involvement and participation of party members or supporters in these various movements, uniting with people in
struggle and at the same time struggling with them about
how to view the overall context of the particular battles and
the movements they're involved in, how they in fact link up
with other struggles and what is the unifying, underlying factor in all this - which is that they all stem from the same imperialist system and that in fact the overthrow of that system
and the advance to a new system of socialism and ultimately
communism is the onlv nossible thorouffheoine solution to
this. Within all this it's the role of the &(in
the ways I've
discussed) and the bringing ever more forcefully onto the
political stage class-conscious proletarians actively taking up
the party's line and making a material, living force out of it
and putting its imprint and impact on all these different
social movements and on events in society generally - it's
this that's decisive in making possible this broad united front
under proletarian leadership.
In fact, to be frank, I think just as you expressed a certain
amount of surprise at seeing these disparate elements all
reading the RW newspaper and finding themselves together
on the battle lines and in the movements of opposition and
rebellion, so these people themselves also often express surprise. Black proletarians or Latino proletarians from the
housing projects finding themselves together with what you
described as orangehaired punks; or radical feminists
uniting with people from out of the projects, and so on. They
often express surprise themselves. And at least in a b q n ning way - and perhaps not even fully consciously at the
start - people are at least sensing that something that's
represented by the party and its program and its outlook has
the basis to unify them on a higher level and represents, at
least in embryonic form, the future and a future society in

which they could be united even in a more thoroughgoing
way.
I, for one, think this is a very excitrng vision of what the
future society would be like and I think it's exciting to the
people who become involved and find themselves, to their
own surprise, at first at least, on the same side of the barricades with these other different people that they find
themselves alongside. This expresses something about the
party and what the party stands for, what it represents and
the way it carries out its work. While the system provides the
basis for brineine
- -people
. . together, it's the party's work and
the role and character of the-party and what it represents and
the future that it embodies that brines this nossibilitv more
fully and powerfully into the realm ofreality.'

~~

Q: If you don't mind I'd like to try to probe t h e
question of leadership by looking at your own experiences. The RCP was founded ten years ago now, and if
you include the Revolutionary Union (RU) before it,
we're talking about revolutionary roots going back fifteen years and more. And it seems that all along t h e
way, even a t times of factional turmoil o r in the face of
heavy. revression
and direct governmental threats
against your life a n d security, you have managed to
continue t o lead the nartv's work. and t o command the
respect a n d allegiance of the collectivity of party
members, as well as of quite a few revolutionaryminded people outside t h e party. I have heard people
say appreciatively that you never seem to get stale, that
you're always opening u p new angles o n things a n d
forcing people t o r u b the sleep out of their eyes and
keep step. But you yourself have often stressed the importance of people striving to deepen their own understanding of political line, and their grasp of s d e n t i f i
methodology, so as to be able to analyze things more
deeply and correctly o n their own, a n d in t u r n guide
others. This would seem to be pretty essential if we're
going t o have a revolution which really does unleash
the creative potential of the masses of the oppressed.
Given that some people still seem to believe that
any leadership - will necessarily sufleadership
focate a n d stifle the initiative and creativity of individuals and make real uprooting of oppres&ve relations imoossible. could vou comment o n what vou see
as the essentialdifferences between bourgeoisAleadership and what you consider revolutionary leadership?
A n d as a related auestion. would vou mind if I asked
y o u h o w you, personally, have managed not t o sell out,
o r burn out, over so many years of struggle? What s u e
tains you?

. .
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A; As to the question of the essential differences between
bourgeois leadership and revolutionary leadership, the dif-

ference is rooted in what interests they represent, what program they're seeking to carry out and, to put it that way,
what kind of world they're trying to bring into being or to
maintain, in the case of the one and the other.
Now the proletarian revolution in particular, even as
distinguished from other revolutions and certainly as
distinguished from the status quo, requires the conscious a r
tivity&d struggle of masses f; people. It can't be imposed
from above, and it can't be carried out by jud the activity of a
vanguard alone, no matter how enlightened and no matter
how well intentioned. And in fact the role of that vanguard,
the role of proletarian vanmard leadershiv.. is to brine forward the conscious d v i & and conscious revolutionary
struggle of sver greater numbers of masses of people and to
both learn from and lead them: Learn from their experiences, from the ideas they raise, from the criticisms they
raise, from the struggles they wage, learn from them in the
broadest sense, and at the same time seek to synthesize that,
raise it to a higher level and then take that back to them,
unite with them to carry it out to change the world.
That's the essence of proletarian leadership, and I think
that it's obvious how it differs fundamentally and is directly
opposed to bourgeois leadership, which seeks to maintain an
exploitative and oppressive system, seeks to maintain a
system where society is divided into an oppressor and an oppressed class, into a small minority who emloit and the vast
majority of people who are exploited and keptignorant as to
what's really going on in the world and what the real essence
of the relationships in society are,
One of the things that gets at this difference very sharply
is that bourgeois leaders will tell vou that there is no other
way to organize the world, and the bourgeoisie spends a
tremendous amount of time and effort and propaganda telling people over and over again, from many different angles,
through many different spheres, that a world without these
things - without exploitation, without oppression, without
war, without the degradation of women, without the oppression of one part of society by another - is just impossible and
it cannot possibly be realized. (The revisionists are a peculiar
kind of bourgeois group - they claim to believe that socialist
transformation and ultimately communism are possible, but
their practice, and even the view of socialism and wmmunism they propagate, actually uphold and serve bourgeois and not communist relations; and their methods of
leadership are fundamentally the same as classical representatives and leaders of the bourgeoisie.) So bourgeois
methods of leadership and the way bourgeois leaders relate
to the masses and seek to lead them Ithat is. to immse their
rule over them] flows from all that. 1't flows from their view
of the world and what's wssible and desirable.
And so, in a fundamentally different and opposite sense.
does a proletarian leadership stem from a view of the world
and what's both desirable and possible. A proletarian viewpoint and a proletarian program says that it's possible and
necessarv to unroot and overthrow and eliminate all those
things and bring into being a world without them; it seesthat
as not only desirable but possible and indeed necessary to

.
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move beyond the horrors of the present-day world and the
horrors that are on its horizon. The methods of leadership of
proletarian revolutionaries, of a proletarian vanguard, flow
from that and correspond to that. And, once more, they involve, as a very fundamental principle, the recognition that it
is only through the conscious activism and conscious revolutionary struggle of the masses that this is possible. In other
words, you can have a coup but you can't have a revolution if
it only involves a minority of "enlightened revolutionaries."
There've been many coups like that in the world but there
cannot be revolutions like that. And it's necessary, in carrying out revolution and carrying it through to the goal of communism, to uproot and overcome the division of labor in
society between such things as intellectual labor and manual
labor, between people who have the time, the luxury, or the
opportunity to take up theory and go into the scientific realm
and the artistic realm and these other things, and those on
the other hand whose life is consumed with laboring simply
in order to try to live and who are shut out from these
spheres.
People have to understand the question of leadership
and the fact that, as has very often happened, revolutionary
leadership can be transformed into bourgeois leadership;
they have to understand it in terms of this foundation. It's
not simply a question, as the old adage (the old bourgeois
adage) goes, that power corrupts and absolute power corrupts absolutely. It's not so simple as that. It's that there are
underlying contradictions that have to be overcome, and the
process of overcoming them is a difficult and protracted process and it can't be done overnight or all at one stroke.
Furthermore, we should add into the picture that the ruling classes, where they are overthrown, put up increased
resistance, desperate resistance, to get back what they lost
and to reestablish their system and its oppressive relations,
and while they still exist in the world these forces will seek to
Snuff out, or to turn into new oppressive regimes, revolutionary regimes that do arise. It's been the experience so far
that revolutions haven't been able to succeed in the whole
world all at once - it's very unlikely that this could happen
- and they haven't been able to succeed even in large parts
of the world all at one time. Even that's not very likely. So
you find that revolutionary regimes, revolutionary states,
come into existence surrounded by imperialists who seek to
suffocate and destroy them and to work through agents and
people they corrupt and buy to subvert these regimes from
within at the same time. All this combines to make it very
difficult - and a wmplex and very intense process - to
uproot the base of the old society and carry forward the
revolution and to spread and develop it throughout the world
even at the same time as you're transforming that part of the
world that you have liberated at any given time.
This is what underlies the problem that people correctly
perceive - that revolutionary leadership often turns into its
opposite. Often this leadership becomes new oppressors
over the people and does adopt the method of the bourgeoisie
and does adopt the stand of seeking to impose its will and its
interests over the masses, a will and interests which become
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increasingly divorced from and opposed to the interests of
the masses and the fundamental task of abolishing exploitative and oppressive relations and class divisions in
society.
I'm not saving all this to mint a honeless oicture or to sav
that the revolutionaries, the revolutionary vanguard and the
revolutionary masses, are helpless in the face of this. In fact,
there has been tremendous positive experience, for example,
in the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution in China, a
revolution under the conditions of socialism to further
transform society and to further uproot the soil that gives rise
to oppressors, to exploiters, and to the relations on which
they thrive. But that experience also shows that there can be
setbacks, as there have been in China, even with something
as great and as earthshaking as the Cultural Revolution. And
it shows that the nature of the process of advancing
" society to
the stage of communism is going to be very complex and
marked by very intense struggle, particularly at certain
crucial mints alone the wav. It's not eoine to be a straight
line forward.
All this underlies the problems involved with leadership.
But it doesn't wipe out the differencebetween revolutionary
leadership and bourgeois leadership; in fact, that essential
difference, flowing from the different objectives and goals
that they have, the different kind of world that they see as
desirable and necessary, is a very important standard for
people to hold up to judge leadership. The differences that
I've described in terms of methods of leadership and what
they reflect about political program and basic outlook that's a very important standard by which to judge and by
which to struggle with leadership. And it's very important
that masses of people do struggle with leadership to keep it
on a revolutionary road and to root out and to overthrow
those within that leadership who turn into new exploiters or
new oppressors and seek to turn the revolution around and
turn things back to the old way.
In other words, to put itsimply, in evaluating different
leadershio and different m o l e who out themselves forward
as leaders and the differentprograms that they put forward
as the thing that masses of people should take up as their
own, people should evaluate what interests do these programs and these leaders really represent, serve, and fight for.
What kind of world do they present as necessary and
desirable? And very specifically, do they say that the present
system can and must be overthrown and that the present
world must be radically transformed - and will their line
and program really lead to this? It's necessary for people to
dig down and evaluate what people who put themselves forward as leaders are actually saying about these very fundamental questions, and what the programs they put forward for people to follow will actually lead to in terms of
these very basic questions.

-
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Q: Well, despite what you say about the fundamental differences between boureeois leadershinand revolutionary leadership, there are some people, anarchists
and so forth, who would still argue that we'd all be better off without any leadership at all. In your bookFor a
Harvest of Dragons, and again in A Horrible End, or An
End to theHorror?, you state that the Russian Revolution
and all other proletarian revolutions have proved
Lenin's point about how only a highly centralized and
organized leadership body assuming a vanguard revolutionary role can give full play to the conscious role and
initiative of the masses in revolutionary struggle. And
you added rather bluntly that, conversely, "nowhere
has such a revolution been made without such a party,
and nowhere has the lack of such a party contributed to
unleashme the initiative of the masses of the onnressed
in conscious revolutionary struggle." And, I must say,
you do seem to have a point there! But again, what
about the fact, which you've referred to, that history is
also full of examples of revolutionary leaders and organizations turning into something quite different, using
their status and influence to discourage challenge
- and
criticism and the taking of new initiatives by the masses
of veoole? You vourself have warned veoole of this
possibiiity. So this is something which does seem Bke a
very contradictory situation. Isn't it possible to get
beyond all this?
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A: It is possible to get beyond it in the long run, and it is the
ml of communist revolution to eventually get to the mint
where the underlying division of labor that l've spkenof is
finally overcome and moved beyond, and where the need for
leadership and a vanguard party, in the way that I've spoken
about, no longer exists andin fact at that point would actually
be an obstacle to the further advance of society and to the further unleashing of people to consciously transform the world.
So that isa long-termgcuf,to get beyond the point where leaders
are necessary.
But the irony, if you will, and the contradiction that
you've spoken to is that, in order to get to the point where
vanward leadership is no longer necessary, it's necessary to
have vanguard leadership ofthe struggle to arrive at that
ooint. So that is a verv share contradiction, and it could be
considered ironic but it's nonetheless true. And because it's
such a sharp contradiction we have seen the kind of things
that vou have talked about. where leadershin has time and
again turned from being revolutionary to becoming conservative, to becoming c&nterrevoluti~nary, and to becoming in fact the core of a new exploiting class over the masses
of people whom it's supposed to be leading in revolutionary
struggle to transform the social conditionsand relations. This
is a problem. It's a problem which, as I've stressed before,
we can't just wishaway, nor can we get rid of it by saying let's
not have any leaders. Because if we don't have any leaders,
as I'vepointed out, we're not going to have revolution, we're
not going to be able to overthrow the existing system and,
furthermore, if we decide, well, okay, after we've over~~
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thrown the existing system then we'll abolish leadership,
then the existing system will be brought right back to power
anvwav. Even after the old svstem is overthrown there will
still b e a whole struggle to transform and uproot the conditions that provide th;soil for that system toarise anew, and
that struggle can't be carried out without leadership. So all
throughout the transition worldwide to communism we'regoing to have this contradiction and we're going to have to find
the ways and sum up experience positive and negative to
learn better how to deal with it.
And, as I've pointed out, they had a Cultural Revolution in
China which went a long way and in fact was the highest pinnacle that the international proletariat has reached in terms of
dealing with this problem and in terms of carrying forward the
revolutionary struggle generally. But it wasn't enough. Mao,
who led that Cultural Revolution, said it wouldn't be enough
by itself, and he was right. That was urophetic. The forces that
were pushed back by that Cultural Revolution regrouped and
shortly after Mao's death were able to make a seizure of ~ o w e r
from within the party itself, using the apparatus and the name
of the party and still maintaining - in a very shoddy way and
with a very shoddy and very transparent disguise, but
nonetheless still maintaining - that they were communists
and seeking the ultimate go& of communism. So things are
comvlex, they're difficult, they're full of twists and turns, but
there's no way to get away from this contradiction, and as I
said, we're
tohave toleam through positive and negative
experience how to handle it better and how to push forward.
Now if, through the whole swirl of events in this period
and the gathering together and exploding of the contradictions that are before us, the international proletariat is ahle to
win power in large parts of the world, perhaps we'll be ahle
to reach a new ulateau which hasn't ureviouslv been reached
by the international proletariat. perhaps we'll be on a new
basis where we'll have a significant part of the world, where
the imperialists will be on the defensive, rather than us.
Perhaps the forces who represent the old world and the old
way will be on the defensive rather than the situation that so
far existed even where revolutions have been successful - a
situation where in a strategic sense the revolutionary
regimes are still on the defensive and surrounded by hostile
reactionary and imperialist powers. I don't know. That
would certainly be a new qualitative leap for the proletarian
revolution if we could emerge out of all this with the upper
hand in the world. It's certainly something to strive for, and
how well we do in this round, so to speak, will have a great
deal to do with what conditions the struggle toward cornmunism is carried forward under. But, with all that, it's still
not going to be possible to either eliminate in the short run
the need for leadership, or on the other hand to eliminate the
tendency and the pull on leadership to become new oppressors and exploiters. That contradiction and the tension
there and the struggle between those two tendencies is going
to be with us all the way through the transition to communism worldwide. And it's one more thing that we can't
run and hide from, that we have to face up to and find the
ways to break through on.

And once that's all been faced up to, and once we've said
all that, it still remains true that there's a fundamental difference between proletarian leadership and bourgeois
leadership, that it's possible to distinguish the one from the
other, that it's very necessary to go up against and overthrow
bourgeois leadership, that is, bourgeois rule, that it's
nec&
to support i d to rally around the banner raised by
revolutionarv leadershin. If vour eoal reallv is to set rid of onpressive and exploitive relations in society and thoroughly
uproot them, then it's necessary to have leadership. And it's
necessary, more specifically, to have the leadership of a proletarian vanguard. So, with all the problems involved, we
can very clearly and firmly say that proletarian leadership, a
proletarian vanguard, is far from a bad thing - it's a very
good thing.
But a distinctive thing about proletarian leadership is, in
contrast to bourgeois leadership, that it's not an exclusive
and restrictive club; it has to be constantly strengthened and
invigorated bv fresh forces drawn in from the proletariat and
emerging through its conscious revolutionary struggle. And
all those who unite with and join in the goals and objectives
of the revolutionary proletariat, wherever they come from in
society, should come forward, join, and become part of and
strengthen that proletarian vanguard, which in the U.S.
means the Revolutionary Communist Party, USA.
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Q: Getting back t o t h e more personal aspect if I may

- h o w have you managed not t o sell out, o r burn out,
over s o many years in the struggle? What d o you think
sustains you?
A: You know, it's very interesting, back in the mid-'60s
when I was first getting involved in radical politics I
remember one of these reformist-socialists telling me: "Well,
you know, people like you who are full of radical fire at this
age are the people who bum out the quickest. You won't be
around very long because I've seen a lot of you come and go
and you're very, very extremely radical for a short time and
then you're burned out." I've always remembered that
because it was very striking to me that the equation being
made was that to be an opponent of the system, in some form
or other, over the long term meant you had to be an evolutionist and not a revolutionist, and that if you were a revolutionary and didn't seek merely to reform the system or
something like that then you were bound to bum out.
Well, first of all I would say that my experience, and I
think experience generally, has shown that it's the people
who try to make some sort of radical reform in the system
who, far more than revolutionaries, bum out or become irrelevant or both.
But as for the question of what has sustained me over
this period of time, I'm not sure I can give a complete answer
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to that. I know that what propelled me into being a revolutionary in the first place was seeing the injustices in U.S.
society and in the world, particularly the oppression of Hack
people, the Vietnam War, things like that, which were sharp
questions at the time when I was forming my view of the
world, my political outlook. And I came to see through experience and through study and taking up Marxist theory
that these things were rooted in the very nature of the system
that dominates the world and the ve& nature of a society
divided into classes and that thev could onlv be eliminated
through a communist revolution. And ever since that time
I've always tried to do everything I could to contribute to that
revolution. And I've never been shaken in the belief that
that's both what's necessary and also that that's possible.
To put it another way, there's nothing about the present
order of things in the world that's tolerable to me. It's completely intolerable. I can't stand it. And I don't want to make
my peace with it, I don't want to find a way to make it within
that world, or to try to make it. I don't want to be part of the
established order. I don't want to turn a blind eye and pretend I don't see what I do see. I don't want to stand on top of
the rubble of broken bodies and the suffering and destruction that this system brings down on people and never look
down and see what I'm standing on while I'm stuffing my
face. That doesn't hold any attraction for me; I'm repulsed by
the idea of that and I just have no interest in doing that.
These are the kinds of things that continue to sustain me.
as I think about it - that on the one hand the world as it is to
me is intolerable and, you know, I feel an urgent burning
desire to see everything radically changed and I also continue
to believe that it's possible. And as I've said, ever since I've
come to understand that communist revolution holds the
way to do this, that's sustained me. That understanding has
sustained me as well and 1 continued to do everything I could
to contribute to that.
But I also want to stress that it's not just a question of being "sustained," it's a question of continuing t; advance and
repeatedly making necessary leaps and ruptures in your
understanding and in your stand and your actions. And it's
definitely n o t just a
of revolutionary will - certainIv not in some existential, look-inside-yourself-for-thedanng-and-determination sense - hut a question of dealing
with, striving to change, the objective world and drawing
strength from the advances that are madi and the advanced
forces that come forward. I know that, besides the other
things I've touched on, what has been of decisive importance
in helping me to be sustained - that is, to continue to advance - have been the revolutionary upsurges and revolutionary uprisings of oppressed masses, which have repeatedly arisen, often breaking through seemingly very suffocating
situations: and also the advances that have been made among
the conscious organized revolutionary forces, the international communist movement, many of which have also been
made in the face of adversity and setback and on the baas of
summing up the causes of such setback and difficulty. So it's
all of this that has kept me going forward, that has made me
feel compelled to go forward.

Q: But, objectively, there have been a lot of ups a n d
d o w n s in t h e revolutionary struggles in t h e U.S. a n d
have encountered
a r o u n d t h e world, and you
. vourself
.
some serious political repression, including attempts t o
incarcerate vou.
' . direct threats o n vour life. b e h e forced
to go into exile at a time w h e n n o t a single government
in the world is inclined to b e supportive of your views
and activities. To put it bluntly: don't you ever get
discouraged?

-

A: Certainly there are things that I've found very
discouraging. For example, the restoration of capitalism in
China, the seizure of power by the revisionists after Mao's
death, was a tremendously discouraging thing for every
revolutionary in the world. But what it did was force us to
confront more deeply the problems and the contradictions
involved in carrying forward the revolution toward the goal
of communism. That was a choice you had, either you would
go more deeply into that and try to develop a more profound
and all-around understanding of that and be able to go forward again on the basis of that, or else you would be defeated
by it.
And so, yes, particular things have been very (laughs)
discouraging hut I've never become discouraged in an overall
sense, I've never become discouraged in the sense of wanting
to give up on the whole thing, give up on the goal of proletarian revolution, because I've never been convinced that
it isn't necessary and I've never been convinced that it isn't
possihle. So it comes back to that. And, again, the world as it
is, its relations, its conditions, its dominant values, are
thoroughly abhorrent to me. You know, it's like Eddy Grant
telling 'em "deep in my heart 1 abhor you" (laughs). That's
the wav I feel about it and that feeling is, if anything, deeper
than it
when that guy told me I'd bum out. You know,it's
much deeper now even. So that is a big part anyway of what
sustains me.
Now you mentioned another thing that has something to
do with all this - the auestion of trvineu never to eet stale and
always opening up new angles. I think this is also important.
One of the things that I've learned more about is the necessity to go back to things that you're pretty sure of and at
various times look at them anew, look at them from different
angles and read what somebody who doesn't agree with you
on that has to say about it and be willing to consider what
they have to say, even if it's uncomfortable. I'm not going to
pretend that I find it easy to be criticized or that I find it easy
to have my weaknesses and shortcomings, or the weaknesses
and shortcomings of what I hold very firmly as basic beliefs
- that I find it easy to have those criticized or punctured. I
don't. I fight very hard for what I think is correct and I don't
give in easily on things I fight about. But I have learned more
and more the importance of, at the same time, being willing
to recognize when and where you are wrong. Or when and
where parts of what you hold very firmly are wrong or have
to be thought about again at the least. I think this is very important, and I try to make it part of my basic method to go
back and look at old questions or old problems anew and
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from a different angle, and particularly from the angle of people who don't a p e with the views I hold on it.
I also try at any given time to read different things that
don't have anything to do with the main problems that I'm
considering directly. In other words, if I'm dealing with certain political problems I try to read something in a whole different realm which doesn't directly have any bearing on that
- just to keep my mind flexible, if you want to put it that
way, and to keep myself from getting into a rut and bogged
down in routine and only thinking the same thoughts and
considering the same questions over and over again-and not
getting into anything fresh and new. When I am focusing on
a particular problem, when a particular question assumes
major importance at a particular time, I devote a great deal of
attention to it, in great detail: I try to eo into it, over and over,
from many different angles, 'studying it from different
perspectives and "turning it over in my m i n d in different
ways. But even then I try to take the time and make a special
effort to do that other thing of reading and thinking about
other questions not at all directly related to the particular
problem I'm focusing so much attention on, in such detail.
Maybe this is one aspect,one way I've come to, of applying
the principle that Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought
is a telescope and a miscroscope.
So these are some of the ways that I try to avoid getting
stale and to bring up new angles on things, but I think what
underlies all this and the reason that I am consciously trying
to find new ways to get at things is that I'm driven by an impatience with the world as it is. I'm driven by this overwhelming sense that it's intolerable, that it has to be changed,
and that the pace of change has to be accelerated - and
ticularlv in the oresent context the ureencv of that is raised
all the higher, &d I feel that urgency 21the more deeply. ~o
these are a number of the things that have kept me going and
which I believe have kept me from getting stale.
So I think that if I were to try to give an answer as to why
I haven't gotten burned out, these are at least some important elements of the answer. And of course this can be misused
and it may sound corny, but for me it's also been very true that
it's always been important, whatever my circumstances, to
try to find the ways to be in contact with and to be learning
from particularly those sections of the people in society for
whom life is most intolerable and who are most desirous of a
radical change, and not to be completely cut off from them
no matter how difficult my circumstances might be.
Now obviously since being forced into exile those conditinns have been difficult, and it's been difficult to find the
ways to do this and a lot of it has to be indirect. In other
words, I rely a lot on reports based on the work of the party
working in the U.S. among the oppressed masses and the
new things that are emerging, the ideas they're raising and
the questions they're bringing up in response to the revolutionary work that we're doing. And of course I rely on our
party's newspaper, the Revolutionary Worker, as well as other
publications, for this and more. This is a lot of help in sustain-

ing me. And no matter where you are, there are oppre5sed
masses and it is possible to find the ways to be in contact with

them - not in some ridiculous or condescending sense of
rubbing shoulders, but to actually be learning from the new
things that are arising and to be drawing from the whole living sense among the oppressed that the world as it is, and the
systems as they rule people, are the source of suffering and
torment and represent an intolerable situation that has to be
somehow radically and dramatically changed. And this too is
a crucial element in sustaining me.

Q: I hope you don't find this next question too personal, hut I'd like to try to get a little more insight into
some of your own particularities, into the basis for
what could be considered a rather intriguing persona.
I'm not quite sure how to formulate this. You've
demonstrated through your work that you're a very developed theoretician, certainly one of the most developed theoreticians of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung
Thought, in the world today. But, how shall I put this?
You're certainly not a stuffed-shirt! One would have to
say that you've got style! I n fact you're known for that,
for a certain outlandish a n d unorthodox style, which
comes through i n your writings as well as i n other
ways. And you've also got a reputation i n some circles
for having a sharp a n d biting sense of humor. Are there
particular life experiences which you draw on to maintain your "style," to keep from getting stale a n d so
forth?
I know a little about your history and I know that
before the RCP and before the RU you were involved in
the Free Speech Movement and the antiwar movement, that you were a leading figure within SDS in its
most radical period, and that you were closely
associated with t h e Black Panther Party from its very
e a r k s t days. But looking back even further I know
that you came out of a white middle-class intellectual
family, hut that when you were at school at Berkeley
High your social ties were mainly with t h e Black youth
with whom you played sports, sang, socialized, and so
on. This must have been somewhat unusual in the '50s.
even in Berkeley! Did this affect you a lot?
A: Yes, I would say that it affected me very profoundly. I
would say that in a very real and important sense I am a pmduct of Berkeley. And more than that a product of the U.S.and
the world and what was eoine
" on with it and the chanees that
it was going through in the '60s in particular. This is what
largely has shaped and molded me the way I am in many different ways.
What I mean though, in particular, by saying 1think I'm
a product of Berkeley, is that Berkeley, particularly in the
time I was growing up there, was characterized by a sort of
unusual combination: on the one hand being a university
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city with an intellectual community and an intellectual environment, which I was part of; and on the other hand, having a significant Black population and a ghetto, and the
strone influence of that also on the life of the citv and the life
of the area. This was reflected in the high school that I went
to, because Berkeley at that time in housing and in education
up through the junior high school level was very segregated,
so that the area that I lived in, coming from a middle-class
white family, was all white or almost all white, and the
schools I went to in grammar school and junior high school
were virtually all white as well. And then when you went to
high xhool there was only one public high xhool in the
whole city, so it was a dramatic change. All of a sudden you
were thrown into a situation where the school was half white
and half Black, more or less.
And this introduced me to all kinds of new things at a
time when all kinds of things were being shaken up in this
society - the late '50s and going into the early '60s when the
protests and rebellions of Black people were beginning to
really take off and when this was finding expression in many
different arenas, including the cultural arena. And I was
drawn to this and drawn into it. I remember one time someone asking me, when I was in high school, someone who was
a liberal at the time, saying to me, "I can see why you like
some Black athletes and some Black music and things like
this, hut why do you like onty Black athletes and Black music
and so on?" Now, this was a little bit of an exaggeration on his
part, but it spoke to something real about my basic orientation. These were the things I was drawn to. And so in a certain way, the people that mainly - not exclusively but mainly - were my friends in high school were the Hack people
that I played sports with, and I did, it's true, form a singing
group together with a number of Black guys. We (laughs)
never had a million-seller, we never even recorded a record,
but we had a lot of fun and it introduced me, obviously, to a
lot of experiences I wouldn't have had otherwise.
AH this had a verv, ,vrofound
Lmmct on me and it was a kind
.
of time when a lot of things were being shaken up, you were
being confronted with new things and you were being confronted with challenges, and a big question was where you
were going stand on things - lines were being drawn very
sharply. I found all this not only something that was sharply
confronting me, but I found it all very liberating something was being shaken loose. And I found that a great
source of inspiration and joy and I readily joined in with it.
But at the same time there was still a gulf that separated
me from the Hack people that I was friends with and hanging around with. I mean, we went to each other's houses, we
stayed at each other's house, all those sorts of things, we sang
together in different places; we were genuinely friends. But
at the same time, I lived in one kind of neighborhood and
they lived in another, and that wasn't eliminated by the
friendship and the closeness that we had. So this had a profound impact on me, but there was still a gulf. And I know
when I went on to the university I felt this contradiction
within me, sort of the contradiction of what Berkeley is, to
continue that metaphor: on the one hand, the intellectual at-

mosphere of Berkeley, and particularly the protest
movements that were beginning to develop and some of the
cultural expressions of that, which I found exciting and exhilarating; on the other hand, it also left me with a certain
amount of emptiness and there were some aspects of it that
weren't fulfilling to me, and I kept finding myself drawn to
Black cultural expressions, including in sports. I was drawn
back to my old high school and back to the playgrounds that I
played basketball in as a high school student. I was much
more interested in that than I was in sports at the university,
which was frankly just too white and too bland for me. And
that was true of a lot of the culture there generally.
So, again, this was an acute contradiction and once
again, as things further developed, I was confronted with
choices. For example, when I first met Huey Newton and
Bobby Seale, who were the co-founders of the Black Panther
Party, I didn't meet them in a directly political context. I met
them before they actually founded the Black Panther Party,
and I met them not as a representative of a political group or
something, and I wasn't talking to them as representative of
another political group, but I met them through indirect
means. One night I went to a rec center and was playing
basketball and afterward I hung out with a couple of Black
euys I knew and ended UD
. mine
- home with one of them and
staying up till two in the morning talking about the Congo
and a number of other ouestions, both in the U.S. and internationally, that were hot, important issues at that time. And
then a f& weeks later one of these guys introduced me to
Bobbv Seale and Huev Newton. and then the next time I saw
themwas when I was driving car late in the night lor &ly
in the morning) with another Black friend of mine with
whom I hune out a lot. and we eave them a ride somewhere.
And I got into talking with themabout some of their political
v i e w s . ~ olater, wh& they had formed the Black Panther
Partv and I came into a more directly political relationshiv
with them, there was already som&i& there, previous &
that. It wasn't just purely a political relationship, if you
understand what I'm trying to say.
But again, new choices and new questions kept posing
themselves. I was still a product of Berkeley and of its two
aspects, and these were still coexisting in me at that time sort of the white intellectual, academic side and the side of
the expression of Black people and everything that that
represents. At one point, after I started working for Ramparts
magazine, I ran for Berkeley City Council back in, I think,
1967, on sort of a radical reform slate. We actually got about,
or I at least got about, 30 percent of the vote. We weren't
elected, but we got about 30 percent of the vote. And I
remember something very interesting happening after that.
Eldridge Cleaver was working at Ramparts, and at that time
he w& a revolutionary andwas doing a number of good
things. And one eood thine that I'll always remember that he
did was we were going out to lunch or something, in San
Francisco, we were both working at Ramparts, and he said to
me, well, you know, you were involved in all that reform
stuff running for City Council in Berkeley and I don't
remember the exact words but basically (laughs): That's all
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over with now and you got that all out of your system and
now you can do something serious like get into revolution
with both feet. I sort of did have one foot in the revolutionary
camp, because I was already a supporter of the Black Panther
Party at that stage, even while I had another foot still in the
Berkeley reform thing, which has reached full expression
with its reformed city councils and so on. And I remember
him saying that to me, well now you can put all that sort of
stuff behind you and get into revolution with both feet.
Which is what I did.
So this gulf or this gap was, through a series of events and
through some leaps and struggles, being bridged, and what
was being achieved, I think, was a synthesis of these two
trends. In other words a synthesis to something that was different than either of them but integrated elements of both both the intellectual aspect on the one hand and, on the other
hand and even more importantly, everything I had learned
and everything that had attracted and drawn me forward
from out of the whole experience of Black people, which I'd
been introduced to and been able to come in contact with in a
personal and deep kind of way. More than anything else, it
was this experience of Black people and how it influenced
me that determined how I viewed the uprisings and revolutionary struggles of oppressed people, not just in the U.S. hut
internationally as well, and how I viewed political and world
events generally, especially in the period when I was first
beginning to form solid political views. And more broadly, in
turn, it has been the influence on me of the oppressed
masses, and especially of their revolutionary uprisings and
struggles, that has set the terms of, the framework for the
way in which I have developed - including in how I
developed as an intellectual and in what ways, toward what
ends, I have applied the intellectual training I have got.
So if you want to talk about what formed me, it was all
that. All this had a very profound influence on me, and then
@n my political formation, if you want to put it that way,
was occurring in the context of the Vietnam War, the u p
surges of national liberation struggles all around the world,
and the Cultural Revolution in China and everything that
that represented. So all this is what made its imprint on me
and has left its imprint on me in a very profound way and has
sort of shaped me politically and in an all-around sense in
terms of what I am.
And I think this has a lot to do with shaping or being sort
of the basic elements or ingredients of what you referred to
as my "style." I've heard our party described - and I think it
was made in a complimentary sense - I've heard it described
as "intelligent hoodlums." Certainly I've taken that in a
complimentary sense, and in the spirit in which I believe it
was intended, I believe it's a very apt and good description of
our party; and I think, frankly, it's what attracts people of
different kinds to our party.
But at the same time, as I said, there's always new questions, new challenges, new crossroads that you come to, and
it's interesting in looking back over my own experience - I

weaknesses that spontaneously some of the masses, in particular, in this case, some of the Hack masses, have. Let me
give a concrete example. At the time that he became a
phenomenon, to put it that way, I had a very negative view of
Jimi Hendrix. And I think my view was very similar to - 1
know it was similar to the Black people that I knew - and I
think it was similar to a lot of Black people's view that Hendrix was, to put it sort of crudely, a Hack guy playing for a
bunch of white people; and what was he doing hanging
around with these hippies, playing this tripped-out
psychedelic hippie music! It's actually kind of ironic,
because the music that really touched me where I feel, the
music that I really related to, was rhythm and blues music,
which came to be called soul music; and in fact Hendrix had
a strong background in this - he incorporated at least
aspects of it into what became identified as the Jimi Hendrix
thing, musically, in the late'60s - but I didn't see that then. I
only saw the fact that he had gone off in a different direction,
that he was doing stuff I just took as tripped out - like I said,
psychedelic hippie music for acid-head white people. Now, I
listened to other music besides rhythm and blues or soul
music, I was influenced by and I liked a lot of Bob Dylan and
other things like that, but I just couldn't rdate to the kinds of
things Hendrix was getting into. You know, it's funny, I've
talked to people about this before, sometimes when we were
kind of goofing, thinking back on the past, on our roots, if
you want to put it that way: If you say "Fillmore Auditorium,
San Francisco," and ask what it calls to mind, for me it's not
the kinds of music Bill Graham was promoting there in the
'60s land into the '70~1;for me it's the place, back before that,
where people like Hank Ballard and the Midnightem played,
and where James Brown and the Famous Flames and the
Drifters performed before they got more of a white audience
and made it tag.
And I had this kind of negative, sort of narrownationalist, if you will, reaction to something like J i i Hendrix. It's only been more recently that I've gone back and
looked at that question anew and started reading up on and
listening to Hendrix and trying to understand, because o b
viously there was something that was radical and there was a
very positive thrust about that. I've done this partly to
understand what there was about Hendrix that was a break
with and a challenge to convention and established norms
and the powers-that-be and the status quo, and what there
was that was new and fresh about it, and what can be learned
from that. It's partly to appreciate that better, but even more
generally it's to not make that same kind of mistake again
or minimize that kind of mistake - of not recognizing new
and fresh things that come up, no doubt in different forms, in
the future. To sharpen my ability to recognize those things
when they arise in the future - it's for that, as well as to
learn more about Hendrix, that I've gone back and gone into
this. But since other people hipped me to what Hendrix was
about, I've been struck by the fact that at the time I had what
could be called a kind of narrow-nationalist response to what

think in some ways a lot of my views on things, including on

he was doing.

cultural matters for example, also carried some of the
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But I think that's a secondary thing, very definitely - a
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negative but a secondary thing to the positive influences that
were brought to bear on me. These formative experiences in
high school and continuing after that had everything to do
with making me a revolutionary and propelling me in the
direction of communism - although there's a leap to becoming a communist, which involves taking up a scientific
understanding of the world and grasping the theory to go
along with the revolutionary impulse that one feels from
drawing on and being influenced and shaped by the land of
sources and influences I've discussed.
So in a real sense it's the combination, or the synthesis,
of these different elements and influences that has made me
the kind of person that I am and shaped my outlook and
views and feelings about things. That's the best explanation I
can give in answer to that question.

So I think the answer to your question is that I'm a lot more
optimistic than I would be if I were an imperialist, because I
see in those revolutionary events and in those revolutionary
struggles the possibility of a far different future for humanity
than the present reality that we're faced with and the future
that imperialism is preparing and that is impending under
the present system. I see the possibility of a future of overthrowing this system and wrenching out of all the madness
that's being brought down and that's being prepared a whole
different land of society and a whole different world for
humanity.

Wrap-up by interviewer:

Q: Would you say you are optimistic about the
future?
A: Let me answer that by saying I'm a lot more optimistic
about the future than I would be if I were an imperialist,
because they have to worry about how to deal with the
challenge fromthe rival imperialists, whichever side they're
on - the Soviet bloc or the U.S.bloc - they have to worry
about all the consequences of everything they're preparing
and are driven toward unleashing, including and most
especially world war and nuclear devastation. But they also
are driven to a frenzy by the revolutionary upsurges in various
parts of the world and are driven to distraction trying to
figure out how to douse these revolutionary fires and sup
press the revolutionary energy of the masses that continually
bursts forth, now here and now there. They look at such
things as the revolutionary uprisings in South Africa or the
revolutionary war in Peru with genuine horror and, on the
other hand, I look at those things as a source of great inspiration and great joy.

Well we've ranged aver quite a few topics and you've certainly provided some challenging insights. There's lots mare we could
talk about but I know we've got a time limit. Peopk who are
hungry for mare will no doubt gain a lot by studying some of your
many books and other writings which are distributed thrcugh
Rewlution Books in the U.S. and which are also amifable for
distribution abroad. I also understand that plans are also in the
uwk to make your latest book, A Horrible End, or An End to
the Horror? available on cassette tapes in English and Spanish.
In conclusion, I'd Hke to thank you for your time, and I'd also
like to say that I am very aware that the pressure is still on, that
harm from coming
continual vigilance must be exerted to
to vou. And this fact has been varticularlv underscored since the
denial of
refugee status to you France. And I think I
speak for your followers and supporters, as well as for many who
m a y not agree with you but insist on the opportunity to hear your
views, in saying that, while there are certainty those who want to
see your voice stifled, there are many others in the U.S. and in
other countries as well who are determined that they will not succeed. So let me conclude by wishing you well, and again, thank
you.
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